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A Poolosistor 1111.4.
Wifidaliantitu, Nov. 214.-1.strit eight
at Wairibiste. Postutaider J. F Itrstrird
*as ship: raid 1ll. d hot/wily tly his
broilter-iii-las, Lew is Smith. the lat-
ter, it appear*, lad unatr.ated isle wife
and she appeal, tilt, Bradford for protec-
tion. going toll, office for that purpose.
Smith fullow•il her there, cud Soling
Bradford standing by the stove, 'stalled
hie revolver and tired three times*, each
shell Miaow *Item in the breast. Is. fall.
lug, Bradford eirtick the stove slid*
clothe* took lire but were put out. - -
Ile never evoke after Ostleg *Oft and
Is Kai.1 to have been it. hunurable and
popular citizen, leaving a wile and three
Smith revalued alit, a pesos
hi pursuit, with the avowed purpose of
lyin•iiing him if taught. At daylight
wprerweed
defer of Deputy sheriff Mahar, fuer
nailer from this place, awl gave lilineele
tip, asalug to be takeu quickly to AI,
as lw bare(' e mob st toad muse hint. thri
his brad %err tverang.11 *hunt
widclr be tails tiro -storie---one that
BrallOrd Msot 111m, sold the vies•r that
In makitig hie escape he tell against the
stove.
Ile has asked the Sheriff to guard the
jail to-eight, a report being lite that
sisob will arrive from 00dblUe larelig
Wei. Maki. IF said to lw a desperate
and ass arrested a few day.
'Sete ma a peaces warrant. It was his
ilepheet Whit sea.. killed at l'orlsiss. this
counts, on Friday night.
MO Nett President Bet Oar.
Richmond (VA state.
Mr. CesrUsle a-ands a- the 401e 10111101bill
II ttttt 111•11 for the Presiilency iti Isted, after
the pineent Mc bent. 'Fhe Courier-
hewing, utif eeitielDed Louisville eon-
ttouporary. 'plainly admits that the pres-
ent isicumlwait is possible, one of the on-
ly it's) whom it believes to be possible.
it we understood it aright, of election af-
ter nomiliation That is a very sensible
emweretion hr  what we may safely call
Ii, pardoliable circumlocution. Mal in no
wilily (undefined frieini of the A.1111114.1-
trat . Hut midi a conce..ion of a is-
"V- IS “011e V the allfeat viva .4 H
iss
tihteo.f.11ositrowr • levidand wilt be ro-
(.1Amsair ISMS; and slyly
tour yeses later., a thoroughly united
Denuottatty,_tie.urantling that the reserv-
ed rights of the Suttees shell nut be in-
vaded. and that the people sisall be tax-
ed only folttlie support of Government,
and mit be fierce(' to pay tribute to any
teemed ellsesi will choose by • ewes-ping
majority as Presideiit of the ['idled
Slates the first stittesnrien in our public
lit.', G Carliele. of Kentucky.
Virginia i. "the her id States Niel
etateenten,- KIM the moat 'tilted son of
any of her daughters will have bestowed
Nisei I l i lll time the full measure of her
The Pee Tragedy.
Itairtiansotrasi, Nov eke -Ti-slay I
hail a telk wit's It. M. Mitchell, a broth-
er sit' the maniere,' Mrs. l'ue. He rx
presse•I a freltenence tpeekleqg of the
matter, and Mild that he pri•ferred not
bli-
eat ion. Thmt the report of the murder
I.. true he admitted, elating that all the
fits would, lie befitted, fermi he brought
'0 light and the guilty parties arreste I.
Mr. Miteliell also said that hie brother.
, Mr. l'oe, was erstop14•tely birolien
down; is now ita 11.• e4ILIA41111 year. *ad
ootild spend the nmataberler of hie Ill.'
stialift his (Mitebell'.' rolf. 'Ftse. old
gentleman is perf.clly sine oil other
matters, but When the anklet, of his
miafortinic is mentioned Mot mood wan-
ders and be seems to not have resinous.
lwred Ianything connected with the sad
4 vesirdeee. It is quite probable that
Illeleiful death will shortly end his std.-
ferhigs, and thus the entire family of
bine perstme aloe,' out of raistence.
-- -
Maltese's Amsathint.
What Clefeloo4Shosid Do. .
BOIIION, Nov 204 -The_ 91.1.0 film*
letters front Koine of the herg.kretwe sal
Itors of the terisettry in answer IO the
What' idnoild P'restlecit Ch ii--
land de En tbe ant two ) earls lu twOrr
that Democratic tumors may he ilsawrell
In NSW
1.."ol. Alex. Mcciiir••, of the Philadel-
phia Time, a rite.: "II ( leveland
keeps, straight along lie all! be his own
Userlite .1. Dees. 4.1 the New York
Sun, aistegosiizes the shove nith the loll.
lois leg : "II. shosild. In most reopeote,
act differently (rem what lw has dean
sturlug lbr last two years."
Mantissa Bustles. of Lha teptissmAssIsl
Itepublicsis, says: "Ile should owed-
kitty Eve up to the prinel des eiturici-
atetlIn the tette
4104 for the l'realtieney, and In Isla let-
terer 1111111111brr 11041, to George
William@ Lierils.'
i'. W. Dieaso, _of Use Charleston
News S1131 Courier, s '' IA( him
kr. out 1.. Its rad iti the a ay he has keen
going Iroise tie beginning."
Gillman, of the Philadelphia
litecord seys that he alsould fill the of-
fices with wide awake, representative
Ihstnocrat• as soon am possible toiler lib-
erally interpreted civil service nil -a,
end allow the wee be appointed to oork
her. the party.
11•IvIlle Y. stone, of the Chicago
Near, says: "lie sheald be able to go
before the country with cossfLietwe in
his ewers!. If, however, it be true that
the ninjority of the Anwriesn people tio
not approve of his policy, do not regard
•publik• otlice a• public trite(' rather than
a partisan reward; it it be true that the
general sentiment of the country be
rained agalnet an honest, intelligent and
faithful administ,ration of the l'resiiiont'e
°Moe, clot' attention of intelligent,
ti  litful Mind§ may be well turne•I to
a weightier question than the welfereof
the l'reeident or party."
Stinson Ilutchi Ile writes that the Pres-
ident bas strengthened the party out-
side of its natural lines. Ile  Id now
consolidate and organize it. Ile has Ito
41flubt of I/temouratie 1111rdeite
with or Withet4 I'levebtesd, bet t
it would helmet like tievelitud to 01
lively deviiiie a renomination.
Miter Abell, of the Baltimore Sun,
commesisis clevelatiti for keeping his
pledges, ails' ciliate the party fur its
love of peons.
Editor Pulitzer, of the New York
World, wastes (Irv-elate, to elli1•1111 the
ring* tnurei help the working iwople
more; try to itifinence leglel*Mon more,
and admire the mugwump§ lees.
•
The Naughty ilallet.
Si. Louis, NM/. 29.-The American
4 *onipany was prepared to meet a cor-
dial reeept ion In St. LOUIS, but se e has
hewn tendered from a quarter mid, %hit
warmth that With entirely ittiexpet•ted.
l'he meeting before the regular
meeting of the' Evangelical Alliance of
this eity this morning Was to have been
a Moves-Ion of the Sunday question;
sinieters of the
city were present the ipteetion was post-
poned and attention t•alleil to the fact
that the American Opera Company was
to give a week's entertalumetit here, be-
g' tttt big to-night and, to the limber fact
that the eompany's performative: were
to Wylie& a story worldly ballet. A
eseennittes was appointed to e4414.14611T the
question, anil after mature deliberatfcM
reported the following reeolutione which
were unanimously 4.00e41:
, The seasOW of plastic
SIIMMenient is upon us; sad, whereas,
eoeses.f these instulgeswee have it decide.-
ly nOtritedillg tesidosney ; theretore,
gesoice.i. that we earnestly ...mime! all
Chil-tiati people to refrain from patron-
ising n lllll as press-lit
specular repreeentatitme oh eentasality or
are manifestly inimmal le their influ-
ester and destructive of spiritual light.
Remo/feet, That We regret to learn, up.
oil what seems to be reel authority, that
ouch objectionable feature.t belong to
souse 01 the perturnomma ut the Amer-
ican Opera C patty.
4iss-
IUNI/111TISI: HONDURAS.
New Yoke, Nov. 29.- An itit•iiient of
the troillihme limes alien Gaitiel•I died
I. recalled through the filing iti the
I. etas at Wit.ithigtoti the other illy sit a
Inn i i Equity agelest Wm. Jones, Iwt
t••1. knou ti as 'Hill Jones, the A veneer.'
I.,c cane/rime hobs wile, ',raying for a
liefirraffet:-. -`.11tilel .1 ones,  _it_ e_A_ff he 
remember...I, I. the man litho fired
through Gospels. n v., ti at (imitate whet:
it e latter as.. being cnitteyrd took to
ivil from the ssetort-heues. it the 1 bee his
Intl see iit progres.. $ 'renovators'
jury toinitred dome of the elierge iil
iheoitil I. Sitwe then lie has bee • ut-
terly %seniors's, mid for eight pare, if
the atauseartsteof ids wife are to be ere&
It-11, has been a drunkard, and has treat-
y.. I lirr with extrefite cruelty. Indeed by
illeatis of threate lie has for the holt the.e
I
- etas lowed from tier large Punts of
matey, a hit-ti was spent by hint in rho-
' sew living and de!nitieliery.
, - Routorhohle Wootrui.
Iritt 1.110: GREEN, *y., Nov. 29.- M rs
argue' Meths r, %Wow of this Roe-
tier, dem/teal. died ssioddisely hat night
( heart ilieesse. in her 141 year. Stir
as p active 4.f Havana, Germany, not
tar from Wleatsbure, where the first
footle was funght. Hit Fret-ti She
tuarried Nest • A1 sleholst. Nod tam to
this collide" re-early life- andeettled in
IWarreu county and "fiery/aril ineveil to
he city le INS She was the  titer
of nineteen chthlren, tight of whom are
preeti. .a daughter and
iiixixp sons, all Illost entemphs chit.
*In te show lug Hot their st.t. r vele
mew than wet orktfrrary woMtree by eft
Joaeiter iti hich she aired her numer-
eine progeny. Deep-sate' I  Mary
lel•RTrer -ROME tn sempogg
te Nam le-John Steboht; one 'of Ives sense
i.y her first Mod/and.
:41, kellal or Raw 
(Aver.so
l'AVIteRVILLIL, K. , Noy. 26.-I.aie
I
•.eltseollay IgIsta yelling termer 114111.
il Blushes Pletnelits, %bile going home
om prat Cr meeting with snother lac-
ier. non. il . Gordon. ausisietily
•callleillii.111 rd Cigitilli with a
v im N,,t ..,-. 0 ig, a sew, It wig
Ilmie tit t leideitill;en 1 be 'Ilivitt-found
me sil.tince from the read, sitting he-
ists. the body sit the men he hail mur-
•re•I, and eating his heart, hinge and
ver, atel was devourlisg them. Clem-
ta was searched, and is now in jail a
v 111.11.111eklec._
tpothet Lbflor Prom 44.1114 Com.
Illtort.”
-
, 1110Iiriti r, Mo., Noe. 26 -The Head-
ed received yesterday a elsarectet Mule
user r  the alleged Jim Cummitigs,
tit ttttt lens expense rober. The per-
hal tiveAldteti anti  gip ligeidelj,tipg
reeseilf An ilea ST a' mas Aft
iielltiverreliprpees dating the fair
e hi 1Wit'AWIty, The teeter lis dated
aha, stid one deitile ! at Comte!!
Itiflis. l'umminga .ayes lie is having •
vest time, sii•I still liss most of the tool-
money . ,
He Teemed His Ilymamelte.
-
4 KaTTA110104e, Tionc., Nov. eV - 4
ortilde siocisient yes:erred on l'oint
'enamel Misertialti this taoritlag. •
ming man named lir) alit was prepar-
e to make a bigot. but Mimil his thy.
smite trozen. Ile placed It on a fire to
is w rel a Ise tilde explosion followed.
1 ltefIreoro olfrood mot
...so h 11
Wass mitres. Yoe (pm wont'.
altv. "Iltt," Doer% of Dakota, was
Oiling the orwopapera with lurid end
eittinwietteiu prediesSons talerct to the
Vast ellitaine 'Of Malley oinuthos enter-
prising Ames ii•mart in Honduras. Ile
him Dow eteturewsi frosts a trip sit mopes.-
Uou iu that country Rut' thinks it le the
lest place that an America:I should Peek
for au in% cotitient "It has Valuable
mines," he says, "but they an. isottlapo-
ible, There are so read., MA Mr Mabry
mitre the only means of travel is on Me
back of an "sultan carrier, alto journey 
on a path on the backbone of the earth
often hot a hilt' than two feet,
w here. ir be were to step aride.
he over preeiviesse thousand feet
There are telegraph liner th ttttt glo the
 
try, but they beluut to the sovern-
were eeteblieBed. for Military
purpoees. The topography is ton rough
for railroad purposive aad I dosed think
that foreign investments, however much
they troy he-encouraged by President
Booms, sill be liable to he placed in
the  try. There are Americans
there now, but I can not say how well
they are doing "
•
.1 Wator4hero for Trumps.
• Now Yoko.- flow. W.-Tramps mum.
work or artist io. Joeeph Iii See, Super-
visor from North Castle, Wincheeter
county, Sow York, has bisrodueed a
reents1Moti in the Bowed of impareisons
providing for the commitment of all
vi •:rmits and tramp's to the A losialiouse,
to wide!' Is to be added a istlikli011 ssv,.111,
ranged In compartoteats twit goo kit
ean 1...• swparate ly flOo•led A 1th water tis
the depth Of oio feet witrett, • Ir4l1lP ie
Ii,, Arcerattql In one of Ifi1 apsi (motile.
The water is to be turned on, anal he
in ' de be aiii) 
ert 
el. Tilwritsi, 'on Is
must eithei ilj, out as [pet at it contestieU
Offer'', Mr. re enplaiise titbit.,
fvf #ons• qweliiters -we the I Ittlity oh
tramps which the comitry has got to
feed, at a coot at $Z5,004}.. Ile hrlig-
nattily denies that he lotends to join the
large army of prufeseknial humorists.
Preaching at a Sloggtog Notch:
SAN FRANCISCO, Nov. 19.-A singular
Beene as. * Mooed at Lles A nip les
Saturday night. John Sottisen gave
isle exhibition to a crowded howls% and
Ii. the millet of .tite Were beteseeis the
Steve Tav lor. • reformed portliest eats
ed Re. Hogan, le e0eidtieting refl.
Val tie iith, t dit City, moinoled the
photon,/ ail 4 a epees:h. The pu-
Itill's Wdleetelett rations, end allow-
ed Hiqcan to eailuflTete his harllingue Ot-
Is-n the most approved style of street rec.-
horters, picturing the fate of unrepent-
ant sinner's in moot lurid terns*. '114
(*ruled Rammed to the rod and eheered
Hogan, *tut then Sullivan ansi huh'
proveedesi with their boot.
. 
---
I a maid Apeel ally resemimend to the
hulles Aoker • dyttpepata Table*. As
• laeslite the) hive • Equal. They
. re guaranteed to litre I firmly (*mist!.
patent, Dysiwpaii, •nit ell Ma'ama aris-
ing from a diseased stoma/qt. With a
frisk of the 'I el lets, Sick Headache
is ible. II. B. ti•asast, drugeplek,
• • •
THE NEWS.
A as e I si stoutest este' of l'ruseisis bish-
ops has ottansistell at truistic
Gen. Kainbars has strived at Wear*
mad has prom-4AM to St. Peterabiarg.
Nine youths have beets sentetwed to
sheath at $yuhery, N. h. W., for commit-
ting an outrage oii a le-year old !servant
girt.
!fishtail!' llotel • 'unipsity. at
Oleo Ussossukes, l'a.. has wade au arklitn-
went. Asset., teti,UUO; ilabilitlea tin-
kiuuiit
'hiring the 'mat Waal is lye boos
'Illy rime. ol eisidera and ten uleatlie.
from the disea.e in the itifatitry bar-
rocks at Wired,.
A diepniele, (stow Poop
The Yrrin It ebrarttirr-
been emit to the water's ,'dg,- liy the l'a-
cede ellesuater Lity ofFt-kits.
Cr. Hobe reeve A. onogrosti ye, hiss tweet
elerird to the House of Compton.. to till
hie vacancy in the Brighton diatriet
'$imothe lihwtor IA blies, Ile had no oppss-is
The at•tOr *lei dramatis: author I.ar-
tonge, on the occashm of the cetehrstIon
of his Jubilee Its Heflin, fec"Ifell 030 Di-
slactstiasa.of the orders of the fl ve
I'
Ttot British troops its Donnish its a re-
cent rm....miter with Bosh% , kil ui 113
of Isla followers without losieg a soldier.
But three of the British uos.ess Were
wounded.
President Garrett saki Saturday that
the Baltinsore red Ohio will be repre-
sented at the meeting of Trunk-Ilse.
Preadesita at t Onintlasionev Fink's of-
fice lii New York on Wedneaday next.
The ran which wax 'started on the
Germs* Savings beak at Davenport,
Ia.. Frlslay,- wits 1.011M111•11 to about 200
depoelsore. 'there le me excitement,
11.1.1 more money hits been deposited
than drawn.
Prof. Berkisanit hag died of lithe,
Sin lige' land. Ile a-as president Of the
Otology Cotigrees held at Hale hi 1$114.
1 he death la *leo neditititieril of Herr
Ifsyden, the professor of philosophy lii
the Uoleereity of lerlangen.
Returns to the Marine Iteru-tweitt of
('Instils eldiw that the antes which
swept all the lakes on the lith and 15th
inst., was terribly disaeteous. Thirty-
seven lives were lost and thirty-three
vu-owls, worth $631),100, acre wrecked.
Wm. Woodeork, Master Mea•listilt• of
the Criniel railroad of Neer Jersey and
l'resident We 60i-owl Master Me-
chanic's Aesociation of the Uuited
Stale& shied at nem* Situnlay. Ile wits
a native of England, and 121 years of
age.
 
---a• Fie •41144-----
Mb; Crow Roy es Chapel.
Ed 66SW
it herusaaeomr sad ditty to chrotticle
the death of the able et Robert Ren-
shaw, a latch occurred on the night of
November aide She was a moat esti-
mable lady, and her loss is steeply felt
mier their
clawed sympathy to Ilse bereaved hue-
band and children. May the light of
her striking example, which shons• so
clearly forth, be to them as the guiding-
star to the eraveher in the wilderness,
Her father. kr. Hotigin Page, in very
sick at the hurt-ii-nut writing. V.' 1111am
Hero., two Mr. A C. lleyes, who has
been otedleed hie bed list the past
three weeks, being afflicted with a car-
buncle on his right hip, is rapidly re-
covering.
Prominent among the many attrac-
tive features of this neighborhood IS the
herideorne reeeleitee lately erected by
Mr L. R. Elliott. It is a neat piece of
wiirknianothip. Awl when to this com-
fort god pleasure is added the gift of
soother sprightly heir, one would think
that Reazen's cup of joy must need be
full.
Mr. .1. N. Lacy has haul a cistern
dug.
Mr. James Parker has been visiting
relatives in the neighborhood. Ile has
pun:ha/led it place near Antioch to which
he will move shortly.
II. It. Garner wishes to state that he
has at-hurI found lei :irtlele he Vali aell
sssi Its merits.. It Is a ith pleasure be
eitarasitee. to the public Acket's KugNab
keltled) It. a sure auil never-tailing ciire
tor Asthma, I siuighua, Nhoispitig 4 (High,
()loop, aoil all Lung t Ides. It he
the etandani remedy for Consumption.
lie has lirter found its equal.
-- 
-sass le um--
DIAMONDS. BEGAD!
Patti, all News.
Nasty of our readers are probably
aware (lost several eastern geologlats
Ievs 41...larrid that diamonds ornately
ORIot Its Kentucky. A reporter of the
News had a short talk last eveullig with
111.1 George SragraYer, of New leek, a
leo/ileum' alto has acquired ermaiilers-
, ble reputation sie all amateur geologist.
Tact Major said lie had not • particle of
"`'-1-(forthevitarvtiommretitelds eaten-din yew--
era' parts of Kt-mucky lie bail visited.
Silt whet emilseil tlie reporter to draw •
hi 'sig breath of astoni.li Meld was the
Major's assertion that he believed dia-
mond* existed right at the very doors
Of Padueah, in the inimediste vicinity
of law-em'. Bluff, a high hill oil the
hanks of tine Teeneowe, a few utiles
eolith of town.
"Do you sae these?" asked the Major,
drawing three or four ordinary looking
little pehldes from a buckskin petrel'
%hick he had its his pocket. Well, un-
less I am worse inietakeit Glatt I should
care to he, tit •y are ilia thr its the
rtmgli. I ea. bunting its the neighbor--
bootie,* the bluff yesterday with a friend,
and Minch a it Ii my peetiliar geologies'
surrounding, I qrsit looklog for birds
afid helms husking for carbons. I found
all of these within threw or four hours,
anti I shall be grievously slinappoleted
If they do not turn out diamonds, stir,
thateremds. 1 am going East by the
monvIng Crabs, and Si. *0013 as I Mee
I shall place them in the
hands of a that-elms lapidary I know
Iii that city arid have them drafted, it
they prove to be what I stopect they
are I'll let you know."
'lite reader slow IMO the story for what
it is werth. The writer is tonvinced
that Major Seagrave firmly believe., in
the existence of the precious (nonce in
tide vichtity.
CURE FOR ?MSS.
Piles are frequently preceded by a
seuuse til weight Iii the back, loins and
lower part of the abdomen, causing the
patient to suppose Ike has some affection
of the kidneys (Sr neighboring organs.
At tinted, symptoms of indigo/Woe are
present, flatulency, uneasiiiess of the
stomach, etc. A timiettire like perspir-
ation, priKhicing a very disagreeable
itching, after getting warm, Is a com-
mon attends/it. Blind, Bleeding anti
Itchltig Pike yield at once to the appli-
cadet,' of Dr. Boaanko'e Pile Remedy,
which act* directly upon the parts af-
fected, siesorbing Use Tutuorts. allaying
the intense hulling. and affecting a per-
manent cure. Prier 50 cents. Adureee
The Dr. Bosanko Medicine Co., Piqua,
0. For .ale by 0. E. Gaither,
THE MARKETS.
Mr Abram Parker has moved to y iiiir
tow o.
There was preaching at the new
(hriatiau church on the Rtiowilville
read last Sunday.
Mr. A. C. Hayes, who (ars everybody
knows..) has a level head, took silvan-
:age of the exeellent weather Thanks- I
giving day and killed hogs.
Fanners are very busy ptilihig corn
and stripping tobauseu.
The genie/ ensilet of those fistre yoking
!pollee who wept from here tii stay at
"aloe Lewitt lionwo" aro rattly =Ward.
We hope they ant be lionie every week.
The funeral of Mrs. Renshaw was
•reached at her hushanira reeidetice by
Rev. Tim-u. shaw Friday Nov. 26th,
and the remains were interred in the
11.3-es burying ground that evening.
MAOIST/4S
1110•4 Agents.
---
Mutations Beek Agents.-Mark
Twain anal Met Harts had their OW as-
awiation with literature as humble can-
vassers.
James G. Blaine began life as a book
sacra in Washington, Pa., selling a
"Life of henry Clay."
The poet Longfellow was a book agent
before his versos began to attract the at-
tention of Use
Jay Geoid made !Ottani white mos-
ey peddlieg hooka In the rural districts
or Coats* New York whet) • loom h0F.
Rutherford B. Hayes footed it all over
Southern Ohio whets a mere lad getting
attbeetiptlono for lister'. *.tioint'a
Hest."
Daniel 'Webster paid his second year's
tett, Sea at Dartmouth .A3/1'04111 1 srdiceiti
eitontsla ; @threw CaipJr Pu jut 11/
riirqueville "America."
When Napoleou Bonvarte was a lieu-
tenant in the army sod itaatiployed at
Paris, lie canvassed a suburban Parisian
arrosiilisement Our • stork entitled "L'
Histoire de la Revolution."
General Grant, after his resiguation
from the army and before his ventures
osi the Dent farm, took part of the terri-
tory of a general agent of Putnam -it to
dispose of Irving'• "Columbus."
George Wasblagtou, while mir.va.,13
or okra .... tallrlt$04111vOyl.: IlloW be
Fo;t otiont/i)tn hie youth, em
Roy tie Tames y the Weave's ell del-
itystIOn," and sold over NO copies In
Alettaudrls, Va.
Rlatnare, when at Heldelburg, daring
the winter Vacation, having Isis allow-
ance cut short by his father, the baron,
eaiiVas•ed ter Illaseenliaeh's 'Asifges-
chlehte die Weasselgungin der trpelgelel-
sett," and made enough to pay for his
beer and tobacco.
Thi• is a tnggeat lee hint as to the dis-
ciplinary valise of the profession of book
and periodical ranee/toting. We see
above the eminence to witieh it leads,
though these example' afford hardly a
hint as to Its general public utility.
•
CROUP, WHOOPING COUGH, and
Bronchitis Immediately relieved by 5111-
lob's Cnre. Sold by J. R. Armistead.
corrects.' bv
110rInalIVILLS. KY.. Dee. 2. laP6
Pork, • - viol°
Serino 'idea, scarce, • - - tOdele,
Hama. isugar cared I • - ieg.1..
flares o•ountry., . 15414
Lard. • - •
Piour„ Fancy, patent -
oi 
-
3 er. eismrd la
Bran stet shipatute lees titan 10 I.e.. It
Corn Meal, - - 754•
Pearl Meal, - - - - 90
New Orleans Efilassier, Faacy, - 40070
Candle.. star. be - • 1504*)
Butter - - - 26
DUB. - - - - 13',
Homitly, per gallon, - - so
tirite, per gallon. • Vic
Clover seed - - 6,15041.10
C ut nails. rein, 1, - 2,IS
Beaus, natl, per bueliel. - 2.26
Peas, per bushel. LW
Beans. Lima, per oc.und; , Site
Coffee, green. gulden. - •
(;otTee, gouel green no, - Odell
Coffee. Java. . .
Chewer, good factory, .
Cheese, TOUng American, . 
- 
II=
-
Rice. . . -
Cracked RIR, -
Sugar N. O. - 
_
. 
4
Clarified. New Orleans. -
Granulated, - - r
Salt, (Veneers. &bushels. - 1,7:-•
Salt Kanawa, 7 bushela, MD
Lake 5 bushels, .. - - - -
Lake, 7 la. s he is, - . - • - I t5
Potatoes, trod., per bushel, !seseti • be
.4 W eel, Pearce, per bushel, - 60
Mackerel, N,..!. per kit. - 75"1,116
Mackerel Parcels, No.*, - - 41,71410,66
Lemon., per dozen, - - MI
orange*, per litata. 40
A pples, per bushel, choice - LS
Corn in ear, per barrel, -
4 lats, per bushel,
Hay, per cwt. (clover) -
Ttinote/. per eat. ',timothy) -
H idea, •y, lint. - - lefelle66
if oleatireen. -
Tallow.
Beet t 'little, grow • - 11}etol
Hoge, geese - Ilidtot
Louisville Market.
woolkou
3.40
501o50
440416
LocisevaLa. Nov ts. 154
HUTThII-
Country part ages . (6 4...1s)
usury .r2 •.:3
Creamery, to
ttKANs tit ti PEAti-
lien tricky navies
Mixed . t . .
Hand picked lad. &ad Lea-
TRATHIL1424-
New 41 to 42
Mixed EIoIV
II.OUR-
Choice pet.•n I, inter %beat .14.00 to 5.16
Choler Minor...de
Plain patents 4.50103 00
Straights . 4.16 to 4.33
Clear 3.76 to 4 00
1144444a grades 3.00 to 1.26
Plill VISIONS-
Nam Poan-Per bbl. II 60
Hat:um-per lb loose 7',e.
Shoulders Nominal.
Clear ribsides 5.05
Clear aides . . 4.1a
neLastlaTa-
seouteler. „Noma&
Limier riti sides .
Clear aides .. 7.75
(•an-
Choice lea/ . • '11111.
Prime Reale 7'.
eViii•is Crate moats-
Hama  ,15l1
Break tiet.
alwinald•r•
nalltD.11111-
Louisville    IS to IS
Glideago cad at. Laois . to
GRAIN-
lessee--
No. II Red
;• No.1 Longberrv04
Tlitite•NDS of people boner wIthl
hack ache, Dot kuowIng that in most
iliac., it ia a it iiiptoui of illecased lid- 1
(ley« tiul liter, which plaefer. au,ti le.
times Cal111144 heal. 'rule beet mei *blest
remedy is Dr. J. II. lielwass'. Liver saint ,
hiders, Bells. III .11) loci bottle. 1
SICK tueaulauriue, %lad on usenach,
billiousnese, isatewa, are proloptly and
agreeably bassialmil by hr. J. If. ble-
Lean'. Little liver Kidney Pillets.
25., a vial.
Wute nature/falters and require'
help, recruit her enfeebled en-
ergiee with Dr. J. II. MeLean's
Stretigtiwisleg 4 'enlist and Blood Puri-
fier. ti 00 per hot tie.
F. %rosette to rough weather, getting
wet, living in danip liwalitles, are fa-
vorialde to the contraction of disease* of
the kidneyeare1 bladder. As • prevent-
ive, and tor the cure of all kidney and
User trouble, use that valuable remedy,
Dr. J. II. Melwan's Fiver and Kidney
Balm. $1.110 per bottle.
la whence 01 the •lekly SeitoWni ren-
der join/self impregnable a malarial
atmosphere or et Mire change of temper-
*titre Is fraught with danger; use Dr. J.
•▪ Mi•Lesn's Strengthening I 'or.li•I and
Blood Purifier. .I.00 per bettle.
Sick headache Is the bane of many
lives; this aniorying eomplaint may be
eared end preveittiel by the wee-
*local use of Dr. J. H. McLean', little
Liser arid' Kidney They are
ipleaeant to take, no hotel' than a Pia
and are the ladies,' favorite fur
billosiatieee, bail taste its the mouth,
jaundice, for lenteirrhea and painful
inenetruation. 25 cents a visa.
Psismose aim lead a fife of exposure
are pulite; to ritetnnatlese, iseuralgia
snot hies and will had a vaillaWe value
remedy In Dr. J. H. MeLeaa's Voloanic
Oil Liniment; it will banish paha arid
mobster infltuntnatIon•
Fast better tbats the harsh treatateat of
meths:hies a hicit horribly gripe the pa-
th-tit aid destroy the coating of the
etemas.h. Dr. J. H. MeT.ean's Chill.
and Fever Cure, by mild yet effet•tive
action will cure. Sold at be cents a hot..
the.
TilEttlt are unity accidents and (lis-
t-mica which affect stock arid cause etri-
ons inconvenience Slid lot's to the farmer
in his work, which maybe quickly rem-
edied by the tier of Dr. J. II. McLean'e
Volcanic Oil Listimeet.
It you suffer pricking palms on mov-
ing the eyes., or t•annot beer bright light,
and find your sight weak and failing,
you @tumid promptly use Dr. .1. 11. Me
nt 
-
leboa*.e Strengthening Eye Salve.a x
etz Timothy's hutment I.
For the next two weeks we will offer some startling
inducements in our Cloak Department.
Short Wraps, Newmarkets, Jackets.
A gigantic bargain in Newmarkets at $8.60, would be cheap at $12.00,
Astrican Jackets in all colors at $4.75, worth $7.50. One lot Ladies'
Short Wraps, Berlin Twill, trimmed in Astrican at $5.00, would be
cheap at $8.00 One lot French Astrican Bon Ton Jackets at $6.60, good
for $10.00.
•
We call special attention to our large assortment of Foreign Wraps
 at
$20, 25, 30 and upwards. We positively guarantee to save you one-
half on children's Cloaks at every price from $150 to $12.00.
ankets !
CITY DIRECTORY
BENEVOLENT SOCIETIES.
Itopknevills Lodge. No, W. A F. & A M.-
Meets at Masonic Hall, 114 story in Thompson
Block, Ist,Mondat night In tech month Extra Heavy Blankets at $2.90 a pair, worth 
$4 50.
Oriental Chapter, Ni le IL A. M.-stated 1
convecataualle Monday of emelt mouth at Maims-
ic 0.11 We are still selling that extra size comfort at 60c• ; a stil
l better one at
Moore Commatelery No. is., K. T -Meets 4th 
Monday in each month in Masonic Hall.
Royal Arcanum. llopkinivIlle Council, No. 75c and the best in America at $1.00.
W.-Meets lii and 4th Thursdays in each month.
Moayon Loaned. N 0. 14.thosen Friends-Illeete
in It of P. Hall Sri and 4th Monday un each "
mon",
nemember we are headquarters for
breams Lodge, Ao.33e, RiuipttD
Lodge meets--
Evergreen Lodge. No. lit, K. of P.-Meets Id
end 4th Thursdays in each month
IF.11410Stmert Rank, K. of P -Mesta Sd M0D- LADIES' AND GENTS' UNDERWEAR.
41a3, •-very month. ,
Eaten* alt' Golden cross -Meet& drat and
tient Fridays ,each matte.
nu-tents sister of United Workmen -Tome of
meeting, WI and 4th Tuemitays to each month.
Caren River Lodge, Ni 64,1. 40, 41, r.-Meet..
every Friday night at I O. O. r Hall. •
Merry Encampment, No. at. 1. 0. 0.11.-
Lois.. meets 1st and 11.1 Thursday umbel
T. M. 4'. A -Rooms over Rummell's dry goods I
store, corner Main and eightb. Rooms Open on •
Tuesday , Thursday and Saturday eventegs from
6k' 10
COLORED LODGES.
Union Benevolent Soctetyr.--Lolge meete 1.t
an dad  tat evenings in each Mo. at Hower
meets on IFt and ed Tonight undo.* at Peebles
Fre...him Lodge, No. 76, U. It. F.-Lodge The Mutual Life Insurance Co., of New York.Overshiner s Hall.
Hell.
Blueadora Temple. No. Is, S of r -ledge
'fleetest sod 4th Tuesdays in Postell's flail.
llopkinoville Lodge, No. 16111, 11. of 0
F.-Lodge ineet. anil 4th Monday nights an
Homier tiverdoner's Hall.
Mystic Ti' Lolge No INN. 0. N• 0 ot r
inert. 1,4 and kit Wviasaday meet at
Hooeer '14.,-41112er'. Hall
METZ & TIMOTHY,
LEADERS AND CONTROLLERS OF LOW PRICES.
Grissam's Old Stand, Hopkinsville,
CHURCHES.
hArTIST I lit'lit:11 -Male street, key. J. N.
Prestridge, pastor. Sunday Reboot every Sun-
day morning. Prayer meeting every Wriest,-
dat evening.
Cnrite11--Ninth street. IOC
L. W. Welsh, peeler. Sunday School every
Sunday morning. Prayer westing every Wed-
newlay evening. Reviler services Sunday
morning and evening.
H. 7.4 hureh, South-Ninth street-Rev.
J W. LeWis. pastor. Sensor, every Sunday
morning pad evening Sunday School every
Sunday worming Prays' meeting every Wei.
nestles evening.
Presbyterian Church Southern Aseembl
N inth Stree...-Rev. st. pastor. tteg-
ular Serviette every Sunday morning at 11
o'clock A. M.-and night at 7:3e P. M. Sunday
school every !Sabbath morning tele. Prayer
meetuag every Wednerlay evening
afrIllegellth streets Rev. Ilentgemery May,Pitabytertas George-censer Liberty;
pastor. arevekes every Seedily at 11 rieleck, a.
as., as.i 7 o'clock, p. flu. .istileth School at 9
o'clock, •. m. Prayer meeting Wednesday
evening-
Catholic Church-Ninth street-Rev R. I'.
Foshan. pastor. Regular service" every Suit-
'lay morning at 10 o'clock.
cumberiand Presbyterian Church-Rev, A.
C. Biddle. pastor. Regular nerviest* each Sat.-
.- bath at II o'ciork and 7.30. Sabbath School
at 9:10 each eabliath morning Prayer ineetteg
on Thursday et ening at 7 :le
Episcopal Chnrch-C oiart street, Rev. .1. .
Vemaele. Rector. Regular services at a quar-
ter it, *levee o'elork, A. M., and 7:110 o'clock
P. M., every Sunday sunday School at nine
o'clock.
Liberty *trait Tiellieman's chapel, c. 11. F..
Church. H A . Stewart. piscine; renday School
at S a. at. unseeing everj Susiday morning at
II a, at. awl at vihrlit Prayer wens Wed-
imeday eight. 4 sms teeetiod rotay nIgh.
A 
If.irgiviovi tit Moue e011001.
• oe Tileelay and Friday, e %rept during
vibrative. frill' 9 A. p la. Free to all
pit.of the Hopi' itoorille Piihnolichiail. all ice
fourth year "idle. Anemia fee. 61 to all
Others. C. H. Dirrairn,Librarian.
,COMIlly OIREGIORY.
' if _vise's. ovum. •
ri negarAl i a Mareh andlIggeewilter.
Jas. 11.0 -------- •ARMIStomlerealther A tt y.
C. II Illro . ,. ... ...... . cieeli.
Jake fiord • Shissiff.
' ..E:::Istsaside.i. . ........ . teeetc Taira *sung to you, July. I)efleber cad
QUARTRULT COURT.
A. II A nalerwmt .. .. •.... ttttt .. .. _ ~Re-
. 104040
No. 2 white  ine 
jarlulairatiltwelay es Met moan%tie's-No. II mixed  Illeaeh 
eottitTY (*UR?.
No. I .logn W 
Payee., . _ .. .0eunty 1Wweer
A. k I. A maintop .. .. Prowls, Judge
Jep W RellethIllt . . . t mildly tdigfk 114 to 14te
Lort•VILLB Lira ROOM MAUR.
CARLII-liciret to extra &hippie., or
01.(1...hrarn.hlpp4 It gertre
rteattle 
 
542144so 4:48 um
 
 11 IS " 455
Omen, commas oos mph  1 in " 1111
Nulls gi.mi
11 00" -..31 Li
 100 "III
'..ight stockers 
1 96 "SRFeeders. good 
.
flute)]. rs, brat  
I SS .• INpusses's', medium ho good
huirrirre, canine°, to medium ISO " 1 el
Thiien,ainanwigkoh steers. Poor cow, and 100 " I 50
sm.- -Choice pa. 1. 4 and bekbere It 10 :44 la:
rale to good beechen • .  (50 •• 4 le
Light meatus beielalli. 
118041"11-1. 
 500 •• 3 76
leer medium, Eamtalty  lo to w
kneorted Clotbleg  Is
Atm reed Crowded .
Burry. sou tbern 1241 to 111 1Rurry, Kentucky
Tu  Slackb-.mbed 119 to 40 
 7 to 26
e'.E.V4Wt7.."..1 le wino 11,40 toil 14 per Ilion er•
Hy:. fur clese large i nets
"I 1.14-Pr.ime Aunt ler
. 
Prime dry salted 12i,
i• No. 2 " " Re,
R Y-
All 1 imoley geod es prime lit Se to 11 OS
Medina So indeed . alto 9.60
Row Tlaa•My .... . Cal is 1CM
• se • •{ o• it •
Comforts! Blankets!
10-4 White Alpine Blankets at $275 a pair, good value for $4.00; 10-4
..4k.S12 =TB. - - $1019.9019.967.3I.
A("I'VAL RESCLTS- A 'I' A LE OF FOUR -POLICIES
.
In Ink Or.i.eorge Tilden. of Omaha. Web . aged to!. If,. pull,. • i for tithe each in tie follevrine Companies.
, a-tb rtioulta stated below
( omPASIVI. No of Dater. 
TotWis It ' A v erage l
P.,liry 
. • e meal linoleum!. Atonal I Per
Pe/minim Including iiieS If)iektelsda. I Cent.
Muta•I 1.114. of New Vert lee 21ei Mar..h 2. 1.7. - . . 1
:1,....,7 Lei $19 a I-W---  - _ _.
meet:et:Nu I. IN 4, . isT IN LIDIIT liltAlte IN rAvo• or rim tit .11. &I. L11:11E"4"75: 44 4; '
Mutual Benefit of New -Jersey 
It MI IS 4
. 
im6.0,11.r,...'rvty. siti:1114777/.... . 6. es 10 117 IS
F.N.ei wu i tleohrlek Lifei.'fe.  210.1st
iii.am
No lit ; II V/ If 3
. ...MY Man. Faint A itioulliti"tiaier I'lan-fori vire 41..ferent "...vit..Ove
r Mutual Hemet, 514.31i; lire? New Tort Lite, fat 57; Over Lquitable Luis, $15.15
Jeser story. Tried imitate. he .age 35 insured in the southern 1111111141 Life of Kv. hi l•ki.. HI/ devideud is l
ists.- , wee 16 5 per sent
161 II Nelson, llopausssilles'lly , . age re. in-tired in the Mutual Life iti 1672 Ills Lana* dividend was 26 per
 neut. His diirtidcnit Nei was 41.4.
/IP^ Olbre in McDaniel Blore•
...tell. H. RfCHAR711011. Aaeat
Mutual Life lit. 40. Ropkiewille, Ky.
AYER'S POE. TALEMIL91EXIMME
Ague Cure
, Never tail.‘ to cure every form of disorder
r peculiar to Malaria-infected dktricts. It
Is Warranted,
I. every rate, when used in ac,ordan.i•
with directions. It contains Tit1 11111111114.
elld not only neutralize,. Mleetnatiu pol-iiii.
hut stimulates the Liver to health:. 'wino,
glees tone to the Stomach. and pionioie.
Use appetite.
"Pottersville, Texas, t.
J.
C. .41/J carnts. .1(.5,,0. :1884.
"Gentlemen: For more than
40 years I have lived in, locali-
ties abounding in Malarial
disorders: have been the solder!
of their attaole,oin many form s.
and found no remedy se reli-
able and safe as -lyer's
Curs. Taken according to
directions, it will never fail to
CU re.
J. B. .V. 11U.V.TKR."
Ayer's Ague Cure.
r'REPAItt.ii By
DE S. C. AT= Is CO., Lowell, Mesa
SoIl by all Dr1134044-`•
Vvice $1; six bottles. $6.
1/WITT C4 MKT Or CLAL11111.
letard Nuinflay Ii. °ender and 5 to cell
almaibar,Pabeaary.
MCIPILINANILLIL CITY COURT.
Thiel Meaday fa vor7 ani rod Stalk!ago tiais by the county Clerk.
and A naMst.
J. . Breach  Judge.
Marry Ferguson . Clip Attorney.
• W. Long, .. . Jailor.
SOUTHRIN %X PRESLI.
H. W. T1100. Agent. ORM, ea Seventh
street, *ear Mate.
CHURCH HILL ORANG1R.
,Ifileere of Chareh H111 linage, No. tea P, at
II., for lee: 11 B. Kew, W. H; W. II. Adams,
W. ii; A. H. Wallace. W. I.; T C. Stowe, W.
A; J. A. Wallace, W. AM 41; F. IN Pierrs, W.
Chap; J. M. Adams, U. tress -,?, A Brown.
lap. W Ser'y ; 0. R. Pierre, W. Ii, It; Illes
Rosa liMbe. Owes; Ilwo Legate Owes, Ifterseeka;
Mime Oa Pima flora: Miss 41140940 11111191, L.
A.11; Ulm Paola Clarity. Libreria.
Cala? tit Aida.
OfIleereef Casty Orange, No. 55,P. of It. for
urn: Thee. L. Grahaat,'W. B.: L. H. Garrott,
U. Is.; Thee Gress, W Iseemerviellelill C.
W Chaplain; Jaa. J. etuart, W. Mew.
ant: Walter W .t.'t Steward,. B. F.
Rives, W. Treasurer; Winatins Henry, W. Poe
retary Cass. V. 11. Oate-keeper;
Mr*. Jmia.i. Stuart, cores. Mrs. Thos. Graham,C1E laCYCK
T I
Pomona; Mrs. Wlestrin Henry. Flora, Mrs. B.
C. limeadeh asw'srteme; Joke C. 11113441e,
Beeleamm Agent. Unease meets tel sad 9.1 Fri
day le ewe month.
STITH & POOL, Prop's.
LEM ACONIODA1101115!
CON VIINTLT LOCATED!
Special atwantios ii4vee to firalMtliee
Teamsand Vehicles.
ItIt1Delt IITILllarr, mat to leer.,.
HAS JUST REt EIVED FULL AND COMPLETE LINES 0?
Dry Coods and Notions!
-is-CONSISTING OF-s--
FINE DRESS COODS, LACES,
Embroidery, Fine Hosiery and Handkerchiefs,
Camorroe,tis, Rums',
Oil Cloths, Mattings. Etc.,
All of which lie trt rt. at
Exceedingly Lnw Prices.
Call and Examine them. His stock was never
Larger or Prettier,
• tr ..%1T111.1t. tlat,Aacr .F. K. GANT, Ralnirnmn
a-arltdca-aitherCorn.paan.zr,
-PROPRIETORS-
Planters' Warehouse,
TOBACCC AND WIMAT COMMISSION MERCHANTS,
HOPKINSVILLE. KY.,
J. DAC ca-sawyltsry. Prowiettaxtt. "'" 146P
41 
'
t-
otirstnvaa;
U. H. Mince. 11 it, yews, K. U mown.. T. U. Game., 1,1 1..petiae. A. 44. Timaan,
MAKE MONEY11
. •
FARM FOR SALZ.
A dietrablit Mae of as aerie la TillwinCie
Kt. lolly D. est ter ths 1 A. T
P.110.... as, daily mad enceee by marial opera. litre mold at Pete 1164111
0th WOOL
1111111111 hocte. Realm mad 011. Tbe premi
ere Mans 174 terse NAM ttelltiv=
ereetmeetsfrequeetly pay trete Meta and well tamed, the lemmas le II
eleftes or more on garb Slile {swaged.
for rOculare
1111.0.1A11 R. RICHARDS.
Beaker and Broker,
a Ms theadway. New Trak.
Dissolution Notice.
Nome is hereby M Ten that I he aret of Wood
It Reredos. saadefactueer. twatene, hss BIM
iikty hum 4k...hog b‘ see teal cosiest. I P.
Weed will emitter. bneittem at the WA
Wand. '41^ an. Rea WOW 11111111111 Game author-
1114.1 to er.O•ei seeMalpai Perla...bay -
lag elates wawa 1014ERR ;VW Ileml•
Not, a, Ma • •• P. IC MIRY DON.
Is • geed. ennifottelde free,
houses foe Mead Itellt..111101641
barn, rommodimso staMmis id 41
so the farm. The fares IA
with lit tag water, sail ma
for saork, es as • rale avid efts* Mas.
Is the ninety, warelimerr, Wipe a bargain •
a gond Monne. -Terabit easy. App.. l• J. W.
WALLMI, lteatgotteery. try.
A new lot of Station-
ety just mold/NM St this
Moe
1
• •
'5sil. 4:
by Prrattag hod
Tm_yi[EKLy M[ [t M. Smoky 'the African explo-t re: iet leasturbiet lu dela conutry
Down in Alvan's, alit it a Chinaman
-PVIILLeMSD Marries a white girl, they blow hint up
Plitewilihi, with dynatulte. Whet *mild 11:
 c ilto
wl.h a "eolithd coactinsan" foe the mous
IOU 0. RUIZ - Uttar.
ativimemorvetas 111111TWP.
Ihn• Woalny New Kra, use year.
sax earths. :
"ILor mouths,
•• New Ara, oar year.
•• ••sit mouths.
•• " " foes inmate*.
Ci.0 XVIII",
To- Weevilly, la clubs et Ohs, :
•• •• Ma, :
Weekly. Is clubs of live •
t'Ll' at 404T1S.
W. have arranged wits the publisher*
 4 the
newspapers named below to furnish the 
Tat -
W gnat or • aw la• and asy or all of 
them at
the followingfrstco free, of postage. WI 
autos
scribers:
Tat-W gnats. Nee es,' ad Weekly 
Con-
rier-Jourual • - $ $ 50
Weekly Loutoville - • 
1 It
limn% Lome% Me ousinconal - - 
- 
It SO
... 
!Courier Journal
...wlel.ourier Journal - • • 
II SO
•- 
- 
al
Weekly iiiherttle tverter -
Weekly Kvaaville Journal - - 
• 66
armors' Howie Journal, Louisville 
• 60
Weekly Masonic Journal • - -
 
4 id
Weekly New lark Sue - • - 
•-
Morper's Monthly Magazin* - -
Harper's Weakly
Harper's Haar - - • -
Harper's Young People - - - -
Peterson's Magaaine - -
If.cloctic Magmata - - • -
unity Itemise root - - -
Weekly greeting Post . - - 
-
Ootstevh look • • - •
Satinet*, Eveiong Post - • • -
New 1 ork Ledger - - - 
-
Century Magazine - - - -
Nu-hole*
The Current. Chicago - -
 
- 
0 00
oncinneti Satuniat Night ant New Era 
t 70
Demorees'1110,plagesiiie and New Kra 4 00
Potreo Epee Pram and New Kra 
S $0
Phila. Se:heist Night and New Kra 
4 75
Gar Little Steer and Nurser) and New 
Era 3 So
Lotosvilte Segal-Weekly Post and New 
Kra 3 341
Southern Bivouac and New Kra 
4 00
*.i.trit of the Farm unit New Era 
4 13
nlerIcan Farmer end New Era 
3 01.1
ysAionsi stockman and rennet and New
Km• 
k 70
?arm and Fireside and New Era 
2 110
'ttrinsates H•wkeye 1ied New Era 
$30
..emi- Weekly Poet and New Era 
I $0
Home and ram and New Era, 
86
MIMI
I W
101
16
116
$40
: 196
104
II 60
W
6 70
410
'30
.30
16
W
430
00
00
6 00
00
THURSDAY, DEI E HER 2, 1886.
The State board of Canvassers met 
at
Frankfort Monday and issued certi
fi-
cates to the various Congremansen el
ect.
The Republicans of the m
ountain
counties want John P. White to ma
ke
the race for Governor.
About 100 foolish Mexicans are ro
om-
ed in an attempt to change the 
channel
of the Rio Orsude and thereby get
 &large
slice of the domain now owned by 
citi-
zens of this country. It is to be 
hoped
that they will clip off Cutting alon
g with
thiroestofsthiedist.-..-.. •
offense?
A young Kee tocklata 'sawed Prealey
WSW to Waritington to get a govern-
ment position. Failitig iit tido, lie be -
on stealing oveitiYats trout hotel* and
is now in jail.
Hoary- George recent)/ ;paid Grand,
Master Workman Powderly a visit. 
h
it presumed that the "poodle of 
Know-
Notisingism was arranging • Presid
en-
tial slate with the head of the 
working-
men, on which both their 'tame* 
are to
appear prontirnently.
Gen. C. B. Fish. of New Jers
ey, and
Senator Colquitt, of Georgia, are 
posing
as Presidential possibilities on 
the Pro-
hibition ticket in '$S. :stoma1 these
gentlemen be called on to contest 
with
Use famous Carolina Governors, the 
con-
flict will be peculiarly interesting.
Jefferson Davis was asked whethe
r
there was any truth in the story that 
he
had sworn Abraham Lincoln in
to the
United States Army. Ile replied : 
"Not
one grain. And you may set it d
own as
a general proposition that e
verything
you see published Ii a Northern 
paper
about me is totally (alse."
It Is stated on good authority that Mr.
Cleveland will advocate forcibly a re-
form of the Melt in his niessage to Con-
gress, next week. lie takes the posi-
tion that that is the only Just and Cool-
est way to dispose of the surplus in the
Treasury. Thera can be 114t toe "time
but that a tariff reduction will be im-
mensely popular with the agricultural
classes, and, as these do a big part of
the Voting. (inner is itt a fair way to
succeed himself.
predicts storms for Decentber as fol-
lows: From the 1st to the 3th; on the
9th and 10th; front the 13111 to the 13th;
between the 211 and 27th, and on the
and Slat. Ile M)s the temperature
for December should average about the
mean of the season, both In tido coun-
try and Europe, and that the storms hi
the early part of the month a ill be of a
first-gratle disturbing (twee. Mer,iury's
inferior conjoin Lino col:whirs nil h
perihelion on the 3 I, and lie regards thin
as involving extensive titular disturban-
ces, which will bring in their train
earthquakes anti violent eleetrle.otorme
_
Vitality a* ii eo:or are restors .1 t s west 
Mir View Tbreough it. commie g 
AY E R Smid the tow ot A s SutItCaetedgray imir, by
mulatlois to dandruff and cur. 4 all wally bowels are constipated, or I
t the stoma&
PI LLS:-If the liver behhiiig epialiti.-s, it prevents the ewes "won torpid, till,-
A distinguished 111111•14%, phil064.1111er
called Batton Mollini Mol Chattergee,
for short, is visiting this country. Last
wit.ter lie ass a standing attraction in
English drawing rooms, and Oita seapon
he is going' to Oise lit the parlors of
Anierican vont' ien. Ile is Yfi years old
and a master of the ayitcric Ile is a
'Thecoophist anti conies to water the
languishing plasm+ that have been set
in this terribly practical American soil
Oscar Wilde brcught over the ountioaer
and the lily craze, but Battu drifts over
in • kind of transcendental mist. He
will filld congenial society in the ab-
stract life of some of our vague psycho-
'Vats.
, •..
411.4•Aor.
•0111ag • - 
Brother Barnes at ladepeaderee.
lit this day of many sects at war with
each other, it is refrealling•to hear an
opinion like that es:revised by Dr. f *I-
mage last Sunday. Ile toys: -As for
_denomination of evarigelical Chrintiana
as another, and I think I moat hive
been born very near the line. I like
the solemn roll of the Episcopal liturgy,
and I like the opontancity of the Metho-
dists. and I like the importauce given to
Four elephants belonging to ro
le's
circus were sold at New Urleana
Tuesday for $7,150. Three lions brought
$412 each, a hippopotsontis went tor ,
$1,300 and • two-horned rhinoceros for
$4,200. Mr. Cole who is said to have
become very wealthy in the business. 
Is
retiring from it, and hence the sale ol
his circus.
TisV_Lottiaville 'Moen remarks that
"cantrihtes for the Legielature 
are
springing tip all over the State as thick-
ly as if it were still an honor to 
be a
member of a body from which the m
ass
of the people no longer expect 
anything
good. A Units d States Senator is to
elerie11, 111111 as one of the candidates is 
is
tnillionaire, the very hungry anti- very
thirsty are as eager as ever to get at the
prospective feast.
the destruction of the present social lays- 
Will !marline to all the courts of this Co.- 
.4 ...." 1...pelsr 1101...1. -
m-inweeltn. . 4 .I.,.• no. l . '
tem and its replacement by ons li. which •• New 1 ork sun. Mace in 
livprier Block . 1. 111 II.. vi...i
.i'.. M....
private ownership of capital shall be in- Jame) G. Plaine la Kai.' to tiave at• 
:- \111.1....1 1 e. ..0.1.0. • . ,
terdicted, and all productive labors shall 
idea that lie wool.' ltave made a great - I...I.
 ii. a- , s ts, or, .
trafiedian, and has vonfeemel to his 
es .
receive an equitable share of profito. , 
-:. ssitt..1..• ... , tko rt.. r .. 4 ... • 1 . ,
1111.11/11. til4I there nere iiiiiiii pith. %lieu 
....A. ...0 ..
-Its motto is, from each aeruiriling to lie almost it Wont thet fate hail led him 
le 1.4•114., . ,
• Mr• r. is , .
his ability. us each according It • his to the stage. When he is in th
e city he 
o Gabriel'. Marriage. , •••,.' l' '
f: aeaple. oleo- a 1.1p1mIna. . '
waive." 'chin', the semi-Socialism
Henry George. Public ownership 0
all natural renotirces, private ow nersiii
of ail products of labor, which shall tw
tree front taxation, all tax being laii
upon land only." The good Docto
sets down Do Henry George'n agrarian
Win say lug "it deserves to lw deeently
bowed out of the back do•W of public
comilderation, in whit h it sought en
tranee." Dr. Hobbs then conclude
that the panacea for all these ills t•
tw found the thorough triumph
prat:tit-al christianity.
r is very loud of going to the theater, and
will steal a way if lie (tali to some edits
r letic exhibition. When ROM ell and HIM.
P zel were walking at the 31atlison Ave-
nue (larder), Blaine was iii the city, and
one eVellillg V1114 thinned ft 0111 the Fifth
Avenue hotel NO one knew where he
Hopkinsville, - - - - Ky.
1 .
50centa and $1 (10. Samples free. r• o.1
 ow. I. 1 ar a." ..n.,„
the discortteuit in labor circles: "Fast, .
combination in labor unions. :second
--nr-tervesmNi-Poller-aseelaa ii** "•••••"•.
*oral. sora roan-W.F. ..
others just as good as any I have Wen- i• or enterprise, push.
 and a desire b. I "Abu' uvrt JewvirY 
get much good., as N. ill give the trade 
Oohed, and I could happily live.. and
preach, and die, and be buried, from kit& it on. or t « reason he 
.";44. !Ia..' at 14.1 oar Ilauelle • • ' • • - . • • • • •••-• •I:either. the druggist,
any of them." lies secured Dr. Itottanko'n rough and
Lung Syrup, because it 14 the bent tuetli- 
71 aelegai •a•alrea.
100.0.1.
lir. A. I. Robb", of 1.smisville, pro- elite on the market for ('011101a, C4114114, 
TI vas N. (".5 11..4 t aro!.
poses the follow in( three retnedies for i Cr"1") h. I 
l'rimary t'onelimption.
rim, ...I..... ff.
it.t,aronnca. N iv. 110.--The Re%
Usurp§ U. Karnes, the great aqua -We.
evassgetist, has tor the past Meek le en
c.ui-Ium'tistg 111111(10411 services at 'lir
1:111011 cletarrh beer. Ile toes cirry
itight during the week preached to Do-
moose crew tie of people, the large edi-
fies belt% ale rya 11114•41 to t.%•eidoa
The good peoples have thrown open i is I.
haw • to II e at rtongets n ho • me, soil
,till there SPIV Ilithe who n. re unpro-
vided heir. 1 he tittsetnertt story of the
elitindi ha been turned Ii to *held' g
il.psrtiesehte anti ' Punka" pr •% I led.
The meeting wilt (Nu tlitough
next week.
--
 -me Ale-- ---
nerd for Coutatipation, A tomtit.' ww, in, aralIgerOtIlalY ill that my friends
was attacked with Pillow% Fever,
SIIIII.OICS ITAI.IZER abet you
Itiazinese, and all sympt 
a Mai a as followed by Jaundiee. and
ha. I°ricc 10 and 73 ope.ts a buttle. Mold
by J. H. Anniatead. 
;Iskesitialigolly...,trinypurethiss.vearny:i. I eol
umenoed
mein regained
- - - 
- 
John C. Paulson, Lowell, liettraaka
.toy c wittauary 
etre ugt h and v. 'icor.-
l'ovittu rots, Nov. 28.-The attort eys
for George Thobe have foratiulatt d
the grounds oh (-oldest tor the peat in
the Fifteenth t'ongrena. for with k
Hon. Joke G. Ca nude holth. the cert id-
eate. Nutley will be acre's,' est. the
Speaker me NI lay or Tuesday if lie
does not get easy to lAhaltitigtviii I ',tore
they can t•atilt bun. lie is MP lertslotil
to be billed to leave oli Ttlesday. I sin
tillable, at this tinte, to mite the grounds
til contrail, hilt 1 1% ill Omelet' the C
turreted with them at ally early  
mem. They are claimed to be quite
ohmic If they s'all stilataittieded.
Speaker Carlisle will have thirty days
in which to slower, tool thee both sail. •
will esminielice the takiiig of deposi-
tions. The laburing Men are thoodIgit-
ly aroused.
---Vite-Partiter 4.-mites‘ .....1..m.spring 1  
suffered greatly _n from a
trotiblenom oe humor n by SW*. sptt
e
of ei erv effort to cure this er
uption, it in-
creamed until the flesh bet ante 
entirely
raw. I was troubled, at the tsall/0 tune,
%sub ludo:ration, and distressing 
pains in
•••••-- 4I
II. B. Garner it islies to make an
assertion, a hich be tan but k I
with a positive guarantee. It's all
about Ackeeit Blood Elixir. Ile claims
for it ittiperit•r nietitS 4.r.t •ftli oth-
er rionediee of its kind, and guarantee.
for-It a positive anti Imre cure for Mien-
The Bowels.
By the advice of a friend I began ta
king
Ayerh Pills. lit a short time was
 free
from pain. my foal digestesi proi
eri y, the
sores on my body ttttt enersi bea
ting,
and, in 11•4111 titan One 11/4/nth, 1 wki.. cur
ed.
- 
Samuel 1.). W hoe, Atlanta, tit..
1 have long used Ayer's Pills.
 in my
family, and believe them to be the
 hest
pills made.- 8. C. Darden , Darde
n, Miss.
My wife and little girl were taken wi
th
lIyaentery a few days ago. and I at once
began giving them stuittl doses of Ayer's
Pills, thinking I woukl call a 
doctor if the
disease became any Worse. In a' short
titue the bloody discharges' stopped, al
l
pain went away . and health was rest
ored.
- 
Thcodcr•• hilh.11,1, Va. et
Ayer's Pills,
Pemersa by Dr. J. C. Ayer •• el
l. lima
Bold by all Dealers In MI ediceria.
PROFESSIONAL CARDS.
motion. Syplellii, and all blood tliaor-
dem. It frees the akin from 'pots sod - I Ng.
disesae, and leaves the complexion clear. 
PHI SIC %
A I
J•11 A.lot 41. 1, si D.
Ask him about It. - '
-•••• -
Hew kings Are Provided.
Chicago News.
The death of Marguerite Rellatiger,
the a.ctreas, and mistress of Napoleon 
litI • •••% 11.I.E, EY.
III., recall." all interesting incitietit 
otto•e iir 9.11 and Malts.
When the then Empress Eugenie ass
alt. 'lit to be condcrti. Mane. Itellatiger
was in the same interestiog conlii11-111.
N111101e011 anklotie tor an heir, and
hods continementa were sesinottely 4 • 1)", C AlS1pB1,7,E,
weitiseas-heise-a boy nista AIL
the same day. Haul It:upside's •
be 'a girl, la Braariger's chill u-its It.
It prI'i 'd jut ,DENTIST
iwww:
hate lawn substituted as the heir to the llopkinaville, -
Kentucky
Imperial throne. For this rhe was ti. 414th, over it. Frankel A Sons% 
have received $20 000. The g.i beta erit
I ITCEME
tails to perform its functioes properly, us
e
Ayoes Pills. They are invaluable.
VDT some years I was a victim Ti' 
Lamer is1
Complaiut. his conoesluence of which I
&offered trom General Debility and lie
&
Hon. A few tames of Aver's Pills
met to prefers health.- W. T.
Bsightory, Henderson, W. Va.
For years I bare relied  s
 upon
Ayer's Pills than anything elm., to
Regulate
my bowels. These are mild i
n ae-
tion, &oil do their work thoroughl
y. I
have lined thew, with good effect. ia
cameo ol lthe ttttt stem' and 11..v
sgs•paisii. -
6. F. maks., Attiet.ornugb.
Ayer's Pills cured tne of Stomach a
nd
Liver troutsles, tom which 1 hail 
suffered
tor rears. I consider thew the b
eet pine
made, anti oulii Ind witiesut t
hem.
-Morris Gates, Downsville, N. Y.
DRS. YOUNG & GTJNN,
H OM CEO PATHISTSI
DEN IrlaTel.
the ordinance of baptism by the Bap-
Our Book Offer the city, and we aredaily adding to our
stock of School and Mis-
cellaneous Books, Sta-
tionery and School Sup-
plies, and will be furn-
ished at most reasona-
ble prices. Give us a
call.
We have our usual
stock of Drugs, Medi-
cines, Oils, Paints, Dyes,
-Window Glass, Wall
Papers and Window
Shades, Curtin Goods,
C., Etc. .1.•.1y II 1ii 00.1. I I. 11 I gr. . loile
11 Led, e•V•41•11•e• Dream. A A••., r. 0.
nether -4 • 1•os Thoro ' 
I touch and pheitomenal has meth- tithe-
ii Tne Myestery at ilir 111•411 Tree. • 5.-eel Pr
SS. sailor rf
OA The lawarieer is. Newer ..a • • .
sal Yrirr
14 Jee• alestrernaalt.. N In, A ti.'-U Pr
ill thus disgraceful iiiiidiume it no less
A ND THE PUttEbT 
CAIZDIEs
Ala Alb diet A A. Ole A A
Fresh Bread
A N It I, I
EVERY DAY,
••1.11111,111/1.
To 1•111 ..• free of there,
Niln "IP wir "Ur 411' ite
A db. AA A A AA
I I I I. I I • - I
TOBACCOS
CICARs
NO' V
i•
Special Inducements to Country Merchactu
..
NEWS DE porn %vent fo, itl the :4,1.1,ag 
En•loor It.. p,
• wale, 1,/tal•le Liht art A A W I ',sow:
'WINK IR
140,0IVIAN
LEADS THE WORLD!
THE THII 4SIT St 5CE•14 
01 111C
HARDMAN PIANO
TRI'l V Wow:OS.10'CE.-
-To Be Seen Is But To Be Admired.'
But When Heard Is Sure To Be Desired.
opper & Son.
a pereotinge titan M. Inatture, the then
Minister of Justice Pociinienis were 
G. E. MEDLEY
fists, and I like the freethetio of the Con- aubilly(PlvitllY tliwovele 
I In the
gregationalista, and I like the govern
menu and the sublime doctrine of the
alatliefilithting the plaint.
-•••111. •
A RIlable Article. 110PKINSVILLE KY
It The era, M ammo. it
NoNer of
it. Melee. Ireen-n1.-1. •1•44.•
••••0 1.• of • 1... r • ' . •' '' ... • . • • .. ‘ ...r
it
ler..1.1wa
I
II
, J4asame rho..
•
.  ...-..res * • 
, 
•,' Ii. in... •
..• .. . . 14 I .
1•Iraney Mee\ for II... t 4.ru on. rt.
Are Imorir •,•.r. 010 - .
Presbyterian. and I like many of the
- - 
nolok Roams
ATTORNEEls.
Jolts; rEt.e.s.1). Joifs VELAND.Ja.
THE FELANDS
Blahve's:Love of the Stage. 
Attorneys at Law,
CA. Champlin,
Attorney and Counsellor at Law
Office over Planter@ Bank,
1LLR & 4:ttanaLTOn P•earr
The Light Draught Steamer
BT I1
'rug itEsr SAINIC in the World bsf I 
.44141_21._sr.„...."4*.c_41,4„,13untlay except. 'Land Owensboro at 9 p.m.
. _ _ _____. _
',rotator Eilinutide is going to lire Ilia OleBruises, Norte*, Ulcer., Salt /thrum. Fe- 1 a,,,, g 
• "host pistol" at the civil set vice law ' ver :mores, Triter, chapped Rands, (lid- Le&VOS 4 lare1301•01.0 . 
9a. m. sharp
again this a hder. When our Senators 
. 4 p. in .eharp
Mai no. 1 'ortiOw fillii all Skin Erillot lona, and ' Fare mOo„ for rounit trip oe 
wunitay, btit sot
have nothing to do but to juggle Wire- 
responsible for stores purchased by the stewardpos I kel,y t tire!, ties. or no pit% retgair-i i • • P 
•,
ed. It IP guararteed to give. perfect oat- 
BYRNES a 5N' UK, Agents.
The President halt (1111detntletl Ger0- ! nes over a law they care littl
e about @int- ..4, •  (sr i v re footled Pidee 21 For frelitilt or Passeli am,"
 • s hovird•
S!
• -otter thy, following ''Insiticements"
1mi-rite-ro1'e) the New Ea A
PREMIUM LIST.
II.. haws thus far arranged for the fol-
lowing tt . The list will be emu-
1.11.1-sil tip to $1 (100.00 a...soon as possible.$210.00 A Hotels isle Organ. letevee.
• stop*, a s-ill Me. de of 1'1
Ictaire. earls, sold a'st fully
3tieratoteed lit IC II. Maldive
t 0 K% .
P led See steel roars% mg.-
liaoilanue frame", $10 each.
prelle111111,
$75.00
: ot▪ her, *silo/Alp tul.
nirno and his 300 braves to a lingering
death in strict confinement in Flori
da.
'this is not intended as a reflection on
Florida ; but as the untamed braves have
been accustomed to the picturesque
grandeur of the Western Mountains
where Cosy could scalp their enemies
with undefiled freedom. the salubri
ous
climate of the orange peninsula/and the
monotonous ease oh prison life are stead-
ily taking the spirit out of them mot
they are slowly dying.
Papers have been served in a stilt in-
volving 160 acres in the heart of Supe-
rior rlty. Wis. 'Ile land is valued at
$400,000, anti is covered with valuable
Improvement.. The suit is • remarks
his one in that the defedolantet number
many men of national repute or their
heirs. The title in dispute dates back to
is55, when speculators pre-empteel tl.e
lands by tiling lialf-bre Chippewa' to
"dummy" residents to Obtain title from
the Government. These men convey
ed
the propert/twice, the second purchas-
er, however, recording his conveyance
first. The present litigation is to deter-
Wise the strength of these respective
titles.
Roston Herald Is it wise for the
work I gmen - timer who labor it itli
their hand.) for wages to make a parnt
by themesiven, and so array thernse 1 ves
in political opposition to the men to
whom they look for emp oyment The
employers of labor have ind two
 ,n1,.
such by accident. The great majority of
them began life as poor boys. They
have bettered their condition by Ind us.
try, ecottomy and good nianagement.
'Fite name way toy which they have pro-
gressed I. still open. What can be gained
by a political movement which recogni-
zes and emptistalzes a dividing Hoe be.
tween the employers aud the employed
In 'mite of the fallacious doctrine held
and preached by the extreme protec
-
tionints, wages are slot fixed in the long
run by legislation. They are fixed by
the law of supply and demand, which
Is as sore as tits law of gravitation.
They certainly eannot be impreved by
political atthon which diatiirba oonfi•
deuce and paralyzes enterprise.
•
THAT RACKING t OrGH els beat)
quickly cured by Shiloh.' Cure. We
guarantee it. Sold by J. H. Armistead.
. . .
3 was, but he slipped away from young
- Jim to the garden, w here; he remained
IWO or three hours, a twist entioisieetie
epeetator. Blaine enjoys farce' comedy,
and declares that the man who invent- J. H. THOldPSON . . 
. Manager
O mankind. Nearly all the great act'bra 
Llw. NASH.  Clerk.
- ed these diVersiono was a bet...factor to
i are perainal friends of his
.----ws w wa---  
- Will leave Evansville f taohelton daily
t 
except Sunday. at s o'clock. • in.. making sure
Backlen's Arnica Naive. 
connections with the IL It. • N. It, K.
Returning. leave. I. annelton daily at 11:24 p,
____
.
• 
•
; ply for the opportunity of making a twidAt per box. For sale by Harry 13.
"record" and a break in the reputation Garner.
, of the administration, it is time another
election was being held. The people
expect a number of important measures
to be discussed this winter anti they ex-
pect some important action to be taken,
, but they are &twined to ditioPPoillifilent
I (a few panty le,lers are going to con-
.' @tone Our time bullying around over mi-
nor topics. The reduction of the tariff,
, the silver question, the national bank
Icirculation, bankruptcy and federal
I are all questions of the inmost impor-
tance demanding fair, full and legiti-
mate ilinctimion. When congress ceas-
e* to be • political "cock pit" and a lit-
tle more of the "civil" reform is intro-
duced, we inay expecT wilier and better
legiplat ion
The National Banks are in imminent
. _
danger. Hon. W. L. Trenholm, Con-
troller of the currency, talus: "The pay-
ment of the :1 per resit. bonds, the mato-
rity i,i hell of the 4,1 per cent. bonds,
amounting to $230,000,000, anti in I9117
of the 4 per cent, bowie, amounting to
nearly $73t1,000,000, have rombirted to
, produce • prospective scarcity In the
nectirlties obtainable to the hanks as a
heels for their corporate existence, and
this is reflected In the advanee of them
Ininda to a premium so high that every
I day their enforced pun-liege becomes
more and more enormous Banks now
holtliseg 3 per cent. 110111111 and newly or-
ganized National Banking Associations,
are forced into the market as purcha-
sers of the 4 per rent. or the 4 se per
cent. bcnds, and this constant demand,
In connection with the prospective scar-
city already referred to, sustains and
lends still further to elevate the premi-
um on these bonds. As the time ap-
proaches for the payment of the 41,
per cent, bonds, it is reasonable to ex-
pect a still greater demand for the 4 per
cents and It Is a question of serious im-
portance whether the banks can afford
to hotel or to buy 4 per cent. bonds after
1891. Mr. Trenholm is of the opinion
that legislation is now needed for the
relief of the National Banking system
in the crinis that is looming up ahead.
SHILOH'S (VIVI! and Consumption
Cure is sold by us on a guarantee. It
cares onsumption. Mold by J. R. A rm-
loosed.
Braved Niagara's Danger.
NIA.;'.* F•1.1./4„. N. Y , Nov. 2s-
Ge1,. Hazlett and Miss Sidle Anent, of
Itufttlo, went through the raphls and
t he whirlpool this afternoon Ill the tor-
polo-shaped barrt•Ittscil by Hazlett 111141
Ftotto last Stiri 
,
Dner rhey were in the •
!aphis and whirlpool five Infinite., awl
were taken out ot the eddy oil the Cana-
dian aide, just below the whirlpool,
three-quartern of an hour later In good
ti Iltion. Miss Allen is a reopectahle
girl, la years old, a petite brunette, and
rather pretty. The start Watt mailc
ht.  the "Maid of the Mist," landing
on the I snails side. When the barrt•I
reached the maelatrom It allot right iti
the critter of the pool, making two or
three turns, tweving the pool the bar
r•-I followed the eurrent ont toward the
caustlian shore and down ito the outlet
of the pool, where it got into a huge
eddy and bobbed &room' for half and
hour. Friends near by eliouted 10 the
oecutpanta of the barrel, when Hazlet,
i•pened a Mali door Ou top of the barrel
and Frank !Awned) threw a rope hr
the 01101T. Which fiat:lett iteetired, &MI
die barrel was towed 'taboos. After
coining out of the btrrel, Ilaziett and
Mims Allen had a tramp of a mile and a
half through brutal' aud over howhiers
before reaching the top of the isrecipice.
Miss Allen, *Iwo she appear's' at the .
terry ready to cutter upon the perilmie I
journey, wore a neat %talking dress.
Telling off her hat anti j Acker, and
throwing a 'hen I over her head, site
stepped light Into the barrel, throng's
the manhole, tucking her garmeitts
closely about her, and laughingly re-
marking. ••I 'nine. George, J p In; I'm
all fixed." Soon after, Hazlett sop-
ped into the craft, fastening himself in
the opposite end to that octsupled by
Nies Jun thirty minutes from
the time the barrel was towed out into
the river, it reached the
Mies Allen anti Hazlett return to Buffs-
lo this evening.
se-
Mmit Excellent.
J. A tkinn, Chief of Police, Knox-
ville, Tenn., writes: "My family anti I
are beneficiaries of pour most excellent
medicine. Dr. King .111 Nut'.- Ifincovery for
eonaiimption; having found it to ter all
that you claim for it, desire to testify to
Its elrtsie My friend. to whom I have
recommended it, praise It at every op-
portlinity." Dr. Klug's New Illiseovery
for I °nett cii pt ion is guaranteed to etire
oughts. Collie, Broochitis. A1.1 11M11,
Croup and every affection of 'I hroat,
Chen soul Lungs.
'Irish Bottles Free at Harry R. Gar-
Dees Drtig Store. Large Hire $1.00.
Building Lots
Near Hopkinsville.
A number id fine building lots, ion the Green -
Title road, opposite the old Starling farm
These lido are 110 feet by abont 11110 feel, snit
front on a street 5/1 feet wide-with 10 foot alley
back of Pace. Will be gold LOW DOWN
- CALLUS A Ag'ts.
$8000
$45.00 nt 7t atm,
eit attachment+
.'30 00 l'hrer Tultine Certi
ttentee in the
EvasocilleCoitioneretal I °Veer.
toast ror face value 111 Wallkill.
''4'3 0.00 T.,. Mall lar110111
Tehlp 4 ert.11-
eat a in 1..01.1111C !short h•nil
end 1% pe•W riling Institute.$20.00 ., line Ault ofClothee to be ise-
reeseo TO
$20 00 A aw silver wm". """ammale. and arranted that-
, lass in every nmart.
$20 00 """"se deeuraled I"Drrmit tit China.
,11111. TO101•411501•111., 111S1110 by the$12.5v wletcalte Maenfitet urine t'o
$12.50 '‘;7-it:Ta7::1.17."%iir:,;•7,.ritZit!oby. She
$12.00 eters alibi.' lied Itic lionart. latent edition. fully illus-
trated. leather-hutind.
$$ 11 0 0 0 t'$5 00 A Pelt of Flee Boot..
$3.50 I Fine Hat.
$3 00 The Weekly detestille Americas411111.
•
Notice of Ineergeration.
Know all wen by (hee, preemets: , W.
etealfe. W Metcalfe, .4 II Ile lied T. I.
ham. day, Nevem toer fish, lam,
lemociated nue Iscosperatog thessolalPte. under
alms a "The Metcalfe Manufacturing Com
pan% to run and operate • foundry, merlon.
.
and conduct general repairtee stiol
111/11111Its.111111111 • 1111 Via. Ii-al 0f
lotion/moo at 11.4411.1bl 111,, amine k% . Tht
repaid eltrult 11111110110.1.1 1. fort)
ihou•aa I do/late of shorn ten ,,,,, rand ilol•
(•••• tat., subeeribset befort• haute.. t.
11101. 11.0 •CoolL it Po be paid lit I.)
a. ordet1.1 by the hotted ol I street., re upon Il
l
lees dos• aolsre. swot Mal that t all. shall mo
t
I. mole for  re *IMO tweet) site per cent
on earli share of capital Hort at each ISOirSO
MOUS "he oheres are to be vim hundred dol-
lars earls The remise...allots legas Modems. .1,
Now • o. IT10, awl sill r.statlatie ) ear., 
link..
intoner slit•ausiwed It;‘) a sole of throe-fourths of
Heroine-a. The a airs of t rorporath.n are In
ise conducted I.% • Slimed of Direetor,, Pe
ro,
*Met. • V Preseleut. snit a secretary 
1001
TIrea..41 wino • re to be elected on the TOO*.
'la) after the seetisil Monday in Not ember 1.1
each tear. The noleinedoes, of the rorpore-
OM. .hall not at any on• asanced ICU Ihuu
and dollar., The prat ate property of the 
io
ossrporator. and .torkholders &hall be reempt
fnon corporate debut.
C. W. blErt'AI.VOI.
K W. A tCt G. W. II 2.14
• T. I.. Mill ALI,K
A. IIILLK
Books
Books
Books
The Colleges and Pub-
lic Schools, both in the
city and throughout the
county, will find at
HOPPER'S by far the
largest and most com-
plete stock of Books in
ILSON,Illg CONFECTIONER
Mn,. street, eppeelle Mem' II. tel.
kEKl'aCoNeTANTLI ON HAND • 
"'VII •I'Plel • •i
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Our good. clot 1,4. bought of say wholesale
trorer in Dr.vane% tile at fartore prices, and as
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Dry Goods, Notions,
Clothing., Hats, Boots shoes, &c.
All of the Latest styles at the Lowest Priceb.
JOHN MOAYON,
Cot-. Ninth and Virginia Street.
es men. The. all w Ito NM this may mad their 
arldrese.-towl test the-Immure ,we make (hi. of-
fer .4ich a. are not wellsethIlled we will
one dollar to pay for the Ironton. of writ • na.
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40% 1 0 M•see.
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PLASTE
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Kidney Diseases,
Rheumatism, Eta.
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r') trade -
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Canada.
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THE CHINESE KITCHEN GOD.
Dleplaired la ditistewn's Kest ta
Charms-The •neestral Tablet '
la restaunints and eating houses of
the poorer class-and probably many
houeekeepeni in this city have seen the
eame ill their kitchens where Chinese
ceoks hold sway-there will be observed
pieces of red paper with characters writ-
ten upon them. The paper represents
the kitchen god, and the hieroglyphics
are his tianie--Tazrain. Sometimes the
paper is white, and ountains the likeness
of the god and other figures of human
beings mei the lower animals. This is
pasted upen a board and hung up. The
devout cook burns incense before this,
as well a.s candles, the limit and fifth-
trentli day of every month. Kitchens
lieving thew gods are, as • rule, more
economit•ally run than others, as the pa-
stcr god is responsible for all that occurs,
and is obliged to report to the great
Yulellwang, the "Pearly Emperor Su-
rreal". duke." If the lady of a house
'should ask -her eook-pressuppesinselsins-
to be a churchman-where his kitchen
god was, the first five days before the
Chinese New Year, he would, in all prob-
ability, reply that he had gone to heaven
to make the yearly report referred to
above. Nut only does John know that
lie giant, but the exact time. The day
before the trip feasts are offered, and
every attentton paid bun, for the lioneet
purpose of getting on his right side, so
that ho will make is good report and
verlook any little 'shortcomings that
save occurred during the year; in other
lords, every attempt is made to °awai-
ts or bribe this god of the kitchen. The
moment he departs firecracker@ are set
off and =ciente, bunwd, no that he may
start in good humor. or, as a t .11111111111/1111
1411 It, "tierce good send-off, elle samee
Melican 1111111s jusa. "
In nearly all the Chinese stores along
Dupont and the adjoining streets will be
seen pieces of red paper pasted on the
wall. Nearly every laundry has one or
Inure. On these are written, "the got!'
of wealth," and at certain times coun-
terfeit or bogus nnnnn ney is burned before
them-for the benefit of the pautersand
beggars in the CI i i ttt !se %lieut.
4 Charms form a pr lllll i l lent feature of
("Mese life, and these can be purchased
in Chinatown in bewildering variety,
end almost every Chinaman has one or
;Imre. These are purcliased by tourists
from the east as bric-a-brac or curiosi-
ties. One of the most common is a dag-
ger about twelve inches long, made of
coins of various kinds, and known as
the sword charm. Brass mirror* can be
pun-hamsl for a small sum that will cure
mad people. The money dagger, that
costa perhaps 41, Is to hang on the bed
r about the room to war I off _ inalig-
mint influences. demons. genii, and
alter troublesome possibilities. Other
ind lima expensive cimons are the leaves
if the swt4aflag and Artemirtin joined in
roll, and near beds or bunks or over
ie lintel R branch or 'prig of peach
Mewing is often 'Wall that will drive off
he most pins-caul demon. G.sunle tiger
laws and a thousand and one other ob-
ts are sold for the some purpose, rich
id poor being, as • rule, equally super-
MMus.
The believer in Confucianism has
nany curious n a nee an
liineee residence will he found an an-
patrol tablet, and sometimes the= or
heir imitation are offered for sale in the
hops in the city. The tablet is known
the Ohin Chu, or house of the spirit,
nd„ as a rule, is made of wood, about a
sot in height and three inches wide-
generally some fragrant wood in em-
!toyed, and, owing to the rich orna-
nentation in the way of carving, the
tablet is made up of three pieces-a solid
pedestal and two upright sections. The
baelpewilie often contains a niche, in
: which are placed pieces of paper bear-
'ng the names of ancestors. Before this
stayers are offered daily, incense
urned, etc.; the prayers not being, as
• tie might suppose, for the dead, but be-
ng appeals made to them, the belief bo-
ng that every man has three souls.
•Iiich at death have different duties-
rim' goes to heaven, another remains in
- lhe grave with the body, while the third
.lakes up its abode in the ancestral tablet,
and to this the prayers are offered, and
the believer has the satisfaction of know-
ing that his ancestors become gods, no
Ratter what their station on earth. The
Worship of ancestors at graves is not seen
acre. as the bodies ate sent back to
•China; but there every April, on a cer-
Sun day, the family tombs are visited
ami offerings made. The Chinese think
be do the same on Decoration day; at
least this is the impression of many.
:the prayers offered at the tomb of an
. tweeter are ready made and printed,
ind are not recited. as the be very
aturally argues that the soul of the an•
estor if it knows anything is _aware of
*hat is wanted, so it is simply burned4, the tomb.-San Francisco ('all.
Smitten.* Willie Heart,
1)r. Engram, of Buenavista, Ga., via-
(
-, 'toy nom the heart began beating
4' ..v4el cahnill. "'lime. thought
iosIliitied waouciodngz
cry soon, but prepared some brandy and
lumen= to inject hypodermically for
mporary relief. When he returned to
ar patient she was pulseless, her heart
ad ceased beating, she was dead. As
experiment, he 9 ty., with no expec-
tion of the results that followed. he
.• iserted the syringe directly over the
-:. tart. awl pressed it slowly until he
' 'ought that it touched that organ, and
'Feted the brandy and aiiimonia.
I. adily, before long the pulse was per.
aitible, and at last accounts the
, .1.nman waa getting well.-New York
The IdessIng of • Little Act.
I was tempted to cheat my neighbor.
thought to gain a dollar by hiding a
ttle of the truth; by giving had meas-
re or poor quality. What I really
cant was to aim a deadly blow at the
arity and order of the universe.-
v. Isaac D. Rankin.
Bleed Agate le Slab..
A deposit of blood agate, containing
one, large 'enough to be sawei into
ha for mantels, has been found in
tah, near the Grand river.
she. Unliiiseets and Wiens
or pains In the back, cheat or kidney.,
I try a siire *lid rffeethre ',needy such
Pomeroy 's Plasters. Sold by drug•
vs and II. It. Garner,
'flue anomosola holler In the ice factory
Apalachicola, Florida, exploded, kill-
C. A. Gluier and falsity loliirIng
pt. WO. Me, Columbus, Ot °eels,
el Perionely =Mime several inners.
is factory was demolished.
••••411.0.  --
rOf leaseback, side or chest. Use Ski-
lo's Porous Plaster. Price U cents. J.
. Armistead sells them.
as
Che post-offies at Conway, Ark., WU
terra by =melees Saturday. who rob-
the safe of a coossiderable sum of
ivory, Voter regiptiered letters contain-
ig paversl hoisidreda of dollars were
so taken.
•
(Amour, w HOOPI COUG II , anti
ronchitfs Immediately relieved by :4111-
's Cure. Sold by J. R. Armistead.
FALLACIES OF POPULAR EDUCATION.
Ou• Mae's Ohj•ettess le lilln4-Ireselleg
• I•mae- t.b. foe better Iteselts.
„ The fo ; is, in subnanosi, • con•
•taaa  beta ern two men while going
house on the train. Time older and ate
par.istly more experieneed said to his
nei3Othor: -"lost night ine, boy came
 
• with Oils lessidem: •A workman
engaged to labor for fifty days.. Esrey
lay he worked Ise received $i 'Ill, and
-very day los wet i Ile he roofed...I $2.
At the end of the time loe received $116.
How ninny days WAS he idle? I call
web exemple. puzzles. My children
are revere-I to 'spend altozether too
much tune over such useless work. Of
what practical siert/ice eau it be? No
tiich ticcur in businebt. Tise money can
out Ise paid to find the nuniber of days
he wait idle. As there stated it is a
13 14 IT puzzle, idol of no better help
iti prepare the y.iusig mind for life's
duties. No man can afford to send his
i•hildren to school to apetni their time
mon puzzleis-eo tolled exaniple" that
intr, no relation to practical life."
'But. sue' friend." said the younger,
"these puzzles have their value as •
means fur discipline of mind."
'Al.," rennin.' the other; "are there
not to be found many problems that af-
ford better mental exercise, and, at the
same- tunte-o-norery -to- thas mind
@tend idea of business !natters? Suppose
a promising young man wished to learn
the black*  trade, and you would
hue &sledge and soak 1 • to pound
the bowlder rooks several houni a day
iii order that lie might develope his mut.
des. If Vie youth had any ambition
ell he never would make a blacksinitn.
While ex.rrining his - muscle he •ciadd
learn something useful. Life is too
sheen, to pound atone merely for Use sake
.1 developing muscle.
"The time which scholare have spent
in this way is, in my opinion, a i irre-
trievable lo.s, This is not all; sichi de-
mands have a tendency to discourage
chilltimm, and many. especially boys,
leave school early for no other reason."
"What would you soiegset as a rem-
edy for this state of agate'?" queried
the second.
"in the first place, by using text books
that contain only practical, stmightfor-
ward probleine The various active
employments furnish an endless number
of examples that, in analysis, are mufti
ciently difficult to exersise the keenest
intellect, and at the same time impart
sonic idea of transacting business, It Is
not necessary to put them into unnat-
ural forme and obscure language. Puz-
zles may do for a pastime, but as a thing
regularly required of scholars they are
worse than useless; I think they are
pusitively .hartufuL Our children study
arithmetic (ruin the age of $I years
to 14, and ninny of them are not able
to solve ordinary business problems
that come up every day in mercan-
tile life. A few days ago I asked my
We., who reosive more than average
mark. of scholarallip in their school
work and exatninations, te give me the
result of an investment. The example
was a simple one in percentage. They
did not know definitely what to do; they
tried this way and then another, as they
would if it were an enigma and they
were as certain of the result. I was din
appointed, and they were disappointed;
yes. inure, they were discouraged.
"It is not strange that people are look-
ing for better results from our schools.
Some call for industrial schools; others
would turn out languages and bring in
the sciences; all these will fail to give
the ch d a better preparation or F e
unless the matter is brought to them in
a way to induce pupils to think and te
observe what is going on about them.
It is true, as Garfield has said, Mark
Hopkins as a teacher P.M1 a log to sot
upon is a better university for a young
man than fine buildings with libraries
and laboratories, and with mechanical
iirofessors to guide them. Only to-day
• lady showed me • set of examination
question-i. A single example out of the
ten in arithmetic had any reference t.
practical matters. and that was stated
impractically. In the same set was the
following: glow high dues the sun ap-
pear above the horizon to a man at Chi-
cago? At s/ iitoF ('iii bono? What 11811
that to no with health. wealth, or Impel:it:A
piness? There was not • hint in
whole set as to the cause of typhoid
fever, of catarrh, or of consumption.
What would you do to prevent any of
these? What constittites wholesome
food? What oleanlinese? How is propel
vs Waal  hest secured? What care
should be token of the eyes? What po-
sition of the body at the desk? Not on,
word about these practical things which
every one ought to know awl to put into
practice almost tlitilv."-Cnirago Herald.
New York Illesfsteek Club.
Once a month the membersof the New
Ytirk beefsteak club, with loosened
waistbands and collars, gather around
a long table and cast lots for the prim
beefsteak-a double porterhouse, weighs
mg never less than two and a half noi
more than three pounds. Then, with
interested and often with envious eye*.
they watch the lucky winner as lie
tackles it. If lie eats it to the bone the)
rejoice, because he is an honor to the
club; but if he fails they rejoice also,
for he must then order • basket of wine
for their benefit-Chicago Herald.
HOW SAILORS VIEW BIRDS.
Muse of Me Teat bored Tribe Krieg
Good Luelt-Othere Mass MOM
Ft 'dors are credited with being the
!note superstitious persons living. They
use* whims, fancies and belief. con-
nected with every ordinary occurrence
onlinary life, and their actions are
ill influenced by some one or inure of
these otounrenoes. On land they vratt•li
for black cats, cross-eyed people, ladilera
mil many other objects, and on tied their
lives are made happy or unhappy by
nany of the leaner rather than the
Ireater scenes of the voyage. They are
. .herrn in fate, arid when at sea they
ay their fate is inure or less intbientaal
ty the benls that come and perch on
their masts or yards. An old and etio-
lated ma captain, who has weathered
many storms, been shipwrecked • dozen
times and who a. yet hearty and hale,
was met recently on one of the wharfs
that surround this city by. reporter. The11 
weather-beaten tar anti the Scribe ad-
journed to A neighboring boateIry, stunt
sver some straining hut grog and cigars
they chatted about thesupentitions con-
nected with birds at MM.
"Yes," said the captain, as he blew a
long, thin column of smoke through hill
lap and watched it curling fantastically
through the air. "Yes, we have a few
little /*ACM& when at sea about birds,
sad some are a little sacred when a gull
Lir a swallow perches on our mast; but,
as a rule, we are planned to see thew
feathery beauties, especially after a long
voyage, for then we know we are near-
ing land, and will *sin be among our
friends again. The belief of old sailors
is that if an albatross be slaughter..1 it
at once becomes necessary to keep one'd
weather eye lifting for squalls. but that
no harm follows if the bird be caught
with a piece of fat pork and is allowed
to die a natural death on deck. The
:amnion house !sparrow is much re-
spected at sea. It is gravely asserted
that should sparrows be blown away to
sea and alight epos a ship they are not
to be taken or even chissed away. for in
proportion as the lards are molested
lutist NW be shortened to prey Oki
tgainst the storm that will certainly
>me. The lianitlesit :mil beautiful gull.
whose lovely sweeten pa and curving*
thrteigh the sir, whose exquisite self-
balancing capacity in Cie teeth of a liv-
ing gale, whose bright eyea salt, shrewd
voice and webbed foot folded in boserois
of ermine it is impossible sulli wooly
admire, has a commercial value diet meta
it high in the longshoremaii's catahone
of things to be approved. When this
bird appears in great nunilie•ra tis•m is its
presence accepted al an infalliisi • sign
of the neighborhood of herring slitia'a.
"It is reckoned a bad sign for ravens
to perch on the mast of a ship. Viva.
is an old superstition that the rotten
timbers of foundered ships generate
birds. Even a dead bird may prove a
soothsayer, according to Jack. for, say.
he, if a kingfisher be suspended to the
mast by its beak it will swing its breast
jn the direction of the coming wind.
Years ago swallows were deemed. 'Uri-
lucky _et sea. If a kite perches on the
mast the omen is a good one. A crow
lighting on a ship is accepted as a sure
sign of prosperous winds, and they feed
the bird with crumbs of bread by the'
way of coaxing it to remain. It is sail
in the English channel tishermen at•
tribute the east wind to the Right of the
curlew on dark nighta."-New York
Mail and Express.
The BIM eta Melt.
Note ithatunding reports to the con-
trary, a believe that there never WWI a
dog fait could manter a full-grown
wolf. There are few dogs that will at-
. tempt to tight a wolf, and when they do
they are badly cut up, if not killed out-
right. The b te of a wolf is not like the
bull dog grip, but it is a succession of
snap*., which are about as ipliek as
lightning. The wolf leaps back and
forth over a dog, his jaws snapping like
a steel trap, and the dog is cut up as
with knives in leas time than it takes to
write iL-Gar.Ajlevelaird Leader.
Abraham Lineelm's Sit•pinother.
Mrs. Sarah i Bush Lincoln, the step-
mother of Abraham Lincoln and whose
portrait is given in The Century, once
Raid: "I tool a son John who was raised
with Abe. Both were good boys, but I
must say, both now being dead, that
Atra waa the best boy I ever saw or ex
[sect to see."-Detroit Free Press.
Mr. Illadeto•it's " Temple."
Mr. Maidstone calls his study the
"Tionple of Nato." There are three
writing desks there. At one Mr. Glad-
stone does his politleal writing, at an-
other his literary work, and the third
belongs to Mrs. Glatistorie.-Clevaland
Leader.
Queen Victoria is said to possess a set
of the autographs of the signers of the
Declaration of Independence, which is
the first in existence.
• New Orleans ganibler calls his cash
assets 'E pluribua unum"-won from
many -Atlanta Constitutien.
WILL YOU SUFFER a Ith I oppepsia
and Liver Complaint? Shlitai's Vital-
izer he guaranteed to cure you. For sale
by J. R. Armistead.
•
Orley and Earliest Lake, brothers,
and Joseph Santora were drowned near
Winifenr, N. , by the capsizing of.
pall boat
- ee
SLEEPLESS N Est, made miner-
able by that terrible (sough. Shilrites
Vora is the remedy for you. Soli by J
It. Armistead.
A Klee Plantation.
poet
realm of agriculture than the landscape of
a well-appointed rice plantation, whether
viewed in early spring before planting,
with the tawny seams of its embank-
niente intersecting the checkered squares,
the yellow mold yet steaming from the
',hive and the whole visible area ale
parently as cleanly swept and garnished
as a parlor floor; or later, during the
nursery reign of the fostering "stretch
water," each square a lake, its wavelets
tippling under the fresh sea breeze, wail.
the tops of the young plants immersed
for forcing, in long, waving lines of
tendrils floating on the water, and th,
russet banks, separating lake from lake.
tioW paths of emerald, their grass:-
carpet blowing in the April sun; or laic'
milk during the "long water," the entii..
landscape one waving sea of greet,
broken only by the crystal ribbons c.
(-anal, and quarter drains; or, finally, in
the full noontide of harvest-time, the
level fields, now lakes no more, but vile
stretches of stubble dotted with stacks
of golden grain, as if an army ti
there.
The wheat lands of Dakota are ini-
preesive, but their unbroken, unrelieie..
monotony is almost painful. The vile
clad hills of the upper Ohio are iite
and interesting; the velvety slopes of
valley of the Roanoke and Kent'',
!due grams meadows pretty and env'.
ive:Niut a study of the rice fields of tit
Atlantic deltas is simply fascinating. -
Southern Bivouac.
The World's Lergevt Geld 'line.
'lime famous, ` Mtliatos re g ,r •
by many as the largest gold mine
world, has been ad I 1st a rolip
F.rglish capitalists. The mine is -.i
Med at Santora. Mex.. and Was woe... •
hundreds of years ago by the native-
.but a-as lost track of. In 1a04 it we -
rediscovered and sold to French parties.
who, after working it for nearly tifo
years, resold it to a rich Mexican, and
it has been in his hands ever since
There are 100 chambers in the min.!.
some 150 feet high, yet not a Filen et
timber is used to support the roof. the
support consisting of pillitrs left in dig-
ging out the ore. The ore is of low
gratie.-Cilieners time*.
Haire Perpetuity
Dr. Schweinfurth lia., It the interest
of science. addressed to al. Europeans,
especially physicians, residing in Egyii
an inquiry as to whether, so far as they
are aware, families of northern origin
settling in Egypt do or do not die out
within three generations, or whether the
race is capable of being perpetuated be-
yond that limit. -Chicago Times.
Hoge Fond of Skunk.
The fence law of Georgia, which has
had the effect of keeping hogs from
roaming unrestrained through the
woods, has also had the effect of greatly
increasing the number of skunks in the
state. Hogs are particularly fond of
young skunks and devoured many of
them when the woods were open to
stock -New York Sun.
A Lisb• et Soapsuds.
The water of the so-called medical
lake near Spokane is so charged with
certain salts that it is like lye, and is
need in making soap. When the wind
blows the waves soon make soapsuds of
the water, the froth, or lather, piling in
meioses along the shore.-New York
Sun.
idrer Pills.
use Dr. Gunn's Liver Pills, for Sal-
low Complexion, Pimplemm on the Face
aad BUllousnass. Never sickens or
gripes. Only one For a dose. Samples
free at°. E. Gaither's.
 
 --se a- a.-- 
B. I.. Fullosa, a dreggist at Mt Ver-
non, 0., has failed. Asset's and liabill-
tie@ Unknown.
oe-- -
CATARRH C1VRED, heelth and
sweet breath secured, by Shiloh's Ca-
tarrh Remedy. Price AO cents. Nasal
Injector free. Sold by J. R. Armistead.
Hghtfal to take,
and of great value
ins • Medicine tor
weak and Ailing
Women and Chil-
dren.
Tka• Intelligent liteettanie'e Labor.
A group of gentlemen were discussing
Ike necesesity for brain labor in some
life vocations, and after allusion.. had
been suede to several erell-habe citi-
zens who were successful and prominent
in their professions, one of the speakers,
himself a retired merchant and infiusa-
tial politician, declared that Blank, mum
ing a draftsman and inventor employed
in a large HUICIflille tool manufactory,
did more boon labor than any other man
In Um city. Some example* were cited
of well-known mechanita and the con-
clusion was reached that intelligent me-
chanical labor required as snuck solid
thinking as any other work.
The intelligent, valuable mechanic is
not a mere walking machine; materials
are not always plastic; they are wine-
times perverse, and judgment and calm
consideration are required in their man-
agement The parts of a machine, how-
ever closely planned, do not come to-
g Alter unaided and naturally, as eye-
'tones converge in a saucer of vinegar;
it requires head work to "assemble" the
parte of u machine of any kind, and now-
adays, when mechanical work requires
-ems /Well racy of proportions and a nicety
of dimensiens such as were not dreamed
of a generation ago, the mechanic who
is not brainy in his line will surely get
left.-Detruit Free Press.
In the Dead 14 tier °Mee.
Defective addresses and insufficient
postage are the main reasons why there
is a constant flow of postage metier into
the dead letter office. After reaching
the office every means is employed to
ascertain the senders or owners of the
letter@ and packages, and the article* of-
fered at the annual sales represent the
proportion of the entire matter for which
no owner could be found. The catalogue
this year will contain some 7,000 arti-
cles', a slight increase over the number
offered for sale last year, but bearing
about the same proportion to the entire
bulk of the matter passing through the
mails. All dead- sgail is retained in the
deed letter office for two years. if not
claimed sooner, before being finally dis-
posed of.-Chicagn Herald.
sue Will Follow Direetissea.
l'Isysician (to young woman patient)
-You have &severe cold, Miss Smith,
and are threatened with pneumonia.
You will hove to remain very quiet fur
several days. ,
Patient-Oh, Dr. Pellet, I must go out.
I have so much shopping to do.
Physician-I see, also, that your nose
hail a tendency to inflame at the tip-
l'atient-idwroughly alarniedi -OIL
s.r. I will do anything that you tell ins
to.- Puck.
At college examination: "What if
the boa insulator?" :ask-. the professor of
1)10 ri.. a " Poverty." -Tid- Bits.
No woman can be contented amid hap
py If her akin Is covered with pimples
and blotches. These disfilguring erup-
tions are easily removed by the use of
A yeiTgeiss pa s
perfectly safe to take, and a Is thorough-
ly reliable blood purifier.
 
- 
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The headquarters of the
Republican National Committee have
been (wilfully moved Irian Chicago to
New York and established at Nue. 32 to
38 YAW Forty-second street.
AKIO
POWDER
Absolutely Pure.
This powder never varies. A marvel of purl.
ty. ntrenght amm.l ntioinnomonows. Hors propose
teal tli•n the ordinary Itch. mid cannot he sold
in competitioe sa ill) the multitude of low test,
short weight alum or phosphate powders. Sots
may i as Itirr•L H•znitl Pownall CO
NM Wall Street, N.
-LiZALKE lb-
Workmanship Unsurpased
A .! P lilt
.s
LOWEST PRICES.
Corner Virginia and Spring. Streets.
Hopkinsville. - - KY.
ompsoni
Renee Cp.
1%111 are feeling depreesed, your sync- • 
Hardw
out is loon, you are bothered a ith head-
111: , you are a ge , e
erally out of sorts, anti %alit tai I,' arc sip.
Brace up, but not witlistimulants, spring
medicines, or bitten., which have for
thefr bowie very cheap. hash whisky, anti
whit li lei late you for au I  anti
then leave you- in worse condition than
before Whet you waist arm nitro-mire
that will purify your blood, start imesilthmy
action of 1.1ver and Eider's, reatore your
vitality, and give renewed health and
strength. Snub a Medicine fulla ill Mel
hi trle Bitters, and only 50 vents a
bottle at Harry B. tiarner'e Drug Store.
rahutCordial
DYSPEPSIA, INDIGESTION,
WEAKNESS, CHILLS AND FEVERS,
MALARIA, LIVER COMPLAINT,
KIDNEY TROUBLES,
NEURALGIA AND RHEUMATISM.
IT gives NEWIT Is Invi,oilit•
Llug and Os- IP& to ths
O't
whole SYSTEM
by Strengthening
th• Muscle. Tee. j
ing the NERVES. I
and cc" letelYrii. No. 8, S Maingosling the food. I
egfr, ijil
fr Ogif44V 
- hffill11n.
OONTAINS
• no hurtful
Minerals, I. com-
posed of carefully
Detected Vegas.
bl• Medicines.
combined .kill -
fully, making •
Safe and Pleasant
Remedy.
san eh Wrenn. *ea
rzz.ait•Le
 
eat, ee
Villas Drug and Chemical Company.
BALTInolig. 55., C.
Book, .Voline.•
byte•ding
physicians, telling
how to t  die.
rases at HOMIL,
reeled, together
with • set of hands
sores cards by new
lichotype process,
on receipt of met.
seem Mum. Ws &fakir eel"
',mei IKON •••• • AI II*
Surface Indications
What n niiner would very properly term
“surtilos heliostien." of a hat le between.
are the Pimples. tette% Sore Eyes,
hills anti l'Utnueoiis Eruptions is Jill
n !Orb people on. Plias., ed In spring and
early on iiiii tar. The effete matter secuniii-
heed thirilej the *ink r Itionthe, now
1.novetwee fi It, through Nature'v
iiilrat or, lo Ind it from the widen'.
idle it te111:1111e. It hi a poi-on that testers
la lie Wood and shIv (let into Perot.
--.11114 1,00; I. (Mew+ deningement
of !he ilige.the end avvinilletory onoms,
wOli a rebus of own patois. languor. and
earine..--often IhhFIy +Token of -only
.itring ti'., r." These an' that
Suture 11.4 able, uninded. m. threw oil
I lie eornita iiiiii which weaken the vital
force.. To rouin herd! h. Nstiire neat be
h'll. bya I )moro11,111 lake el-purif. s hez Mash
I. hut.; Luul lo or Is11114 t I. no cg's-time ae
Ayer's Sarsaparilla,
which la alifilt icntly powerful to expel
front the s% -tette et t tlw table of Hered-
itary Mendota.
The milk profemion indorse A vita's
It's tc is11.1.i, mid filmy altretatione of
I he , tire. rattled by It vieisc from ell 1-nMe
of t orl.l. It Is, in the Iiminisige of
l!,,' I Lute. Jewett. et-Stele Scum-
sr of Al•o-no loweette rx•Meror tot
'•the only preparation that dote
I.o.teu,„; prove."
I•f• saris Sr
Dr. J. C. Apr &Co., Lowell, Mess.
Sold by all Druggiate: Price B1;
Six bottles for $5.
LOANS
eM rileaveseav neess.
W % NTRD•41otes of well rated hostess& Ines
for one month to twelve moeths. Amounts
$1,000to 11,1100,000 Strictly ronadentl•I and
safe. nosh gives, settlemeols made. Corrals.
preview* weenie '1. W. NORTKR, Nester,
01 Someway."( T
Y
u can live at home, and make now*
nom(*) at work fur us than clammy.
thing slap In the world t •pital Dot
Needed; yen ere 'darted free; bath
011isso: all •ges. alai-One ran do the week,
earnings sure from Ono Hart Costly orettlt
awl terms free. Setter sot delay Costa pea
sotbleg tared mi vner address abol Ondset; It
I 
Ii Ham.-
"I TS: CO.,!W lion; t I at , '1;1 a 7.' ". *"
DEALERS IN-
are,
Cutlery and
Guns,
Q,ueensware,
French,
China and
Glassware,
Wall Papers
and
Ceiling Decorations
In all of the latest stylise.
Thompson & Ellis.
St.
After Forty years°
experieere in the
preparation of mom
then One Hundred
Thnuesind apiptIcatioon ('or pat•nis
i he United States sad Vomits mos-
. 
-.es the publishers of the Svientine
A iiisnaan continue to as m solicitor.
In, paten., trade-.ark, copy-
rialds iota . for the l'inted Stelee and
to nOtais patent. In Canada, Koslood. Yera•no.
tkinamar.•od •I I 0.5.r met •■ pen-
OM, I it 1110•11111A14 and their faciliths• ere muter-
passed.
Drawings and eperinaatioas pveriered and Wad
In the Penult 001ce nit chart U01 Term. •ory
reason•ble. No charm. for •••nonetion of models
or drawiaa• Ad•,. by turol free
Patents °At/vont thivi•igh Moon /tr. arenetead
VIC 4 NI ANort bee
the lenses etren lat •nd t• the moat influential
newspaper et is kind pub,shed ea th• world.
Th• ad.antad. of sorb • ooton •vory patentee
undontanda
The Ism* and !pl mn•oraltod nernipaper
is publeMed VCF:IRK LI at SLIM • pier .4.1 ••
admitted Iv, he th• beet paper Wonted to erienre
mechanics. I ions. •nalinierme aorta anti
other departments of industr•I prawn... put.
limed in any cougitry. It contains the names of
all pet...loos wad title of sorer, pai•nted
oath ...Bk. Try it four aall• ilia ter en* dollar.
Sold by all asmidosiors.
If yea ha. •• inventioa to potent onto te
Non• Sre.. _pnbob.hore of Saleatine Ale 11,111Ma.
11114c.4sederar s.S  York
book snout sakasta sealed tree
C. P. NOLAN & CO.,
ALVIN/1i IT, HOTKIM5V1LLZ, KT.,
- Keep • tall steak ae- •
STAPLE &FANCY GROCERIES,
W I N ES, LIQUORS,
Fresh Beer, Ito.
Our Mock of Grosiarlas la full and emapient
and our prime as low as the lowest Call be-
fore purchasing and we guargatee to save you
'nosey
4301:71E41. 313.11\MIt
I. stippled ertth the best Ilqnors that ems be
bleed aaywhere. Ghee es • call
JOB WORK
Neatly ars promptly sionolod at
Timis 02211.43e•
NETrii v-WeeEklitA woo. 1_
- A vet' printed, eight column paper, oue-
tailelog
Foreign,
National and
Home News.
Itt ISSUED--
Tnesday. Tharsday and Saturday
sari S vtatJ rtit.
I.. am, i. le • r,fi Or, I a 1, rrlieer. I
THE WEElat NEW ERA
Wiul Is Weed every Fritter es
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Thie Icalluwlat are Ow anharriptioa rates of
Easy -cgs Ni. Ite•, paysble etrietly cask
mivenes:
Tri-Weekly.
see elm mar
Iseememshe
!eel maths •
ileff elett year
reel months
KW is months
We
Club Rates.
tri• Weekly in clubs of 6
Tri-Weeklv In clubs of 10
III I
lie
Ti
111 26
100
Every man and boy wearing a
Summer Suit will report at once to
Headquarters at
JOHN T. WR1GHTS'
And have them exchanged for a
nice, new Fall Suit and Overcoat.
CALLA 1447c). rilurc).
Weekly in. luteof 6 II 16
Weekly In clubs of 10 
 c
 
 1 90
Persons bow taking the Weekly New Ira who
desire to change to the fri•Weekiy, can do so
•ad es-rice • credit for all unexpired time due
lieu roe the Weekly.
THE CENTURY
For (886-87.
Tilt t tuft liV le an illustrated smuttily mag-
LOW. haying a regular circulation of ahout Is..
hundred theteand copies, often reaching and
ielnetitesee exceeding two busdred gad twenty.
five thousand. Lbief among its many attraction*
forth,.' coming year ie a serial which bas been
Ill active preparation for sixteen years. Iv is a
history of our own country in Ito meet critical
note, Sc net forth in
• The Life of Lincoln.
Ely HI•eitoifIdesstlal nerretatrie•
Jelin G. Nirislay a -id l'ol
Jehr limy.
1.111, great work, begun Iv ith the sane tors of
Prerolest Lincoln, and roatinued under the
authority of Mason, the Hon. Robert T Lincoln
(nibs emir full and authortative record of the
of Aloshwu Lincoln Ito author* were
friend. of Lincoln before his presidency: they
C. re most "intimately associated *!th im ae
pri v ate secretaries throughout hio term of ofilve
and to them were transferred upon Lierean'e
death all bee private papers. Here will he told
the ifieole hietory. 1.1 the roil war and of
Presodent Lincoln's administration -irelaortant
delete,. of trt halt hate hitherto remainel mire-
sealed. that they might first appear,, this au-
thentic history. lit reason of the tublicat 
irIssa WOTT
The War Series,
which bas been folt.ee.1 with unflagging inter-
est toy a great • Whence. Will Ice. apace
olue101( Ole forinilwir veer. tartly .burg Will he
damnified by Gott. Hunt (Chief of the I.nion A r•
gallery , lien Looestreet. Lea S• el. Law• and
°then.: C torkaminuga, by Gen. D. H. Hal.
-or. moos'. Marti, to the nee. by tarnerah.
Ilowaral ewe Slocum Generals s.. A tailano" e
Wm. F. o In I MI. John 4.iblion. Horsier Porter,
and John I Mosby will describe spemal Wares
and tewLierite. Stories of naval engagement,.
proton life, etc., etc.. sill appear
NOVELS AND STORIES
"The Hundredth Man." a novel 1.y Fiank
sirskton mithor of "The Loy, or the Tigre, 
eh , Iwgins in November. Two mit elettim ii)
George W ialuTe storms by Mary Ha•Its•-•
Foote. •A'ncle Renal," /Olin Ilan
ir•rd ralfleeton. and other iamilonent American
authors is ill be pouted during the y oar.
Special Features
Old men, young men and boys
wearing a straw hat or light color-
ed Summer hat, please come at ono
and have them exchanged for new
Fall shaped Hats ard Caps. --
T 1r.iNTO. Three_
To those who still wear their
Summer Underwear and Summer
Ties, come in a rush and secure a
new supply of our nice Fall and
Winter Furnishing Goods,
To every man and boy in this
and adjoining counties, come at
once and have your old Boots and
Shoes exchanged for new ores.
NC:).. =5_7re..
Do not order you a Suit Made to
Order until you see my line of Sam-
ples. I will save you money. -Re-
member
nffair• in Kneel. an ...bens. i.e.,rge
Nommen. author"( "Tent Life in siheria." who
w h include a *nee articof le* My M otto----"Wright
haajuet retursed from • most etentful omit to
si henna prisons; nammo on the Fool question.
with reference tr. Hot/raring th Labor Peet,
lem English Cathedral.: Dr. Kgrigiestron's Re-
ligious Life is the Aloe wan I ml.,,, Men and
Owes of queen Anne'. Reign, by Mrs. Oh •
phant :4 lair% itylitIre. V.. ituali-m. Asti. logy ,
▪ , by the Ruck let I.. la.,
the lbrietian A dlociate: nelrosonow•I PaReri'l I
41,1 ivies throwing light on Bible loo.tor), etc.
faeces. A Free Copy
sulseription price. 14 00 a year, 35 cents •
esmser Dealers. Postmaster, and the polo-
ashore tale suliserlpilons. s, MI for ,,Ur Ii •u
illuetraited U. age catalogue (Cr.', eon•
taints, full pniopectue, etc , including a speeia I
offer Iry which new! readers can it-t bark num
t
price. A specimen ropy ,lieek number, will be y FanC hckles,orn, IS twenties of the War Series at a very low 
sent on rsiiumt. 11110.Ttiot r•Iii 
Crin you riord 0, be seith,ert lu.. I 'KNTIaY. Oat I...lere.1 Ek.adt Cre.ckall. Wheat_
THE CENTURY CO.
•
Wrongs No One."
Chas.McKee & Co.
-WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER" IN-
STAPLE AND FANCY
"The Ideal Magazine"
Air young people 10 _whet thepapete_ Vail MT
NICHOL is 1/o you know about it.-how goad
Ills, how clean and pure and helpful, If there
are any boya or girls in your tioli-e mu ill y sesi
try a,nuniner, or try it to. a year, and sec if it
Sol juet the element )4,111 newl ill the household -
The I.ondon Times hao oashi. "We ha% e nothing
like it 4in this side " Here are Nome leading
feature.* of
1EL CO It• I MSS ?
- TULL LINE OF-
Canned Goods, Rolled White Oats,
BEST BRANDS OF CIGARS AND TOBACCO.
Flour, Meal, Lard, Bacon Salt, Etc.
est Prices _Paid For Country Produce•
gyr-Me keep ihr best brands of Roberts* it .1 tle0111 County, Tennessee, Whiskies. Ala
fillonareh Brand, Nelson and Anderson County. 'noel,. Whiskies, and Ocosnotte Wiest
MAIN STREET, HOPKINSVILLEI KY.
ST. NICHOLAS J. R. GREEN & CO.,
for 1886-87. DEALERS IN
•10-1,1 It, I.44111,4a Cl. .31c. I( and Frank It.
short Orfila, Stew. lo Mr, Sunset*, who*.
eharming/ ••Little Lon' eauntlerro" has horn aAgricultural Implem tsstoclitutc-oeveral by each author.
treat feature in the past )enrol ST. Nicslok•s.
War :•tories for tkoye sett titres. lien Radiomen.
h ir f • of -staff. ht..erapher, met confident,' al
friend of bieneiral Grant. Melons/ of the ablest
mid moat popsmlarnl 11111111 military te
v. ill contribute a our:1W. ,:fisitiji r:leisi.171.0.::crialiinsalg,...
in clioar awl sit id •11
..f the l'Is II liar. They
descriptions of single contest. or nten rain-
patikns. prementinu n.rt of literary pal-
Ivry of the grand arid henole conte.to in whirl,
the pimentos( many a boy and girl of to do)
Illie stkpartmial Stone., include .. Juan and Janet.-
ta.- an admirably written story of lievican life,
I., Francs. S ourtenay lia) tor. author of flin
lioth Side..;" also, -Jenny's lioardene-110e*,"
by Jamey Otis. • story of life in • great cii),
-.bort Articles, inariant e anti entertaining,
will abound. Am,mng there art: "How • Great
panorama is Slade," by Theodore R. Oro with
profuse illuotratsoms; it inning is Colltittlinion"
k Nasal .tcailemyl. Kea "Kecolleetions of it*
Nav•I .teadent);" °hewing for oil" and
-Among tive Mom-wells.- with • number of etrik-
lant,"AVII.InuTia M.Mag•beil tIllirt;eULtet'elf::;UHulgaf"7.11:allietal-
to kin 11randchildren." ree,tinted by brander
Mattheyse: "Idietorie Girls," by It Pi Broilke
Ale, interesting eontribulloite from hors Perry-,
/burial Newel" spotter!, Joaquin Miller. 11
11. Hol seen. M aishington 1.11114ilen, Alice W el-
ilagiuo Rollins. J. T Tenni, Mgt.. Lieutenant
PM...tenet Ns-A w•tka. Noah Rrooka, Grace 1 lento
Litchfield. Roost 11••• thorns Latham'', Mr.. S.
M. lc Platt. Msrs Matte* 111.1dfre. arid litany
otintirs. etc.. etc
The oubscription price of ST. ki •11 la SA
g year: 16 rent• a atimber. Sutrocriptions are
reeeived by buokeellere and newsdealer, 
Where. or by the publisher.. New volume i.e.
as Kith the November number Send for our
beautifully illuetrateal catalogue (free; contain.
lag full prosoectiia, etc.. etc. THE I INTIKY
CO New-1 ork.
. 4:31.1E1csrcil,
-Oaat.aa In-
Staple and Fancy
GROCERIES.
A full line of Goods at elope peter.. Country
predues bakes l• sicbange for goods
Tbe nal, house In town that keeps
illtaartila and. France Posts,
Oen mad see me at my Mad ea Viliginla St.
listwees stli sod INA.
And Sole Agents for the Following Line of Goods:-
McCormick Binders,
Reapers and Mowers,
C3a.il1ed. Plow,
Iron Duke Harms, Studebaker wagons.
AVERY'S CAST AND STEEL PLOWS,
Blount's True Blue Steel Plows,
LONE STAR STEEL PLOWS,
Iron Beam Double Shovels,
Brown's Walking and Riding
TJ 1.55 wil" I NT Ilk Ur CD NIL Eli
Wheel-Barrowe and Road-Scrapers, Frick & Co's Engines, Sep irstors and Raw.
Mills, Springfield Engine.' and Separator', LW* Engine*, Separators and Straw-
Stackers, Rom & Co's Straw, Oats and Hay Cutters, and large EnsIllege Cutters
for steam power, Bell City Feed and Enaillage Cutters, all sizes both hand and
power; Thomas' Hay Rakes, Hoist Power, and Hay Forks, Core
Sheller*, Pumps for cisterns and deep wells; Mast, Foos A Co's Turbin Engine.
Wind Mills and Pumps for same,
Iowa Br Wire ad Win Stretchers.
Our line of litigates is full and complete, with latest styles and at prima lie salt
every one. We call special attention to the " HORSZ SHOE BRAND"
FERTILIZER!
For Tobacco and Corn. Every bag has a giaranteed analysis stird dame
and Ulla guarantee is good morally ano legally. Give us a oall baler. berriag.
Respectfully,
J. R. GREEN St CO.,
208 & 208 MAIN ST.. HOPKINSVILLI, KY
•Ben lint. and at Pret,ent running a ser- , remitting now tor the t ear Is.; the its- ,i„„„ to get too own. -111.• 1.•mes 1,, noe
iii {{114, nr..n.ling patties vi ere giy en to II. Powell, our able. el...1,1•
Prcit• J(wwl'Ill *4. °Lide littell & nomoo are the pub-
- 
. orrium.
temente hy his Boston Monday leot ore.. Haber..
and it soiling. than whom there is none Order- for our paper and the
greater on the rostrum. This is the very 1„„,,, -r• le are pouring in. trout • all
and our std....Tiber* take them in. Sups gr.san is Morth.5 young 
gentleman
pose !ell take our paper and a chance! enj,,t s the rt.-pe-t arid este
em of
I Goo. Witty utrated disturb:vice at all 44 Ito 
know hint. Tits- toride ia the
the reaidence Mr4, the tlail,liter 
of Mr. I litrle+ Edo at,'- toil
depot, and $1.1 hi the city la a ynottg lady of 
many ...vial charms
Ion driinkrotte.u. +11Id 1111 rare vt..
itotoly etil'itre. NeAk
rtotscharge and his Ampere for the cowbird% Mrs. Huntmel's 
Lotto- *as Ett. ext-tuls to thent the 
oartnest con-
pillIniteutiary are flattering In the ex- fired int./ not 
g sinee by ...one nits- gratulation*
*-
jsaiiiuiiioni one George .Martii. %item several time
. Ii v rowdies. lier tit" 
Didn't Get Him.
drinking together in on.. of our saloons. died, ttttt long since awl she is 
11411% {VI{
class. -Sliver Spor•• its a charmingl) \O I 
. •
_,...- -
stinking play. ID characters are trnei Mn. 
II.' iTakie hfimil-a ill Ilw !IA!!
to Ille mi Idle the author inopired then' as M
r. A.G. 11.4.1." resiti. nee is hml he
is hum a romantic fiction that . est-swore. omit in 
to dinner. .tIter the ineol the
the StItlieltee• :••• .14:•• 1111 oale at .1. 11. hat Ian
- 0(11411.. probably 11141.illg Innen
1. o.„ of I.outas Lae.. tu the C11, . 
1 ettilell 11A II sneak thief. We
 have heard
. Galbreath ..1* Cu's.
"'"' sralm. li•ata'ala`rY• la* All'''.
1404 • ' STORK MeOM YOU Elle. I.-
I 'ortier of i of ninny 'iotch 
thefts haying been emu-
* to. Moore., a promment farmer of the Long- J. 
T. Barrow, Apply to 
m .i..1 bv I initted in the 
past tea alat s. 'Ilis cul-
prits are
voweitanas Lhe Cut) Wetter-alai _ t 
4'Igai.n. Apply at this_ cd-..
_, - - 
.1"etr.-M, firtaaN A to. ohms. very 
)(unit shields them frion
' Mr. It. IT. Henry delivered the closing "In
'i"renn• 
.
-perch in the Garth-Arnold slander suit. 
Ilenderson Journal : A hey:t
o noiallaig 'ir. P414114- accensibie point. sty ' 1,-..,..4e„t 4„.,. ,,, 1.,
,i,,.... „„,i Geist.•
I have opened a Grocery and Fred at Elkton. 
yesterday. lin:speech hi sail hrnoktlit IP 1...4‘ 11 0
08 week an lig"' ':. I rweesboro, for the ..,),...tdo ration
 of this ' silk It.,, ik.-. , 1, 1.1.... ,..„I tt erst,.1 310
1
Store on it etreet between nth anti to have tw
en wonderfully clear. forcille ing 
*pestimen of that well know 0 
Imhof,adore rptointoit. Let n. hear fran sninn ,
iiii. Mi.ill r - :0 FI it, t.. ,'-
71.11, and *ill furnish the putdie 
w ith mill Isoillte 1. Mr. Henry is fast au- illint "i 1141. 
/"4"Im• the 1"'"'""1. It it' "1 ' other 14/.1at..-4. gloss. r -
 "
anything in my line at the hoses' rate•iing a worthy replitatio
u as it lawyer ot a goo 1 si
t t and normal in everi reeto.c• 1)45.110.4W" NI ........ h.., : There 
i.
New Greeery Feed Mere.
fur the bait otoedg. Give me
 a call.
swis- how the jury devide.l. and it is probable
Di. H. 11 Sherman that a ..r.h, ont  t returned be-
This noted Phyokian and Specialiet
ability and eloquence. Up to the time 1
01 going to press He not heard
fore this atternoon•
save Mt fur. *Melt is snow whit
e in col-
or, and it. eyis are the to iglit pink
. It
is is tirchasc.i. trem the .aptitre
r
Walter Hicks. *Ito has it on elit
ilaitio•,
at the Bartet
will MUM) tiVkinaaill'' at (111,-•' our dress
ing le 110 "lottery. scheme.-
at Burbridge House, lw,...mber lath, but a fai
r and -dnitare-.711t to nor still- - - 
Illatrhaitudal.
and reolaito OR February 13th. A great
many did not have the opportunity 
to
emooth In-. Sherman oll hin list V itit
here. owing to his limited time. They
should gofilarly ..a bis return. Ili way
patients that he trtated here during hi-
stay have improted *.intlerfully, and
the result is others are anxiously ao ;kit-
ing his Sequin to g under hi. treatmeat.
• - -sa. sr.- Peg Leg's Plunder.
.• 
-
wooers. We do it heeauor it pay,. tool Mr. Will Carter was inirrie
 to Ilia
iegitimate. YOU elv for the paper Eawar,t,,, 
alb-imam at
the regular price. n III.'" il" l''"• t o'clock. it 
the reshlettee of the bride's
and ,s e the ehance :V the pre- near I. g.
.e. .1.
Looms. oodasehody will g. t every an- oi eity, pronounced 
a heat.-
liar on the It matters tit tio..to Mid eeremony j .initig the hea
rt. :mil
us. 'We piit tip the whole $1,1100 worth a the yOttlig conple. 
This
ag ) ear -
taker!. the prow let..r. hi. ; tt t .e,••.
fa, torn tool their 1.1:cl- ieu the la.;.;.
ilite•ti .1. Tit ;,;, price is ton'.
- • ...t- Irs-I .trippfro. bait at .
fievt tactorie. fifty cent • paid. Taii.
' the cause of the trouble. At tlic f3cro,
*ill A 4- -T-Omptin. A yeeterd-*Y t'••
e••
111MO'
it
0.%
Soo.% ten .1 I orisville'l nesday, to the
7.31   -111:41111.
01_110 . • I, 
Toboroo BM's. Croat ReductionPREFERRED LOCALS
t•lub offer st the head of the kneel
po• go in Itbentl. tett up a club
4'416ns-tit plodegrephot !educed to 115.114
)
per cloaca., at .N.I.Irrost.'s galtr,).
Nee notice of a tl• o'roble Trigg county
faftit tor wok., A bargain Is veered
l'o good toe" roll olg nisiiietwe for
rMit 14,i3 {41. ....0•111C.
11141 bushels of I,'. .-r *med.
dtfo. It, le amok
'kW Joolo oolobluation "misted" lart
night. l'art of the troop.. o ent East
end the rest to St. Lim s.
Wined, broodiest, cigars and 
to'r.seco,
hint sul ilt the eity, at the 1%0'1111 111.45r1
bar. ”Frea awl Joe" will he glad 
to
are you. •
Vie are now ofterisig more aud better
"lvoluceisoet,ta" to subscribe,* littaltien
paper in the "state. Read the *11st It
ti
ere tor yours. If.
Eliklier M. Me/oily, of Litelifirl.1, will
tale charge of the t.'atholii. churelli in this
ott The erilloorylve luses-re2t_ Sato r.7
stay rod will bold services topoday.
doe-Looka, to-sealcdo .np,L1 • 116-
'06 of the United State* are aludo-t
given away In our eoenbtonatkon offersoutrubscription. Look tinder the head
of ••loduceurente."
The sale of the litmeele.1.14.ffelig tt•e
late Mrs. John R. Knight took place at
the hotuesteati Tuesday afternoon. All
the salt-.1 were made at g.s.,1 115111*-0 atsI
111.44 ot the things were hid 11 the
n of the tiweeitsed.
Josslo drow Asir', soul -as thoaktpaser
llou..e
day nights. 'the ing hall-w ttttt
was an Iliti.ton of the finest ty pe.
mesmeric pertormauced sere oo NI and
the entire programme pleasing.
1/r. Alex Campbell w- ill be marci...1 to
Miss Johnnie Mills, at the Baptist
church, at 14:33 o'clock, twat. Tuesday
utoriiing, lie.. J. N. essidge
Thls is one of the most pi outhwu
society events of the -seits...0 aid mat
,
friends %visit lite handeoute emiple a
11., Vie) age.
lit alt t raction at the cit,era Mo
o.
Iletst Ttleralny evening is strictly first
ttl isi
.-4111.1111.1111q_e_ snow, and what will th
e boys
do then, ga ? W17.47 rfie-41-1-
jum-{
rtiti tt...to the 11'1:.eyis saloon lute he 
the
afternoon-0d gertitt tits -oinside.ot
good regular drInkseguoillibing. -
A 'lender-on !tidy is rites tat the 
News
tttsul she WI 5.111thling being
 car-
ried on ill eity 1111.1 furoishes 
Unlike&
'Kw No.• N11.1111.01110 the
ttttt 111licatIon slilela the hel
y.
Sh.m1.1 Ott. letter come mit there win be
but tint. s itu high ale,
city election 44 ill Itel held Saturday
week. It is at present h hitt 
little
ilitrettowd. There are Fit ttttt re of a 
new
board ticket, but a• yet nothing 
dillinite
ham been anat. tttttttttt kite oar.' ey
 eteisi
totems to be olettring iti tile mi
nds sit the
iS *aft to keop abrrast it
the limes We dbutthl certaittly have 1
14
wards.
Mr. j. .1. Buntpus, formerly of ilii
city, and now; alas the dot
ot
of Cincinnati, was married at 
Day-
ton, O., Weduelslay. to Min* 
Annette
Baldwin, ef that city • l'Irey is ill ma
ke
their home at the Gibeon House,
 Cincin-
nati, after an eNtelatIvoll bridal 
tour. Mr.
Belatilltla his. -utility blends Oita 
eity
nih • . •
-et wow' s
Dm Ere Prmting 11/4 Piaohteat Co.
Joan 0. Rust, - - - - kditor.
TUZSDATeAlt Mite 141•11
• - - - -
AILIN TIMIK TABLE.
•
Tett** %oars toot at. n. tnalk '• •
Ts • IP. GAL •. ANL4:14,
AGENTS
Who are atethorixed to collect sub-
aeriptloim to the XIM Ellis:
1.1.4' T11111-{ker- {...la% rite, Ky.
I or, tin W. Rood-- Johoson'• 11,
01-11 OFFER.
Get us a elob Of fire sour set...erilarro, for
either wane Le ALAI-1W_ or _rot o_atto Lv
at St. 50 a yea/. and we will glee yon 
the
%immix sg.g.l.nov &rose year with tick-
et in our drawing. -
For a club of tem Nese subscriber* we
will give the ini-o r./ !OM 15* one
year, tieket the tiraaing and the 
fort)
live books advertised in our list of "I 
ti-
dueements."
For a dab of' more than ten we w
ill
give the paper, ticket and hooks as abov
e
and a Iilleral et. ttttt 16014151, rattail
 we
guarantee to be *alleles-tory to the 
club-
raiser. Go to work pa iivr zi LI' A
Ite.PS01)4211
Mina Mollie 'terry it tit 11,00011 alley 11.H. week.
J. Petree, Mtassow, was sa threalTeeelay.
S. lart,11n,•n-boro, was in the city Tues-
day.
osaa. item. Tueet•Y us
the city.
I. I., tater...11r, whets the eity
'Sutras.%
Frau b tiarrett-hurs, se, in the etty
We.lnewlar.
Mire 1.aey. to.k s • Ira- In the ett3 •hot.-
ping Wr.lue•-.1as
I:. S Wooten and .1.11. tut:situ., I f au et te.
oir 111111C
1.1 Iraukol, t tuoisnma.will Ea She
tly_thole) r dot h.- -put.
Iltekotan_ v..1. the . Its
VIPalrg tit. I.:trent*
H. It 1...tag. repre•ent Intr. M
Char! es rmi colored. tietter
know t. 1•• " l'eg Leg.- is ill jtil on a re-
tretne. Ttoordso night he and o erestit 
tta. -.nee lawn distnrhed
When they left the - %tom' Peg Leg atol alo
ne. :she certilikly should is. r„t,.„-t. Pep
tity sheriff 4 :onion lianberry had
his partner granhed Martin and took el frnm
 the matollin distort mice, .111ite 
a lively ekluerietier
frillst pint !no mil pint 4,1 whiskv. ; s loafer*. 
oeek. lie went out the
iras arre.ted and placed in 
. arrelt Man on a VI Arrxiit
list .1.0 s•tork In tilt!, 1.11,1
to g.t tle• rano. ley •i•dt %wk. The
proprietor. not humid to avemh•
the neinuol, mid t0.-) lia‘e
;roonle in tiiiing the Ware. of II.,
strik. r. it a 1..4 111y. us Ilit teller halo!.
- 
. 
_
••A 1.11"ct.i: THING OF 01 It 011k."
5 tesp es111,- 1.11Z/1119 141..- work.
(u_1 sar...s. One.- .11.1 Ia. Ale.
II.• ot .1114 thees a dog,
I”.1 11 a r rae•Ve
tipe•le .1114.1i/ .1"./, 111.1L
.1 1171-,Trtr.i1.
1i. 1.1...1d. 11h. r.• hair a a vek
Asei thee br broke to.
Ti.•• feet. .1, r.• .1.aCi.
5% .-,.--in, t• I a La* Ike -
1„. ,1„ 1 1,1. I he with ot ki;er th it the
•••••1•,trr newopaper tioit.'s cheek. like all t
he•rt-ST-
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Lathes' Underwear
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at this office. cheaper
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nati.
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( ' la 0 A K S ever
brought to Ilupkinsville.
OUR LADIES' $2.50 SHOE
ica.at•tigt e
11111,T1 , 10, ( 11 , 41( KT
114. ilmter'• Aston r
Ile rsaterti:erAttors.
sit peremer Aar claims mama tlmp estate
of Wei. fleeter. der'd are hereby notide.11 it die
earner, property settled.- *Wee la
nowt is•ville.14) ow or briers the lath .tey of
Ism-ember, 1.0.6 I. lit-Wirt T.Master t'oatialo.loser.
K. G. CALLIa. T. J. Mulatto,.
A tt 'y at Law.
Callis & Co..
(Succesaors to Callis Hay et
Real. =stato
INSURANCE
Collecting Agen*
Hopkinsville, Ky.
In PostOfficolillildillg.
1:.-nt .1- •
REAL ESTATE !
On communion, list and pay
-171V AIL 311C. 11B
SERS
the exact cost
of any proposed line of
advertising in American
papers by addressing
NH ONE MONTH
Excelsior %irons
Are eatranted its exeel W
orknian-
ship al..1 Material. Durability 
mini 'me
struetiou and Lights...sea brat. 
thin
wagows are all Wilde nt 
1
011e ` Warrant:ea to give en
tire riati.tac-
Bon. No travail.. or .1, la
y in gelling
them rePlarisl. All 
material thorough-
ly Inspected herbs.. 11.111.g. 
We intenti
te maintain the reontatIon nt 
the
betted ExtrhOor Wagons. Large 
stark
on hand of all sizes.
LUMBER! LUMBER!
Intone, Shingles, 1..-Titr,
Boards, MenhIniga. Braekets. Baluster
s,
Newels, Hand Mall ami a beg: stork 
of
Rough Lumber on hand.
Celebrated Erin Lime,
FOR ONE WEEK
Cash Customers Can Get Special Bargains
Decorated Chamber Sets, - - - $2,50
Decorated Dinnor sets 112 Pieces, $10
Decorated Tea Sets, 56 Piece, - - - $4
()the:- Goods in proportion.
Geo. P. Rowell & Co., ileRdrick's China Hall, No. 22 N. Gherry St
Tinavreearee Adwertriong Surwau,
10 Spruwe Cl , Now 'York
Send 10e4s, rot 100-Page Paretpttim.
411,1M
Cuetenti
CINCINN A 11.
..r the 14/11{10P{
11 U/l. Fiftieth
are.' tool is,
'eorgr II. Ile
Ilegations arc
orty -live p.g.
-Its thole all.
ileghig Mat
'Illobe Lotto le
4reaalonal
 lit,
Oils, Ittlatitkes,
. f c recti,ii oil
and voting hilt
log hoards. or
eil tor II r. The
pollatsdos and
ty were lilt Its 1
were opened v
otter the etre
turned %wen(
'flowhe, and Is
ing oomite.1;
riiiibh: tTnitut
is l'outity l.:
maestri, aod,,
itili pellet MMi
eril disposed p
ri. Grant and t
all s• rts of Ira,
...limy of II 'at
a• helot 421 Is
1
isle, many 1rr
ultil01.1%1 Lhal
ir011gitoUt thi
tile • tie were I
ect vlo Arlon ,
S Kenton, Mr
rot Irv-, rot
44,4 lit !Ile le
'etflieele last is
Is.-  of kindest
-
OW
Wasinsurti
Durham, of 0
.4- outdid abuts
Ile 'lora not I
tilt' ti offlcer to
. c. at our .titm
II.. can preken
if things.' he
dem, talking
.. how ne are to
I
• te really want
tan length el
w• his oala
, up to the time
. tad* twrfeet 1
. dected to Ill
. lel the law ri
' mot elected t.
tallied to III
r  Ilse date 1
. sit, _ It_la a c
- 
eneral rule fl
wo salarlea.
1.1
oilier case of ll
Iv notes ago, 1
1 -onkling well
a •ine etweebes
sat produeed
laine an.I Co
---
--
II
Saw 011t1.1“
row 1.41w k
line gays: '
the outdo% r
e still at lever
slaw and Jut
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handon his b.
totems made I
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he planting
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wile states 11
re afraid to
his murder,
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aw and order
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Won, six to
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5e111114 J1,41
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Why
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Ceatestisif Carlisle's Seat.
Cteciesere, Nov. 30.-The grounds
er the venter' of Speaker I 'arlialr'i eat
II Ho- Finfells 1'4i/ogress 1 ,ave been pre-
late, and erre 4/1(111rtl 14.t i.ight by
'eorge II. Tleobe, (lie contestant. The
llegations are ounierous, and It requires
orty-five vices oh legal-cap paper to re-
it. 
the104 
m all. 'Ile petition starteout by
11'' that there were cast for
 Mr.
'hobs 1,000 legal voter in the Sixth Con-
residuum' 1e:strict. which, by con, mime-
mistakee, or by (rands or collusion
of ...whim officers of vari,.us 
pescieeta
ed voting placer, anti comity vans/ass-
ng beanie. were not counted and return-
ti tor Mr. Thotw. It is charged that the
wil-buols and returns of Trimble room-
y were all in violation of the law, and
ere opem7.1 within leas than three days
Itrr the election ; that the vote as re-
tinned was 376 for Carbide anti three for
lowbe, and lie objecto to the couoty be-
lig counted ; that the Willett-bosom of
nudge' vionity were-Dr the rue-body nIT-
se t 'minty Clerk awl were unlocked,
mewled ad expense, and liabl
e to lee
lupe-reel with by the clerk er by aily
vii dipposeel perigee. Objectiou te unade
Grant sled Gallatin counties. In which
II sena of frauds are alleged. 
I ti the
testy of I arr..11, %filch wee returned
being 426 to 37 In favor of Ur. Car-
rie, many irregular-dire are alleged. it
claimed that it. niall ef the preeket
.
troughout the diem.. .11 the eleetion
die •ts were Demon ats, which be sis di-
vet vio who. of the law. In the voun
ty
I Kenton, Mr. Carlisle', home, a nutte-
r of Irrertheities ere set ferth. A
riq of the p. tifkilii via. given to Mr.
arliele Ian oight, oleo e..1 ,s- id the lio-
ce Of tmeteet.
-ms
Coes Twe Salaries.
Wasideurtes, Now. 29.-Costroller
Durham, of the Treseury, la la anal*
of mind about Sam Cox's two salaries.
' He does not like to permit a Govern-
meta "Aver to draw pey 'or two servi-
ce. at our time, but be doec to.kree how
lie ran present It. ••It is a queer date
fit things," be said to 3 our vorrespon-
lent, talking &hose it, "but I don't *re
how we are to avoid eiv hog Mr. Cox, if
is really wants it. two Inlet Mu roe a 
eer.
tabs knob of mar. Ile has already
wu Vs suillary as Minister to Turkey
up to the time of Isla resignatioo, as he
eel a perfect right to do. Ile has been
levied to till a vaeancy in Congrems,
and the law specifically ess3e that the
onto eleeted to till vaeaney shall be
ntitled to the salary 4.1 the position
3  the date that the other twcarue vii-
west  _ It is a tetrioter CRS, ; for it is a
tele that tio 'Alicia' shall draw
we salaries. I don't tier why Congress
14.4, t amend this law. There wee wi-
ther eaer t liir:;Tt;;7e-ETTTVI
y years ego, alien Mr. Blaine Keil Mr.
',inkling were In the House, and It %vas
'Inc eperelie, made upon title very enkr
oat prodeteed the estrangemeet hi-tercet'
!sine and
 
 --ions SW
OUTLA
Naos 010.111511. Dv: 1.-A diapatch
rous Lalw Provideece to to the
 Pies-
ii tie The Vitt ment in relation
tiw outlawry in West Carrell Parini I
• «t ill at lever lea% W J. Kilburn, aa- 1
weer and iiitPlet• of Hie pence' Ill tile
MI a grit, tortoni here DA- vows-hog.
le reported that lie Walt compelltd to
bantIon bia im.ineer in e411111C110ellee
lirrats made by !wowing eonneete if with
lie Meliay and Witkowski affair. K
inn is aseocialied with Wilkoapki in
lie I-hinting heeler-es Iii We-t Carroll.
Dte airival this evening tee
m die
erne states that the people on the hills
le straitl to expreet an opinion shout
he essipler, and that the peewees sup-
-seed to be time ered let the crime are
stekly staring abd wetting at detiance
aw and order. fhe informant further
aye that !musics on the Houston One-
time, Az suileet iron. Caledonia, were
estrej el by tire ois Sunday night. This
lace sib.° betocgs to Wilkon ski. This
vening Judge E. J. DeListig, of the
'set l'arrell Deneserat. looted a circular
lying ler of the $1,01.10 reward offer-
1 by Gov. IleKnery. a it Ii aiu addItiooal
1.000 offered by Wilkowski, alio is still
ere.
raga) SCREWS
i'lit Screws.
eters of the I no•rn•an
tiop Fence
•Id awl Trigg 0.0111.1.....
APEST
rod. Iall awl et
all goods we sell wet
Them Fully.
.111,bir poem
owls io our low.
e
•
01110111.
EW STOCK.
ELLA,
VILLE, K1..
NG,
id Notions,
1,14  f• IN, itt
Bargains !
$2.50
$10
$4
berry St.,
Why Wheat Went rp.
Cnicatto. Nov 29 -The elegem in
reheat here this morning IP largely ni-
ts Muted to this big tire at Duluth Satur-
day, *hist bunted tip 0%0 big elevator'
eel 75001110 biotech of wheat The
-need to p•ceee simo.t
tornii.g. iii holiesition (Anita inejoeity
I the I hicago speculators are
It ahead and happy to "et •iti of any
'It to advance the prier. The burning
(the wheel appareetly affolded  or
tiefaetion than ite export would, for
he the latter eteht the wheat would
have filled thst r the pres
eot
tin statics a 11111.1 u.tllh eglat. The
hues did lei %este ally nithitliy 011
it iIwur.,gt'e coe•panies nor any "ii
leeollbr proprietors. Thep erre 
a lit.
Ile Rexene., however. to know a bether
the 760.000 buelsels. of %beat tha
t went
up tit flamer and invoke Saturday eight
would disappear from the "visible sup
ply,' or a briber ettene sort et reel tape
%mold keep the *toff cr111 it. the 60,000,-
0011 purply to hernia the believers hsu
loader pekes another seven days
Mr. Carter Castles Skips Out Leaving
Ake en letlehiteiress et Over $1100,0110.
....
......
 i HIM vase tea-, Nov. 30-Re ..... re bo-
3ines reserved on the &treats late tan
...night Hist F. L l'erter Cotton. manager
' et the North l'oneire Land and Camel
' Company, and ales' an extenelve real
eirtate operator at Fort Collins. had ab•
.steeidell and left crediters to large
:. cull ts. The statement of the fr
ets
" 
'arc 
learned inou a grestlentale of statut-
lag le final eat theirs in Northere Gai-
eniacin and who Ns In • position to 
know,
I'. 111%1 lor is Ilite we, K. pan Mr. Carter
4 'ii, ton's istitnerous creditors have been
'
le c.iming IllieWly, &nil a ere suepicious
4
 
sil hi. movements and treesections. A
a le* MID 1.-harelay • number of them
eorrated hese to hie office. After some
-talk. Mr. Collom mole weir pretext to
ego out, and lurked Ids credltore iii, anti
;,., has not *ince beets mei§ hi or about Fort
.1 I 'lillios. The creditors got (sut by climb-
ing over the trasieten. How Certer got
away le not ketecefe. Next das lie was
-.Till ill Inhere, and here all trace of
loses 48 SOW.
Sh 11.011'S rot 4: and otsanniptlos
Cure Is sold by us on a euarmitee. It
trefoil Cepausupthen. Sold by J. R. Ara-
1 toed
ete-
A Princeten Weddlog.
--
-
Sim, lid Dispatch 10 the Post
rbtfltirlrTON. DM*. 1.-Mr. Thom-
as If. Ken; and Mies Mtillie lis
bney
were needed 3 etikeday mornieg at 9:30
Is at the re11151enee of the bride's
reveller at that pisee. The cerem
ooy
Wee le-newness' by Rev. J. F. Smith, in
hit- lir...senor of a large !mustier (if 'evil:-
el guests. The groans is a young man
ist eacelletit Imairpaa qualifications. and
len been for a number of veers eotin
ect-
e.1 with the firm of Powell 11 Henry.
The bride Is as lovable iti illsposit1
4.11 as
else is hoatitlful in tam mod form.
---
-sm. • ses•-----
SLR It PLKSS s, made rehes.
able by that terrible vough. Shiloh's
"tire is the remedy for you. Sol4 by J
Armistead.
KENTUCKY NEWS. W
 ASK ISGTON LETTER.
Turkey. fill foot are
poem' at P.rie
Grsyson votenty pauper. are kept at
937.50 per esteem.
One merchant in Lexington sold SO,-
0e0 pounds of oleomargarine last year.
K en turk y will nom 4 ,S00,000 bushels
1..0111 (hie year them she did last.
Iteattyville Enterprise says the
flux ie twourging the people of lee coun-
ty. It reeords many deaths.
0 P. Alford, 'if Lexington, IsSa pur-
cheesed *IA shipped to Banns Gutter,
German Minister to Mexico. a due pair
of t•oach lior.eis. malting the fifth pair of
coacher'. Mr. Alford leas purchased for
Barou teeter.
Mr. Henry F. Duncan, of the State
insurance has declined the po-
sition of Clerk of the United States
Court fur the district or 'naked s, recent-
ly tendered him by Justice Charles M.
TI am, whereby Dakota rola.e. hsavjng
iii excellent clerk and Kentucky re-
tains a geed eitizen. The petition l
a
worth $5,000 annually.
•
THE NEWS.
Franee and Mexico have coeicluded a
treaty of ivimmeree.
The Berlin police have prescribed the
first nututter of the Altars:bin periodical
• utonotniee.
The Superior of the Oblate- Fathers at
Montreal has ann011eced that no Knight
of Labor will be allowed to partake of
t lie sacrament.
It is announced teat Reseda doee not
insist upon the selection of Pelee Nich-
olas, of Mingrelia, aa the caddidate for
the Bulgarian throne.
Baron Seckeielorf, a proteseor Ili the
Sienna College of Agriculture, c lllll ma-
ted marble yesterday by shooting lette-
re!, in the mouth with a revolver.
Dr. James S.' Perking, a prominent
dentist 01 M ilwaiiker, committed suicide
by shooting blew', while lying iii bed
yeeterday morning. No cause eau be
assignment fur the rash att.
Cardinal Manning ordained into the
Roulette Catholic priepthood Lord Chm.
Thymic, aged aeventy three years, and
formerly a canneu in the established
Church.
The Mussicipal Council of Paris has
deputized Dr. Clsassing to visit the Ital-
ian fester Meriacti for the purpose of as-
certaining (of abstinence from food en-
hula life. 1.
The that -eii-3 ear-oisrson or-Josh-ea
Miller of Enfield. near 'them, N. T.,
was Imola hanging by the 'trek in a
halter Isi a barn Monday afternoon.
Ille death is thonght to have been acci-
dental.
Dr. Carl 1'. ',Who'd., one of the best
I non uu homeopathic swvialhits in New
York, was found dead in his bachelor
apartments iii the Union Dime Sevissgs
Bank building. ilia death was caused
by apoplexy.
While workmen were removing de-
bris from the recently-burned building
&tee Were Vitreger-C.enipeny, Chicago,
the east and west write fell, fatally in
juring John Mitentilder. A half dozen
other, narrowly escaped.
Geo. C. Elliott Stow, carriamedeal-
ere of Providenee, It. I mole an at..
• lllll tout i eeterday. The a...vines are
not set suede up, but it is said that froM
$75,0o0 us $100,000 in pap( re are mit. The
principal creditor* are carriage deekre.
At the conference of the Scotch Lib-
eral Asad.elatioll, at Ilawick, twenty-
eight orgailizations were represented
The conferenee adopted resolutio
n's of
confidence in Mr. Gilt 'stone, and los fa-
vor ot home-rule in Ireland anti Scot-
land.
The Executive committee of the Wee-
tern Flptin Association began • meet-
in ('lilt-ago yesterday. Reports she.% ed
that the peel had caused 3,700 phone of
acctintulation whisky th be ilistrIbuleil,
and at the presetit time there was 
nil
liquor 011 hand. An a...commit 01 three
crude a gallon was ordered.
-
 
-
Tanneline the Reales.
A project kook foot fqr tuanelleig the
"Greet. Divide." The 44le Is this
Rocky Mountable, rod Mir point prop
os-
ed tube ttliitieled ie under Gray it
%hide ekes i.e lemthan 14.441 feet above
the level of the Pee. At 4.441 below the
peek. by onitieliog from emit to west for
35,000 heel, direct vomintaniestion would
be opened between the vale's on the
Atlantic slopes's.' those en Use Pacific
side. This *mild shorten the ili401111ce
betweeo Denver, in Colorado, mud Salt
Lake ('ity, hi Utah, and coeseetemetly
Use dietetice between Use Misecieri river,
ea) at $t Louis, and gen trancireo
nearly 300 Miles; and there would be
little more required in the way of 
as.
tendists or deseending or tunneling
moinetaine. Part of the work leo al-
ready been acvompilsised The country
from the M hooter' to ties foot of the
Rockies rides gradually in rolling prai-
rie, till an elevation is reached ot-11,1100
feet above the ea level. The Rockies
themselves' rise at various places to a
height exceeding 11.000 feet. Of the
Metey most fantoue passes, only seven
are &toe 10.000 feet, while five are up-
ward of 12.000 fret and one, the Argen-
th,e, is 13.000 feet.
--
owe •
A Salt that WIII Hare an Importast
Bearing lit the Initiates I °Men.
INLIAN• rto.ts. Nov. 30 --I. recut smith,
Pre-hit-lit pro tens, of tee State Senate
and liold-over Senator insists 'Jennings
comity, to-dav died In the ofiloe 01 the
S lerk of the Merlon Circuit Court • pe-
tition fur an itlisnution to restrain the
Seeretory of State from trat.emItting to
the Speaker of the Howie ol Reprearet-
&Dew the Dwelt of tile vote cast for
Lientenent Governor at the veered eke•
Mon in this State. Smith Is a Densocrat
anti ties temporary presiding "Ulcer of
the Set-ate, ot which body lie will 
be-
cotne the actstal melding offieer In case
the courts huh I that an election of Llets-
truant Governor was tinneceseary to fill
the VIIWWIWI NOWA by Gen MA8011 Ste-
repling a Federal position. Roberts
on,
Repullean, was elected Lietetestint Gee-
enittr at the receot election. •Che suit
arid its remits will have an Important
bearing in the coming Senatorial soul-
('at.
The Kentucky taloa Sala.
Louisvitut, Ky,, Dee. 1.-'rh• Ken-
nety Union Railroad was poll at Lex-
itieton Tneolay for $601).000 to F. D.
( 'Arley and other Louisville parties*, stip-
impel te re-prevent tbe etandard SNI C -
patty. To-da), A. U *look, JOhn H.
Inman, denies C Warner and Judge
Baxter, of Nashville, mid tihusrWseeen.
tin the Louisville road, of-
fered 1500010 in gold soyo,yment foe the
Nentueky tusloui IkallOmM elt the ',ell-
ingtan City Ne4uuqsl Saab. They
840160 the Loulevil e 4 Nashville had
hetto Itivt9 the option ol buying a
nd the
Keiettick v l'es'on had weld to the Star-
WAN1411101101, II. 4'. Nov.Mkb.
at selling
- 6 Title la idle of the busiest .s-.k. o
f the
year it, Washing . Congress aril be
here one week, and  May, usual
Ire ready for it from the President to the
Imerdiug-liouse keeper. The Presi-
dent message is rem vitig its last Paten
ts granted to citizens of the
course of c /emotion and revi•ion. soothe
tti States during the past week
filCabinet ocers are perfornaing similar and repor
ted especially for the New
work on their annual report., anti their
Assist/nets of the Find, Second, Third
still Fourth degrees, ant, several hun-
dred Bureau Chiefs, Comptrollers, Ail--
Moors and °Myers too lllll neroos to men-
der, are arra/being their tigurre a
sh
plodding over long tables of loatieties
'Elie streets of the city are agate alive
with a busy, bustling throng awl up at
Om long deserted Capitol, Chairman,
Randall, with • quorum of his eotusaittee
hail Ix a week been pressing work Cu.
Appropriation bills. Ile reports tine
program, an d says Congress will este
have to wait on him for money bill*.
During the week lie Ilia had la oOrist11-
1ation, the heads of different Bureaus
and Geyer-einem establishments, ei Rh
regard to the nersls of their respei-siver-
departesents for the twit year. Awing
these were Prof. Baird of the National
Museum, Smithaonian and Fish Com-
mission; Superintendent Thorne of the
'Coast Survey ; Dr. Goading of the Gov-
ernment insane Asylum : 4 'oi. WIlit011
of publie buildings end groomis and
others.
The improved condition of the Gow-
er lllll eta service ander Democratk. Ad-
ministration has heels InelitiOned repeat-
edly, hot ewer inetanees. of reform are
contieually making themselves felt,
which deserve especial notice. The
l'resideet probably never mark a hap-
pier stroke of public policy than when
he called Mr. Benedict here to be I'ublic
Printer. In the period of three months
the notoriously demoralised Govern-
ment printing office has teen put in
such order that about one third more
work is now being dope with the same
am t of money, anti the rem room
which three U101111111 had 447X) ri.rnla
waiting for the prom I. 110W Clear, hav-
ing •'eatight tip.
It la too bail the Preeident cannot be
left in peace and quiet with Isis modrat
little country lemur. A4 poen as the
real est ite dealers of Washington knew
of hie intention to buy tibia place they
secured as nne-le ground its the vicinite
as posolble and ever since they have
been eel' g the Preeitient's name in the
newt liberal manner in connection with
all sorts of aelientea they have organized
for improvements at the public expense.
01 (•iniree the Preeitieet haft beers in 110
way conivrtied in throe nianouvere, but
rumors to that effect cannot but be an-
noying to him.
Attempt every day the President or
WILL YOU-1.11'
sod Liver Complaint?
leer te guaranteed to cure you
by J. R. Anniatesti.
Patents
sle
Greeted.
mCol. Laotfrtaloreed-ersor 4heireetseol.;
a word of truth in some report about
the President. The Colonel's latest de-
nial, whit+ le very enaphatie, is its 
re-
gard to all investigatioss which it is al-
leged the President is «Inducting by
means of a private detective to find out
il any 4.f the District commiseioners are
hitereeted It. real estate along tin- line of
the proposed extrusion of Maeaschueetts
Avenue. The Secretary adds that the
President had his kande full of his own
legitimate slutie• and tlisl not rare to in-
terfere alit, outside matters.
Some of the etatements telegraphc d
woo this eitg in connection ante he
police Wanda' alleging ilemoralisition
mini rottener's!' in District affairs and
llll ivereal dissatiefaction with the coin-
tniesionership form et government, are
quite uatrne. The people of the lea'
It let feel that the prersent Commersioners
are honest and reliable, sad that any
errors they may con llll it are punch
those of judgment. The tax-paying
people especially know when they sr.-
well off, and they bays- no desire to ex-
change the prevent government rules:et
goeertsment backing in Ili:strict expense.,
for the b4eitt of •tiffrages.
Speaking of tlw police scandal, err
tails members of Congress% have express-
ed their opinion that Congers's will 
ask to have the matter ititeetigatell
"We ean take no notice of it officially,"
Raid Itepreeentative Sowden, for ,so
Coeigrew-enatt has been individually as
pvestel Or ittiittretl, anti Whatever demand-
ed an itiveetigation a mild be conab
lered
as putting !dimwit on Die defeneive and
celifeesing Isis guilt.- But now since
so many police Aker* have been pun-
isluel and diemiestesi it is *aid they wilt
*lowed for retirees to the Po-side/it, and
Iii case he deciliwe to give the subject
attention they will ask I 'ongrem 
whelpthem.
Congreas would not give any more
publicity tie the subject but would dive
into it arcretly through the A ppn.pr
ia-
tints 'ontui ittee whets the non en, bot
 of
appropriating asorwy fee the District
would come up. The Congressmen 
who
were to have been subj.-vied to polite.
esplueusge wood! not filets be publicly
arra) ed, asui yet the inveetigation could
he as thorough as necessary. 
S.
•
THAT HAC:KING Ctit'GH can be so
quickly cured by Shiloh's Cure. We
gourne tee it. Sold by J. R. Armistead.
Three Sea 1111101.
W111.11101411/1111111, Pa, Dee. 1.-Three
litlitgariana, John (Nebhalack, John Wer-
ner and Andrew Reek°. who were lying
iti • drunken sleet, upon the Delaware.
Lackawanna & Western Rsilromt n
ear
Pittston, this evening, were StrIbeig by •
plasenger train and inetantly killed.
Their bonne* were frightfully mangled
,
portions of their limbo being scattered
over the track for some distance.
EX. GOV.
Al. Stevens' Cousin.
Kit. by C. A. Snow & Co., Patent law-
yers, 'ii'-S Patent Office, Washing-
ton, 10 I'.
• Blackwell, Hetnierson, Ky., refi-
ning gear for
T P Bun-he-n, New Orleans, La., wood
coating compoond
.1 S 'open., New Orleans, Ls., signal
coupler.
• Dour, N heeling, W. medicine
spoon.
Ii It Dykes. Pulaski, Co. Ga., cotton
cultivator
R I. Edmond, Richmond, Vs., cut off
Ap everrier
J S Ford, Oeserisboro; Ky., water ele-
vator and carrier.
TA Ileedisraine Natcheedfil., pet"
sharpener.
J C Hess, Enunittaburg, Md., thrill
coupliet".
Ii T Jenkins, Baltimore, Md., packing
box.
J Juvenet. New Orisons, La., fiber re-
moving machine.
W II Kirby, Warsaw, Ky., fence
clattip.
N Orrick, Canton, Miss., cultivator
or harrow.
A H Patch, Clarkeivilk, Tenn., corn
steelier.
H Pierce, Nashville, Tenn., kilu for
making charcoal.
J R Pile, 1.1yermore, Ky., harrow.
C Polley, New Berlin, Fla., weather
I am 5r9 cousin of the late FI-GOVellOT A
l-
exander H. Steressi. mod hare helm p 
liostal eler
difforent railroad ...owe I. For ten irat
e
1 hare hers a eve**. from a reserves my
 face
• I grrw Worse until the disehsrge 4,f stetter
lit-'..,. pihornive a•.1 Ter- flidielli•Vie. I LeraIlke
thoroughly iliwilist0i1 with 01..4 purifier* • lid
priinotinoril thew, hunibuip, as 1 bad tried many
without relief.
Filially I was teduced to um R R. It 
which
Wait about the bit of Feta-um, and ro•t
inuerl
Its see until tbe latter part rat April The 
offen-
sive direharge iteirresers1 at awe awl the 
hard
sees around the easier disappeared It limpro•
sof My g moral health asii 1 rapidly gaine
d
Issas mot strength The discharge gradually
 de-
creased tool the cancer became lees la sae •nt
il
motions remains but • war to tell the tale of 
•
one. dangerou• eaerorr all who bate seam
 we
einee I has. conlierece4 the wee of B. II I
I heel
testimony of ers great topreveeseet. sad 
the
war, on my face that us mord the can
cer!
lad that B. B. II eseWeli squarely 15.50 w
hat It
I. recommended. awit 1 'seem say too much 
is
praise of this wonderful an'lee I have tried
them all, but 11. II It. Maul- at the top av 
a
blood wider.
The &hove sa cored free the *bees .tia, 
Nee.
see- ICischunis, V4 1 USW Tol•atar• language 01
Mr. Ise. A.10C fientt est
orr-
sew
-Mr Greer o as hoses.. upright ciliate 
of
Athena. ho had • bed caterer. and has sumer
-
OUII treads thosght that be eouldl Ind Iles re
m
long am the Cancer IF OP gradually sapping 
the
fousdati s 01 his rowstionsos. but sow loots
well sad ware
2 AGAINST
Several phyeicia* hare prissealliered lipy di-
mes.; blood pusses, casispit by petell or lead IN
the het User could set ems
 ma Lass
emote...I need Sienlere 1,01111•11.1 of. hieltelr ad-
* erioed Wand 111111•11siss. whoop eid m
eas woes
good thaw so such water.
1 hare wed oel• Mete. al It a. ft end
asi prone te sai that 1 hare r coo ved greater
hird Oii Compeny. Tn. offer of the h""al fr"" thee:. this "et the m
etilitsee mad
t am 
rap-r rire rriSg is rt
money was tendered. It la said, with a
view of twinging suit scaled the Ken-
y Union.
goirouna •hatai (his. •iiipsiroirity R over
all other Mend raseedies
116 Reirsolos ferret. If II !Bootie.
•sgseta. tbe ,April NW.
Corrected tie ClIsat.ell Meant K Co.
110,10111111VILLI. i T., Dee. $. lass
Fork, - Sole
Bacon sides, WAIT" - - - 10111112S
Hams..sugar cured, - 1400$
Wawa ieouso-yr.
Lard.
Flour, Fancy. palest - - LOS
'lour, emadard
Bran anal *tipster, Ism than IS to. 18
Con. Meal. - 71c
reeri Meal, - . -
New Orleans Molar.* Caney,
Cawlble.Ster.11s -
Batter - - -
Kam - - -
Bosnia), per gallon, - •
tiring, per gallon, - -
:loser seed, -
et sally, retail. -
limas, navy, par barbel.
Pm., per bushel, -
Beaus, Lima. per posed;
Coffee, green, wades'. .
Colter, good green no,
*fee. Java,
Cheese, good factory, -
Cheese, Toting American,
Ries. - -
Cracked Rice, •
agar, 74.0. -
&imaged. New Orleass.
Granulated.
:salt, Renews, 1 bathe*
alt km:lava, 7 bushels,
.ake, I buehels,
Lake, 7 buebela, - - -
3otators, nese, per bushel, (eed)
iweet, searee, per mama, .
liseleret, No. I. per kit,
Mackerel Barrels, No.S. -
Lemons, per dozen.
Oranges, Tier dose°,
Apples, per bushel, choke
Ore In ear. per barrel, -
tato. per ousbel.
Hay, per cwt. tolover
mIlo , per ewt. , timothy i 
•
Hides, dry, gist,
Find* town, - . 
.
Tallow. -
fleet i attle, gross • -
illogs. grew .
- -ses tle see--
Louisville Market
rert
W Pope, Walker's Bridge, Wise.,
side harrow.
P Keno, Louisville. Ky., core rod.
J A Rogers & J WRoan, Hartaella,
Ala., gate.
W Shears, Chattanooga, Tenn., cot-
ton picker stem.
J T Sutton & NI Terry, Sharon,
Teen., harness buckle.
J C Talliaferro, Richmond, Va., ma-
chine for cutting rods.
111 C Tully, Louisville, Ky., sash field-
er.
A B Walker, Orangeburg, S C., quilt-
ing frame.
S J Webb, Maiden, ha., hailing press.
T W ill lams, Cedar Plaine Ala., sash
balance.
F A Winter, Thomson, Ga., reel for
measuring rope.
0 I Yager, Beard, Ky., fente.
Over title million oozes of Acker's
Lisyspeptist Tablets cold in the past
tseive months,purely upon their rewrite.
Why sfiffer.fth tlironie Constipation;
Dyspepeia, Sour Stomach, Skic Head
Ileariche,rtburn, and Female 'rambles
when IL- R. Garner offers you relief
and positive cure in the Dyspepaia Tab-
lets. He dells them on a guarantee.
THE MARKETS.
1
4
90
•
- 
Illa
Sic
6.26407.50
2,75
1,26
1.40
- 
I
seuarreq
Lort•witta, Sos is. MIS
with I/yipped* I Tied int di LIS of people suffer-
 with
Shliole's Vital- bark as•he, not knowing t
hat In moat
Vet' sale calwa, it Is a symptom of dieraped
 lid. 
Iola and fiver, fiv hich plmterr and In.
thms cannot heal The Beet an.1 as feat
remedy I. J II Liver and
Kidney Bohn. 81.00 iwr bottle.
SICK lwailaClie, iliii on the stontlicli,
are promptly
agreeably hanirbed by Dr. J. H. 111,••
Lean 's little Liver and Kidney Pilled".
35...: • vial.
WHICNI nature falters and requires
help, recruit her enfeebled en-
ergies with Dr. .J. II. McLean's
Strengthening Cordial and Blood Puri-
fier. $1 00 per bottle.
Ezrost tut to rough weather, getting
wet, living iti ilamp localities. are fa-
vorable to the roistraction of disease' of
Use kidneys and bladder. As a prevent-
ive, awl tor the cure of all kidney and
liver trouble, use that valuable remedy,
Dr. J. H. lIeLean's Liver mid Kidney
Balm. $1.1.10 per bottle.
Is iolvanee of the sickly season ren-
der yourself Impregnable; a malarial
at inoljphere or ate1den etange of temper-
ature Is fraught with danger; use Dr. J.
H. MeLean'ts Strengthening Cordial and
Blood Purifier. $1.00 per bottle.
Mc* headache la the bane of many
lives; title annoying complaint may le-
cured and pretended by the Cieell-
Soma use of Dr. J. H. McLean's Little
Liver slid Kittery Pullets. They are
pleasant to take. no larger than a pin
head, and are the tenet.' favorite for
bitiousliese, bad taste in the mouth,
jaundice, for letworrhea and painful
menstruation. cents a vial.
Putiona who lead • life of exposure
are subject to rheumatism, neuralgia
and lumbago anti will find • valuable
remedy in On. J. II. McLean's Volcanic
Oil Ilniruent; it will banish and
subdue lutlanianatioo•
FAN better than the harsh treatment of
medicines which horribly gripe the pa-
arid and destroy the coating of the
sumach. Dr. J. II. McLean's Chills
and Fryer Cure, by mild yet effective
action will cure. Sold at 50 cents a bot-
tle.
Timm are many accidents and dis-
eases which affect stock and cause seri-
ous inconven:ence and love to the farmer
in Isis work, which may be quickly rem-
edied by the use of Dr. J. II. McLean'.
Volcanic Oil Liniment.
hr you suffer pricking pains on mov-
ing the eyee, or cannot bear bright light,
anti find your sight weak and failing,
you should promptly use Dr. J. H. Mc-
Lean's Strengthening Eye Salve. 25c,
a box.
CITY DIRECTORY.
BEN El °LENT SOCIETIES.
BIUTTER -
Con atm, paeaages it 10 10
Dairy . ei is
Creamery 
to
!Mina AND TZAR-
Kentucky marries- . .. I
Mixed
Head posited led. sae
FEATHERS-
N ew 41 to 41
Cited ll le so
reoun-
Choice teitteuei, wisher wiesat.....0, to CIS
Cboice Misassots - . llllll . to
Plats 'retests 4.10 Sot
 05
Straights . 4.1t to 4.36
Clear  3.71 to 4 00
Bottom grades  LW to LIS
PROVISIONS-
Maas Pons 11 Ill
IS•con-per lb loft!. 7141- .
Sboulders ll ll Nononal.
Clear *betties 2,10
t' leer sides • ft
BtLKISRAlte-
nitimiders ..Nomisal
Clear rib soles   7.60
fret sides .... 7,71
1.•ao-
t noire loaf . 540.
Prime steam . 71.
siu•at reap 11111a114.-.....
Ham. .
Break fad litheeb.
shoulders .... ".14.kt
oat se Kea-
Louisville  1) 14 ii
Meese itsd Rt. lees. to
551(5174-
as. as
No. 1 Rol
No.1 Loegbeery
ORM -
74o.1 mad
No. II white
Ear
cr.-
So. I mixed
Mn. 1 white
r
No.)
tieTI
nen
mic
e,-
-C---
We4Wn
tfr
. 54 to 544
LOVIIITILLI LITZ STOCK 31•ItZirr.
t • &TT LIII--Lifsid to ultra sinusitis, a
*port eatthe 14 eill to 4 S
Light shipping .. II 75 -- (4.
Ozes. good to liatra IS " 3 116
Oleo. mission eiladirleign 1 10 '' 1%
Ruth. gond 10 "f86
'Arlo stnekies . 1 60 " I 116
Feeders. geed   1 69 - 1 10
Butchers, best
Rowhere, asediuni to good 155 " 5 0
Butenere, common to Isedism. i841 ''" I*
This, rough steers, poor rows sad
scalawag.Hoes-Chow rs s parkisg sad butche 4
/sir to good betelters 
I  :I"
100 " I
Light medium butchers
Shoats II ::i is
a 00L-
;Isar medium, Reatucky le to If
It seneted Cicalas . 18
Aseeried Cow bins .
Derry. 1110/Inlingel In to $11
11,11.2% lialiterhy 111 to III
Inb- wombed IS Se MI
.. I to 11
•10.8110.-
tios* to pelts* 0.45 to,! 04 per lb oe Mr-
ri•al, for clean large i yet.
RI 
Prime flint We
Prime dry *hot III,
No 2 " " leis
Hal -
All 113 stony wed is prem. be Mk. II 118
IMO', to ailed 9 ass. el*
Wow 118w4hg . ILO is was
llopkineville Lodge, No. IT. • F. A *-
Meet, at Masonic Hall, Si story to Thompson
Block. bee.Woadar night in tech vsonth
Oriental Chapter, No 14, It. A. M.-Stated
convocation 1.1 Monday of each mouth at Mown
le Hall
Moore Conmaiefery No. IL, K. T -Meets 4th
Monday In each month in Masonic Hall.
Royal Ammon, Hopkinsville Council, N
o,
NW -Meet. $A and 4th Thursdays in each month.
Mosyon Comma, No. S. Chosen Friends-Meet.
is K of P. Hall Isl awl 4th Illoaday is each
Chnstisa Lodge, No. V20, Knights of Honor.-
Lodge meete--
Evergreen Lodge, No. Is, K. of P.-Meets Id
wet 4th Thursdays is each month
et: Timothy's Announcement !
For the next two weeks we will offer some startling
inducements in our Cloak Department.
Short Wraps, Newmarkets, Jackets.
A gigantic bargain in Newmarkets at $8.50, would be cheap at $12.00
,
Astrican Jackets in all colors at $4.75, worth $7.50. One lct Ladies
'
Short Wraps, Berlin Twill, trimmed in Astrican at $5.00, would be
cheap at $8.00 One lot French Astrican Bon Ton Jackets at $6.60, goo
d
value for $10.00.
We call special attention to our large assortment of Foreig
n Wraps at
.$20, 26, 30 and upwards. We positively guarantee to save you on
e-
half on children's Cloaks at every price from $1 60 to $12.00.
Blankets! Comforts! Blankets!
10-4 White Alpine Blankets at $2.75 a pair, good value for $4.0
0; 10-4
Extra Heavy Blankets at $2.90 a pair, worth $4.50.
We are still selling that extra size comfort at 50c•; a sti
ll better one at
75c. and the best in America at $1.00.
Remember we are headquarters for
day in every month.
Knish* of the Gold's Cress -111seta List sad
third Fridays in each month.
Ancient Order of United Workmen -Time of
meetisg. II east 4th Tuesdays la each month
.
Green Inver Lodge, No 15, 1.1). 0. 7.-Meet,
every Friday night at I O. 0. 1 HMI.
Mercy Encampment. No. $1, I. 0. 0,T.-
Lodge meet. 1s1 awl 51 Thursday nights
1.14,A -Roome over Rumen's dry go
als
more, corner Main and Lightli. Rooms ope
s on
Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday eveatiogs f
rom
Sin Its °clock.
COLORED LODGES.
Caton Besevolest Notety.-Ledige 'meets 1st
andel Monday eveniags le each Mo. at Hoos
ier
Overshinere
Freedom Lodge, No. 78, U. B. F.-Lodge
meets on ist and Id Tanta stable at Pest
en.*
Hull.
Musadors Temple No. S of F -Lod
ge
meetefid and 4th Tug:day-sin Itetell's Ha
ll.
Hopknoville Lodge
' 
No. ISM ti U. 0, of 0
11'.-Loitgr meets Id ail 445 Reeday eights l
a
Bowser & Oa ershieer's Hall.
Mystic Tie Loire No 25557, 0. 74.0 *I 
-
Lodge meets tat and Sd Wednesday eight a
t
Coosa it Oft -shiner's Hall
-
 _
CHUICHR8.
B•eriew Clittec•-lain street, Rev. J
. N.
Treatridee, pastor. Sunday School every 
Sun-
day morning. Prayer reeetnig every Wedg
ies-
day evening.
es alirrt•il C•rsce --It talk street, 
kid.
f, W. Weleh, pastor. Sunday School e
very
Sunday moraine. Prayer meeting every W
ed-
sesday evening. Regular services &to
day
morning and evening.
H. K. t: hurcb, South-Ninth street-
Rev.
J W. lean, pastor. Services ev
ery Sunday
morning and evening Suaday School ev
ery
Stint* 'Dorsi lig Prayer meeting every W
ed-
aesidav eyelike.
Presbyterian Church ,Southern .Aeseuibly 
-
Ninth Istreart.-le'. . I.. Nourse, pastor
 Kett -
War Serve:ea every ;Medal meraing
 at II
e'eloek A. C. and nigbt at 7S9 P. M.
school every Ilitebetli mortis.; eae. 
Prayer
meeting every Wesisesday evening.
first Presbyterian Literati-4 orner 
Liberty
led 'Wreath streets Rent. Montgomer
y May.
parlor. %terries.. every Suaday at 11 o'clock
, a.
m , and 7 o'eleck, p. m. Sabbath sch
ool ate
o'ckesk, a. ss. Prayer westing Wedeee
day
evening.
l'ethoise Chareh- Ninth street-Rev. R. P.
freshen, peeler. Regular services every Sun
-
day morning at le o'doek
umthertao.1 rresby te rum Church-Rev. • .
C. Riddle.  pasier. Regular serviees each 
Sal,.
bath at 11 erilwelt and 7.111. Sabbath School
at flre each Sabbath wiernisg Prayer m
eeting
on Thursday wrests( ist 7:25
Rpiseopal Cbeireb-s.ourt street, Rev. J
. a.
Vea•hie, Rector. Regular services at a qu
ar-
ter se sieves &Wool, A. C., and TS/ o
'clock
P. MI every Suaday Suaday 1.5.51 
at nine
*Mica.
Liberty Street Preesaaa's Cliapel.C. M
. F..
Church, II A. Stewart, pastor; Sunday Sc
hool
at 9 5. m .; prow-hiss Pilain- Sunday morning at
iii in. and at sight Prayer artist 
N ed.
seed ay night tlees meeting Friday Want-
Itormi,eviits 1.1111115RT -
Open on Tii...1 ay an-1 Friday, except durtog
•scation. from 9 a. tn. to p la, 
Free to an
ensile of the Flopk Marline Pnhlw nehoola •h.rve
the fourth year grade. Anneal OPP. SI 
to all
others. c. R. Intr
aten,
Librarian.
COUNTY DIREciORY.
CIRCUIT COU art .
First Mosday is Carob aloe September
J. R. tirace 
Judge.
Jaw B. Garnett Commonwealth's 
Alt y.
s. SI Brown, . 
tierk.
Jobs Boyd
ut:•laTII1LT COURT.
A. It Ander...a  Judg
e.
Fourth Woodsy is Aerie July. OeSebtir sad
January.
COUNTY COURT. •
Irmo Moeda, In men seas
A. ht. A udersoe h5isg Judge
Jobs W Pa' Omuta Attorney
Jobe W. Breathitt  Cesudy Clerk
COUNTY coUlialf OF CLAIMS.
Third Ilesday is Oelleber and sulpset to fu
ll
say Uwe by the uosniy (leek.
HOPIIIIN AN 11.1.1 CITY COURT.
Third Mosday le November, ?shimmer, Mar,*
and August.
J. C. Brasher J
udge.
Harry Fergusos City AliOeney.
1. . W. Long. leder.
54517111111114 'UNITA*.
H. W. ?Rpm_ Ageet. tulles ow Seventh
street, am as.
CH1711CH HILL (MANOR.
It., P. King, W. IK; W. Aden's,
W.
1:re %in; t hureh Hill ti rause, No. 10111 P.
 of
; A. ,Waller., WI.; r Mow., W.
S. J. A. Wallace. W AM is; F. C Pierce, W
.
Chap N. Adams. W. T's;_.1 A Brow.-
See7;u. Pmree, W. 1.. K; Nim
Coss 11011%,:reer7; Mum Lassie Owes, Pomona
;
Miss La • flora; Viso thedie West, L.
A. II; MIN see Leaner's.
C ASSY til• NOE .
miens of Casty Orange. No. IA, P. of H. for
1886: Thee. L. Graliers.,-/F. K.; L. 0. Garrott,
W. 0.; Thee Orme, W Leeterer,_• Jobe C
.
derley, W Chaplain; Jas. J. *mart, W. Clew-
sc.; waiter yr wised, W 1st =Lad; Ii'.
Rives W. Tresiserer t Wir» . ene W. Mite
Warr: she.. C. Jock eon W. Oa -keeper;
111 rs .1 art .1 start, Ceres 'lire. The.. tanks..
Poninelei Mrs. Wiest.* Beery. Flore; Ere. R.
C. Permeate Stewardess; Fobs C. ilieney.
seeteses Agent. Haan meets Mt mid to Fri
day is eseh mati.
AND GENTS' UNDERWEAR.
IVIETZ & TIMOTHY,
LEADERS AND CONTROLLERS OF LOW PR
ICES.
Grissam's Old Stand, Hopkinsville, Ky.
The Mutual Life Insurance Co., of New York.
.A.KUOWTE4 - 
$1013.110013,967.:-51.
ACTUAL RESULTS-A TALE OF F
OUR POLICIES.
Is lent. Dr. lieerge Tilden. of (Sumba. Bob.. (aged W.' 
took life policies for $2,505 each in the following Companies, et:bro
od* Meted below:
1 limestone.
Mitnial LOS sat New I on
Mutual thenefit of New Ji•reey
New York Life
Noeitabie Life .
_
l'ota. i wh .
No of Data.. Animal ('is view
 s
Policy Premium Incl
uding .9.47.
110 Sis - March 3. 0,74 ens IX , -fine
 411 ,
91.15/0 Veli'ry 1. Das. ' 117 15 ' 106 CI
131.0ao Mareb 19. 1147.4, Ilts 13 7
b all
210.151 Feb'," 55. 157'. 5. Is I a
t 42
Average
Assual Per
Dividends. ' Ceet
$515
354.
10 111
11$?
Se
4
17
DIFFERENt E (t iST IN EIGHT KARs IN EAVr
 OP' 11151 MUTUAL LIFE:
fiver Mutual Breeds. p25.:ti 
•. 
11Ter NeW York Life. $(11 Over Equitable Lite, $51.15
Same Mae; !,1111eA ?moon San,' Plan-2uf rep, d•prent 
re.r..'.fa.
Stem Trigg county. K3 , :age 37: insured i
n the es..uthern Mutilpi Life of Kr. in .+79. his. dividen
d in 15.01 war. on1., IS 5 per cent
M II Nelsee, Hopkiess Me, ky , age Sc m
owed in the Mutual Lite lb IIK2 divi•lee
d was* per rent. Hs d - +tinted Pei:. was 43.5.
OUP 4)21,e in Iectianiel Block. 
'4A 111-11. RICH AR .1.-1N, Ageat
Mutual Weill. to. Hopkinerille, Ky.
AYER'S
Ague Cure
Never fails to curt. f-Vs ry f.rm of
peculiar to Mahn-is-Infected distri
cts. It
Is Warranted,
In every- ewe, when used In 
arcnohmee
with direct Iona. It contain- 
n.. :
Paid Ind only neutralizes Miasmatic 
polo.e.
but stimulates the Liver to hea
lthy art loft.
'Is es tone to the Stomach, and 
plotuvitv,..
the appetite.
"Pottersviile, Texas,
Jan. 15, 1684. 1
"Dr. I. C. Ayer 4- Co.:
"Gentlemen: For more than
40 years I have lived in beau-
ties abounding in .3falariel
disorders; hatv been the sulliert
of their attacks in many forms,
and found no remedy so reli-
able and safe as Ayer's Ague
Cure. Taken according to
directions, it will never fail to
CHM
J. B. N. HUNTER."
Ayer's Ague Cure.
BY
DL I. C. AT= SOS., Iowa. 
ham
Sold by eat Druggist&
Pelee $1; eta betake, OIL
Brrni & POOL, Prop's.
AMPLE ACCOMODATIONS t
.CONTIETTLY LOC A TED!
--
Speacht attention wens to Mr-wan
,.
C. ME. IIIIii
HAS JUST REcKIVED FULL AND 
COMPLY.: F. •.INES
Dry Goods and Notions,
-CON SIgTING OF-
FINE DRESS GOODS, LACES,
Embroidery, Fine Hosiery and Handkerchiefs,
CEtiripeltes, 1:tuispEs,
Oil Cloths, Mattings, Etc.,
All of %loch he offers at
Exceedingly Low Prices.
Call and Examine them. His stock was never
Larger or Prettier.
NAT. GA ITIIF:11, Manager. 
.3. K. GANT. salesman.
0-arlt &CA-altaz_ex Co=lpa.n.zr,
-
 I'R 0 PRI ETORS-
Planters' Warehouse,
TOBACCO AND WHEAT COMMISSION MERCHANTS,
HOPKINSVILLE, KY.,
7. W. ItstEcCilrala.gb.siy, Prosicteskt.
DIRICT0110:
B.C. Wanes, It D. nsakees. S. 0. wore. TO. Oakum IL Luo
stlac. A. O. lameee
MAKE MONEY11 PA
W( FOR SALE.
A desirable hams of VW aeon is Trigg 1 o.,
Kr.. only It, miler front :he I. •. 4 T 1.5..
will he sad at a sit•ellis te settle spas estate.
Penns'. ." 1.1V T''.1.‘ l's ."..".....tU I °Pees- Tbe premie
re ha,, TAO ..-r'. under eultivatees
tors in stocks, Grain and 011, awl well Mani, the bios•w
o Is limber. Them
Those invest t. n I. frequently pay from Sato is a 
'nod. apd,,,,rtaide ,raddd d son
imam .1011•1.1111, more oft eaeh $11111inVelened. homer for hired IS up, a large
Address for rircidaro, bare. eonimpodieue **Lies
 awe
a [Li I vie It RI' 14 A ItDfl. ti- the farm. The farm is
Seeker and Ihreter,_ with 11•Ing water. mad ea
'• a tti IFIntod'utv- New York foe stock, tor sea ram sad tobasse termsib. time row perch/wenn Weld •
unwed hate. Terms wee. •pptre lli.
WALLER, Movon.weary, Sy.
Teamsand Vehicles Dissolution Notice
.
. Sallee I. hereby !risen Ihsl the Oct. 
of Wninel
& Herndon. manufacturers iit brooms, ham this
day been dimnireil by mutual conianit P
Weed will einntilli tin Imaine.• at
staso. No II& Mouth 111•,n, a n a io a lowe
Med to collect outstation rig claims Patties hay.
lug elitism ageism( is. arm will yews* elhess.N. WWI),
swoon rrazirr„ mat le Ise Fastarv. Nov. a. 'Na.P. 
P.
11 U=.110031.
041.1=LC3. r...CYCIP' I
•
A new lot of Station-
:worst received at this
elm 
THE TI 11-WEEKLY NEW ERA.
--PUBLIenall IT--
Pm Cm Prating God PoMishear Co.
10111 0. SUIT, • Bata.
lar111104.11111,11'10141
Tet-Weelly Mow gra, use yam. :
toll months... :
tt...e mentlia. :
N•o Lea, mot veer,
" " sex mostly
four months.
Wee
IN
to
lail
Is
11 lit1111.
in -1614oraly, a clubs of eve, : SS3 
IN
Weekly. in clubs of ihre • : IN
lee
We bait arranged w it& the publiabers of the
sawsimpers named below to ?unmet Dm Tat-
e sw La • and any or all of them at
the fullowtoggsrates free of postage, ts$ sub-
seribers:
Tai V. agate Saw La• and W.etsy Lou-
ner-Journal -
Weekly oniniereial - -
Deity Louts' tile Cousestreial - - I
.51•11, I "toner Journal
suede.I OUrler Journal • • -
Weelir kr alley die 1. ourier -
Wenls Llano 4 tile Journal - - -
V•rinere Houle Journal, Louisville
tett, Karmic Journal - - -
Weekly See York sun - - -
lierper's Monthly Mealtime
Harpers N'sekly - -
Ilarteer'a It•oar -
itarper'el.e. as People
Peter...nes St ors-nue
tee-clic Magazine -
Poly EV•riltla Poet
Weekly Loraine Post
tossiev'• La.1 BON 4.
Saturday Lieumg Post
New York laeiger
t'enturv Magaime
et. Nichols.
The , orient. Chicago -
In mist' Saturday Night and New New
Deueorese Mo./Magazine and New era
Detroit net Prow and New Kra
Phila. Saturday Night and New gra
Our Little Ones and Nursery and New era
Louseille Semi- Weekly Fort and New Era
Southern Bivouac Clint NOW Era
Spirit of the Ferro and New Kra
American Farmer and New Lra
SatloflatPit.arkulau and Farmer and New
Era
?arm and Fireside mot New Era
%Wellington Haskee and New Era
aeon-Weekly Post aunt New Era
Rowe awl ram wet New Era.
+ • - 
^
SATURDAY, Dieti EMBER 4 laige,
James G. Blaine, Jr., has aerepted a
position of the staff of the Pittsburg
,
('has. S. Voorhees', Deere sun, was
eleeted delegate from Waeltington Ter-
ritory by 2,1911 mejoritv.
The public th-ist was deereared $13,-
(05.249. 57 during November. suiti I:st-
ele Sam now halt $439,023,740. 59 in the
Treasury with which to keep. the coif
from the door.
The Courier-Jounial published the
speeches made in the C011114Pfer trial
Ilene{ Wanereoss hasi to perform s
metaphorical-- Highistod-diog on th•
b.-amnia! et.ow er erect e.e eficsa-
The Madistonvitl- Tones ssys
enable itstereot and some excite-1nel.
cc.. created in that city Saturday bt usn-
gaiuily tracks suppoetel to have loon
Tao Moral BleimeaL
A tweet turu lisa been sham to the
filevliesimie of the nature of politics by
liar isitrodoeti .11 of what, ie called the
"mond elesiteut " The !moral clement
I. simply a change In the field ol
operatious. Thnew alio team) ti die
cue" the qui-stem allege that heretofore
use chureh has eu'ictly • <vellum' no,
work to the opts. re „tit Pedritent
booty and politics has be • tir
exclusively to the ter, temporal tem-
poralities of hie Hence the church is
criticieed lee ha iteglect of worldly mat-
ters and politics is ebused for It. lurid
prodigality. Now, them theOrhitil say,
the moral element, se a ousiiprouilar be-
tween the souse* hat empty tiretensea 01
the church and the &amity vs kited
practices 01 politics, la guilts to targeting
the battle ground on which all queetious
ot State are to be !ought. 'The Ameri-
cats people, it is stated. eel no Imager
tolerate corruptiou, and the practice MI
,iesigniog men barterhig 'diked sill be
'shocked out by a right thitsking people.
A oertelu digit lay of lisret ter wili litre
atter be eeeessary to biome loathed sue-
cems, let the party affiliations of the cats-
be whet they may.' Motley will
bee its roe. rrign power ausl uiorale will
!avocet the open steliallIe to 1 ))))) or, fame
awl relies- the days of the dema-
gogue rust trickster are numbered. and
when citizen, dare appear befoie the
public LO matters' oil the day, the
people Pali he %assured of beerirg honest
onvictione and a fair illeciesion. All
wits-twins are us befouled on their uter-
us azol not *ith reference to some party
leaders' welfare. We confess% the idea
I. an fully hive in the abstract, but WI
ismg as the glee of office gettiog affects
mankled, there will always men mettle-
ethnic enough to stoop to conquer.
Minister Matteing'a I•scapade in the
city of Mexico leads the Louisville Poo
to slimmed his 'wrestle sprees Ttw
-aye: It comes upon him irreetetibly,
slid he prepares syseetuatically to sub-
mit to it. He will go to his barber and
get a dean *hare, then put sits his teat
•itabee and he le a etmetsioseur Iii tier-
sot hal neuters), and alter that 111 ill take
n long vigormie walk. Ile is
...me, lordly looking nom. atisi on this
pis linifetary e silk you might "mistake
him for a insentwr oh ramie royal !anti-
) trovrihig incognito. Ile then goes t4I
Is mem, locks end bars the door, 11111i
et f Ise head of his bed placea siatatisi. and
arras.gess use preneeteve asowthwittoi
.1 liquoro a- he eait prim-tire. There a ill
....good old bra sly, Ketitsicky rye, sib
ei shear. for CollfiSiut, snd p- Chains
1.te sed r big hoot of putsch The fl• e
,•:otis, s ITt imffesi out embrosstered night
goon pet 01. TiWts. with4110111 11011"er
i • Mu. I, Wilt' tug g ••••1 101 tart *IA be-
gins ots tile pane's. lie melee los pro-
ti-ises for fsva, mid dritik. of One Lind
iiquot until it is se gene or hie -tom-
made by tome wild '' And stil
ow, say madimmaine is a probibiliba reitimo to take more of it. Theis he
clank.. something elan for e chatige anti
town.
es he ken-pa on for tour or five date.
A Republioan weekly paper is to b• t •• *W11, * di ep -lerp, tie risers opno
started in Louisville for the purpose tit les ,!osseatill calk in his physician. iiii-
preachitsg to the faithful the unsaid- Icr whop,. charge he rt.iitailie tor a
tended thictriiies .of ptotection and eels-
valuation. We au-peel that the week-
ly will have a few reworks to make dur-
iiig.the neat stare elutes's.'
The German Reichstag la now wrest-
ling with a bill to stop duellieg. A sub-
stitute is offered for this honorable way
of killing a man that .the parties shall
draw kite and the unlucky fellow le to
commit *Weide. Tee sanguinary char-
acter of the substitute will insure its de-
feat as the regulation German duel is
quite a harmiese pastime.
The President has issued orders to
turn as many of the reseals out as pos-
. table. Some of (lime good Democrate,
who have been suff-ritig with a mighty
agony of soul because Grover read the
Chicago platform and was true to its ut-
w work jar Map, ma alim•14 a loan at .y.1111 tel
Mistletoe. 'Teen Pouts line lllll you
A ill see him out walking down the
street again iouneell-ehaven, • rect. it en-
title sewsi. a king among Then 'There are
few men of greater ability in the dipho-
Made service to-day. Except on the,..
two semi-annual obliquities Mannis,g
'sever drinks, and he might be looked
upon as a prohibitionist.
Very few people have ant idea of
A leek.", ite people, climate, productioise
wet lllllll iercial importance, though it la
included in the Ueite•I States' i's
-
ionic. Gav. Se-infer:I in his annual re-
port to the Secretary of the interior gives
moue hits rs sting meta tanit:ereing it.
Instead oh being the frozen country that
many suppose, the climate is much mild-
terancee, will glow with a new joy as 1 er than (-moat-ire on the Atlantic coast
the proopecte of a berth opens up before! in a vorreepoliding latitude. The cold-
them. Oh, the glory of dainty bits that 1 eat weather la-t year was January 5th,
make fat ribs! I witen the mercury stood torone half day
- - 
--- --. 
' at four degrees above zero. 'Elie native
Kentucky in just now enjoying the population of 32,000 is far superior to the
exuberance of a matrimonial epidemic North AtuerWais !ethane, being Millie-
A Louisville man was so taken with the trioue anst al way mielf-eustainitig. Their
situation that he searched the records , Industries consist chiefly in mining, the
for a technical error in his first marri- fur trade and in curling and catmint fish
age and procesied to celebrate a second of a hich there are about sixty varieties.
wedding with the wile er iii" heart Ebe.cosi batiks excel those of Nett Found.
This a genuine set back to divorce en- i Wei, and salmon is fOund in as great
thusiapts as well as a potter to matrimso : om,,,i,,,,.,.. The fur trade amounts to
nisi mugwumpa. $2 400,01.I0 annually Coal is also found
' there, and there are large timber tracts. laraisstsrous, Nov. 30 -Gov. Gray
A chance is at last offered for some: has pardoned Julius A. Coletnan, the
' A t•ountry with all three teeources must
American to wear a crown. It is seri- young Evaneville lawyer, who in IWO
timely proposed at Sofia to tender the nreesmiri15' 
mote forward and take a ems sentenced to the State prison for a
Bulgarian throne to one of Uncle Sam's 
prominent stand. And thecountry wills term of PYVVII year, for an atteinpt to
The Paducab conglomerate gravel
bank that Isas leen furnishing Igarsa.a.
Liloaid t.ther Diens wish gravel for
their straw/a now turns oat to be a ails-
mond tidos. lion in its deuce lite
rough •pirlders -ever at 5) ea lii tho
sinves of livaelavilla so long is a nuts
ter). Now that tbe secret Is out, the
crowing city sill be up toils ankles in
.suitil until some other sirtiot ballast is
tfulisped tit.
8011110 {nal) woo. liepublicatie &en
Its this part of the moral visieysol are
incubating • scheme to nominate Bro.
Green Clay eolith for Governor. (Sir
Mende, the enemy, have a real lovely
'Habig for Cu). Ki.ly O'Bradly att•I the
riot of the aspiring boys up in G,41's
on us section of the toutatry, but wane-
how they tall to catch the Inspiration of
a true-blue Republican move at this
time. The idea is, you know, to put
Gen. Smith in the lead and fill Its cliii
a mixture of Mugesisultry, best Democ-
racy 0041 Itepublacaniem, asit: suit the
oungionterate ticket ohs a plathom sil
prohibition sod Perot un. The beautiful
attaciiiiient of the Reputilleatio fen
form c Ilia 'lever tie re delectably nisei
k steal that at premost its Krems ky. We
are as yet uncertain viTsiit ii (he-)
VI alit to ft forin, but vie presume that
the JIM democratic mai, rity MI 40 IMO
is the hot iron on their conecissistes.
Gen. Smith, Potiutaisie Fox, Jai; dot-
belay. Al Clark, Frey Woodeon and
otiwr hike v.ceousi reformism could be a
dish fit lor • kleg
Statile of our esteemed ---con-tenapionaries
base their opposlakna to ties. Buckner
011 Ole tact that he is a military 1110111.
I bere is nothing in a military career to
vitiate a inati's ability, Iii tact, nothing
more tully develop. the judgement,
quickeiss the lwreeption and stiength-
ens the executive faculties. It is au ac-
eepted tact that times of sear are pe-
ntode the greatest listelleettlal at t.1/1
ty. Tim:Fitt Mg volley a. bl az, tot battc
rues and the marshal *how of battle
quicken the mental impulse* isito tiw
profoundest activity. It is tliee that
manhood achieves its bigeest type, mei
While character- is toug wiled by the
teet of Shot Ind shell the holden' iiiiptil-
Mei ode cultivated in the chivalrous'
hai lee olt he battle Mil. Not every
steeerai is a great stste-iii an hist the two
are closely 'eatoitr, Ilsistibsl.
Atexasitter, Niqesitestel'routwell, Wash-
lisgton, Grant. and many of our enoso
prominent and moat useful public Men
stand otit as illuistrieue examples of tido
tact. No apology need be made for
0. n. Buckner having been a military
titan, a- Ins accusers 'are indult:or the
',testa-et kind ol sentimentality.
There II no doubt about the hoiseet
wertti ssf Ws Sarsaparill as a blool
purifier. Thotisrinds, who have beeit
twialited by its use, will attest it.' vir-
tura. Thib remedy curve liver and kid-
ney complaint, and eradicates every
trace of disease from the 'pitons.
.Whisky at Auction.
Lounivitts, KT., Dec. 1.-'fite sale of
5,000 barrels of whisky of Idie to tial
began 10-dile elm 'Change. The whisky
belongs to Harris & Waliwork, a Snit
gone into liquidation, Slid Was bola at
auction. Buyers frosts Ohio and Mho
isouri were present, and 1,500 barrels
were dispsweil of to-slay. 'Elie pricee
paid were very small, 111111 bidding was.
not Steely. The gale continues until the
lot is disposed or.
There are stores ot person* who are
euffering from 'mute lorm of blood diem.-
der or skin disease, such as Serena'',
Boils, Pit'., etc. After • practice! trot
II B Garner asserts' that Acker'. Blood
Elixir o ill eertainly cure all such dis-
eases, including Syphillie still Rite 
than. It is not a patent nostrum, but a
scientific preparation. lie guarantees it.
Rexican Thieves Captured.
Lanapo, Tax., Dec. I -A band of
Mexican cattle thieves, nssis.shering
twelve, were captured twenty miles
above here this moreileg by a 'mese of
Texana. A large quantity 
beef woo hound in their poosieseion, also
twenty horses, which were stolen. This
band has been preying on American
ranclinwit for the past six nipui this .41141
r depredations have beets on a whole-
sale stale.
•
SHILOH'S VITALIZER is what you
need for Constipation, Lnas of Appetite
Dizziness, and all syniptetne of Dyepep
lila. Price 10 and 75 cents a bottle. sold
by J It Armistead.
...-----••••••••• 
Pardon of Jonas A. Coleasao.
suhjects. Just who would be the ate,'
for the occasion is hard to determine at
the first giver, but after a caimal stir-
veoeof the brilliant out-lay of sovereign
material on this side the pond, one is I
forced to the conclusion that Thoe.
L. Jones would do.
The twheme to colonize the negro@ Is
hardly • -political trick," as it °nights-
ted with a "culled" gentleman. The
one great draw back Is will "coloniza-
tion coloti:ze?" According to the very
striking statement Of a ,Orlipr011i4 mgr.,
orator of-distinction that "we didn't States as a aisle issue, and after adding
tome here and ain't gains' away,- it to its acqii.itiono various landed inter-
seems that the echeme is likely to die edas its the Wert large enough his area to
ghorgann. The plan I. to form the 4:010- , make a moderate European kingdom,
nips abler the model of the Engliele at I almo as a ably issue, its Imit veliture ol
Rugby. Tenn., and the Swim, at East the larger an.1 nisin-hestie quality is to
Hereotaslt. Some claim that this' le a ; organize a monopoly of chic esstton oil
solution of the color Due tpoestion. and cotton reed trade of all the Southern
eeatee. Sinee the slays ut the East In-
Tbe recent visit of Jefferson Davis to ha Company of infamous renown, web-
Fairview has been the scesellogi of a log has ever been wen like it in moderns
broadside from the musi batteries of ma- Isistory. Its this particular division of
lignant partisena. Mn. Davis did only lime called the Nineteenth century it
what ether men, who are to as! /I'm': has never had its match: and it furnish-
ored, did. He *ought lit retirement the ! ei a meaty subject of study that this
solace of disappointment snil deftest, !creature has been able to grow to its
w bile I 411111111, 01111111111, lowiton and
lettere *co.-toted the new environments.
Mr. Davi, is a favorite target for nar-
row miseled writers, strange as it may
seem, for to-day he represents on ag-
giesalve idea, he exerts no pollticai in
tieence, he shapes so legislation, he has
no ((snowing. Ile is aimply a great man
living out hie allotted time and wilting
for his ideas to perish with him, in blare.
cent pilgri tentage to the spot of his birth
that he might mark the place of his its-
!deity with a Milne to the God of att
the earth, he aboulii certainly have es-
caped the vituperations of the vulgar.
Solemn duty that he performed, grand
In conception and beyond the apprecia-
tion of his Outten'.
CATARRH ('1M M), health and
swan breath mecum!. my Shitth's Ca-
tania Masonly. Price 50 yenta. Nasal
Injector free. Sold by J. R. Aradassad. Avow.
all meet reisourcee thoroughly develop-
el, easel a itis a territorial forni of govern-
ment as Gov. Ss Weird urges will in no
very iltotant stay push to the front reeks
In a cosumercial standpoint and the
United State.' will reap a good profit on
h• r investment.
StaMiard Oil Company began its
_
cover toj monopolizing the Iwtrelemn
interest's of tile United Stales through
the eosini•snee, mainly of the railroads.
It then proceeded to gobble up the tur-
petititte products of the South Atlantic
present magnitude oti the moil and un-
der the protection of the law. of the
United States 'I be National and State
conatIttitions all forbid the toleration of
monopolies, and the several political
parties always denounce • them and
pledge their TOWS 10 their overthrow;
and yet the most collomal monopoly of'
uestern times founds its empire and
steadily extends It. sway in this coun-
try under the protection of the law.
(Courier-Journa .
AIDA----•
Ilsehion's Araks naive.
TEE NNW SALVII In the world for t
Brilliant, :harem, Ulcers, Salt !theme. Fe-
ver Sores, Triter, Chagnosi Hands, hit-
blains, Corns and all Skin Eruptions, aud
positively cures Plies, or no pay reqdir-
ed It is guanieteesi to give perfect sat-
isfa-there or money refunded. Prise 25
cents per box. For sale by Harry B.
defraud a lure biennium- Company of
$50 (0) After serving several year* of
bie term. Coleman escaped from the Jet-
fersonehle penitentiary. Three months
ago he coolly walked into Gov. Gray's
°Mee and surrendered himeelf, saying
he wanted to go back to prison and serve
out his term. I•naccompanied be went
to the prime' front which he is now to be
releaseil.
A Killable Artielc.
For enterprise, push, and a ti-sire to
get finch geode as will give the trade
eatielaction, G. E Gaither. the druggist,
leads all competition. For this reams,' he
has 'secured Dr. Boasition'a Cough lout
Lung Syrup, because it is the best medi-
cine on the market for Coughs, e'tottls,
'nine a: •I Primary Canasiamption.
Price 50 cents and $1.00. Sample* free.
Robbing a Town.
Run Senneele. Tuft , Nov. 10-A most
daring robbery WM committed at Mori-
ta. the first lidding on the iltie of the
Texas and Pacific railway, ten miles
west of here, at mideiglit last night.
The only inhabithante of the phase are a
gang of fifty Chineae seethe) laborers
an4 • white foreman. At about mid-
night the Chinamen were waited epee
by five masked men, who dentaisded
their money. Upon re-bussing maims lip
their hard-mimed cash, they were, one
M a time, bung up by their heels until
they gave up their money. The rob-
bete, thinking they hall not got all the
cash In the camp, returned anti tortured
one of the ehinamen by holding him on
a stove until ills comrades gave up the
balance of their money, some PE in all
One Celestial had his cue cut off and
was otherwise horribly tortured. No
ancata have been made.
Miraculous Escape.
W Reed, druggist, of Wint•he slot,
writes. "Otte of my customers,
Mrs. foldout Pike, Bartonia, Rendolph
Co., lud., was • imig sufferer with Con-
sumption, and was given up to die by
her phi Milano. Site heard of Dr. King'.
New Discovery for Consumption, cad
began buying it of me. In six months'
time she walked to this city, • sliatanee
of nig mile*, am! is now so much Improv-
ed she has quilt using It. She feels she
owes her its. milt.
Free Trial Bottles at Harry B. Gar-
nor's Drug More.
Day and Night
1.10/11111 111111aute Atte& of Bronchitis. a
esamises *klieg in the throat. mid as
exhauatiug, hacking cough. afflict the
sufferer. Sleep is banished. and great
prostranuit folio.. a. This dimmer ts also
attoaded with Boa: sruorss. and sums-
Slimes Loss of Voioe. It la lialde to be-
(sane chronic, involve the lungs, and
terminate fatally. Ayers ('berry Peres-
rat affords sioedy relief and cure Iii Capra
of It controls the disposition
to tough. and induces refreshing sleep.
I have beeu a practising phyeienin for
twenty-four year:, mid, for the past
twelve, have suffered from 'militia at-
tacks of lironchitis. After exhausting
all the tutu& eremite.
Without R•lief,
tried Ayer's Cherry Pectoral. It
effected • apeedy cure. -(1, ateveall„
carrollton, Mira.
Ayer'.. harry Pectoral Ia deckledly the
beet remedy, within any knowledge, for
chronic Bronchitis, and all lung diseases.
- 51. A. Rust, South }aria, Me,
was attacked. last winter, with a
sevens Vold. abbots grew worse anti
-ten led on my I sings. Hy night sweats
a AP rat I:0. to A ekelettin. My
Cow. h was 14.••••••stit. sind I frequently
suit laurel_ Ms physician told me to
•• litisines, sir I would not live a
•,.•ticho Alter Inking various remedies
..s•ot relief. I *as finally
Cured By Using
of Apses Cherry PeeloraL
in perfect health, and able, to
ladditess, after having been pro.
I inessruhle c ith Commutation.-
.. Henderson, saulsburgh, Penn.
1...r tears I wan. in a decline.. 1 had
• ak lungs. and antlered rosin Brost.
•Lit is slid 'Catarrh. Ayer'it ('henry Pec-
;,;ral matured me to lean's, and I have
wet% (Or :II Ling comparatively vie-
•rons lit rairir of a mottles fold [always
to the Pectoral. and finch speedy
1 lel MINIMA K. Curtis, Rutland, Vt.
Two years ago I 'oriental from a severs
Bronchitis. The physician attendeor
me Onetime fearful that tile diereses would
terminate in Pues ttttt mia. After trying
serious ine,heines. without benefit. Ise
prescribes! Ayer's Cherry Pectoral.
which relieved me at once. I enntinued
to take this neelicine, and was cured.
--.Kruest t'olton. Isogansport, lust. t
Ayer's Cherry Pectoral,
Prepared by Dt.J.l'. Ayer AC°. Lowell. Moss.
Sold by all I ireggoste. Prior at; sia Iseatles.10.
PROFESSIONAL CARDS.
14111111111CIAS1111.
JA0 A.10t140.M.D. JI11.. A .61VIII1h,M 11.
RS. YOUNG& GUNN,
HOMEOPATHISTS,
HDPKINeVILI.K. KY.
Oak, our Isl. and Alton.
•
DEN
A. P. CAMPBELL,
-DENTIST,-
- - 
Kentucky.
(like neer ll'APrinster song'.
G E. MEDLEY
1:111\TTISEirr
110PKINeVILLK, KY.
°thee over Kelly's Jewelry Store.
&MIN FLL•bll, t o
a , tek.7,.:Nrro...4.t 1,,c:,,e4, 
 iij
ofili.,In_c1o4openowbrIia. r tion. 1:In
We 0 fier i lie lollowing "bete., menet"
to sidestoilerrs to the NIDE NE*
PREMIUM LIST.
$210.00
We his'..- thus far sin-anvil for the fol-
io% tug premiums 'the list will be com-
pleted tip to $1 000.119 liestooti se possible.
A Mandoline Organ.' Deniers.
• Sheets. 4 eta of WWII. ilf 114
thieve- each, saki an fully
Interamtrcd by 10. Ii. Balilvoe
to., lout.% Me, Ky.
$80.0rt eight Isisneed engin. emu-
beelsomir frames, Meteor. 11
$75.00 0110 bleadard 4.11.wee Wawa,made id lb. woughis warmed
Janine, soaked te all.
$45.00 ihiseerrobri";
od attach meson
Thow Ted Ion I 'ertideatee la the
Evoinetolle, ontineietet 1 ol:rao
good ed. lam *aloe in tuition.
Two Mall echolarship Irene
rat is Lem., ille short-head
t pe•W rustle tastltute.
A door Mot oft .e.thea to be ee-
l...Ica I•4 time purchaser.
A gee Peter a atela. etas lard
male, mid wen-paled ant-
ria.s in Inert rre,.ret.
$20 00 set of hoot.t handl...eve Dinner
$30.00
$30.00
$2000
$2000
lbs$12.50 VA'.'.7.1;t*C;;;;,';;;;;TuZ::T „4'
the
$12.00 Webster'. l'italtridge4an, lahmt rollmop, tally elms-
grated. leather-busts&
$10 00 :r1:noyi.liosita.i.z.le gentlentaa's
▪ 4.1 ••"rilse Mn rshe him...factories l'ires•
pato." to ran b.I operate a I u wiry, ...1•01/Ille
•11,1 ronduei a g.-neral repairing mid
IMMO (dale larlIsa LANIIII•••• nIb pnaripad place of
bosinem Ile. Kentucky The
ioneunt of *Airmail sloe% latilliltorille•I In furl)
libi'n••• dull... *Mehl len Illoaaall.11 41)1 -
real* 4.n t• sel.writtel before Monne., Is 5w
gip.. the .-tock 1.1,. IN. Valli Ili my assesseueuta
as sree.e4 isy Um Wooed ot Unwires tutus If-
Ii','. slays a. ore, prorated that vela rot
I. sued., for more Dias treat) - ate per n-eat
earl' 'hare of emet•I stork at ea..., ass.'-
meet he -liana are to ler mime loonier-4 Jul.
bare earh The corporation belts., Imo .15 teu
Nov.11, 1016. sad • ill routine. Ire years, soder
11Poller 111•••1,...) It) a tole of three •fourtha of
Isis' shock. The atailra of the corporation are to
he in-whirled I., a Hostel of Ittreetor-, a Prost
died. a ter • Pieolerat. and a secretary and
Tres...vet% who re to U. elected on the Tue.-
day after Die ercood blonds) n. NoalialliOr of
!Well ) ear . Th. 1101rlotreinese of the ellIrpoill -
it.. shall not at as, one time ea, oil ten thou-
Miami •Iollaro The prolate property of the it,
norpomtors owl et.s•kholders shall be esentpt
front eonurate debt/
C. W. 111LIVALIC.
• W • Daher. Att'). it. W. hIlat •LIfK.
T. 1.. IlleTCALIE
A. H11.1.1t
$10.00 i„..4. 1";*'(;:....11411 1im2i..T.
$5 00 A Pair of Vine Roots.
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THE FELANDS,
Commissioner's Notice.
Ittt tall OVIAT.
Wm. Hooter's Aditer
••.
He re aid Centilitre,
ell peteons having claimsevilest the eaten.
of N ni. Heeler, deed, treehoreliy aotide.i to Ile
same, properly verified. with me at my °Mee is
on or before thel5th dst of
December, lest I. ID' r.T
Master olfill11.1 .Der.
Job Printing promptly
executed at this office.
D. P. FAULDS,
423 relortta Av•.,L•ssievlIte,
PIANOS AND ORGANS!
Dealer in all AnteMree met Pereira 'Meet Ma-
sse, and all It tele of small Wastrel I astrunwate.
sea end emetic designs in the great
CHICKERING PIANO
A Ye . Loustille,
(.. • MARSH. 5,5 Si. ANTIAN.
Iva:rill: Craig Works,
▪ The Name 4 no/ earl roramll•
Attorneys at Law, .".".."•  .""aalg'• """.. " "1110•14110•111 l'•••••• In sir la •• lauds. •vs, traternottad••4 • " ' '
ha,i, • • • .1.4.0•••, ,• •
Will practiee :n all the eon rts of this Com- oi
woswealtb. WT Papolew Itollado o...•
OHM is Hopper Block. 11...)•••' Ol tar mil wo a•O
.o t•oliett Noel. • •;;;; • e• '••••••
a It the World-. Were). Cu.....
C. A. Champlin.
Attorner and Cotunellor at Law
neer Plantrna Hank.
- - - - Ky.
 11.4.•C CAINNIBL•roX DaILT PACKER
The Light Draught Steamer
7' R. I•T 2C S 1'
J. B. THOMPSON . Winegar
KM 55.811.  Clerk.
Will leave ft tile f C•naeltein daily
incept Sunday. at ceelork. a in,. making SUM
N. K. It.
Returning. leaves Cannelton daily at 6:35p
• nuuday excepted. and Owensbore at 9 p. al.
srein•r rues c•Itti.
Leaves It vansville 9a. tn. sharp
LeavesOwesaboro . .4p. a. sharp
Tare 11042., for round trip on eunday. bnt sot
veepeasitee for stores purchased by the steward.
BY Keret A AN"DIElt. •reate
For fsvorthtor Meow. semi, • hoard
POROUSED
PLASTE
Urea Backache, Lag TroulAs
Kidney Diseasem,
Rheumatism, Eta.
A trial w411 convince the west skeptical that
thee we the elm Thcv are medicated with ca-v..-
Cu,,, and the a..ive pint f bal. ig
Sc, more powertai in antra...Non .han other plash,.
DO MA be induced • take *then. but be stir* so
get the genuine "F'etrutine." Ithnh Selmer es-
cloyed In all ellarl..pe will: the staniture of the
propekateWB. The P W. P. Co • !eel direction, in
lour languages, akr. sell on front a ba,:k
each pi.secr. scld by first-class druggists. . • is
gents each
CORN PLASTERS
Ave the beat Inmost remedy for hottatid soft ern'
sad sever fall to cues. Peke IS Cent..
RePelegIchitePreprietaryc
BIA 'V ArTl•allaa.
113 W. Broadway. N. 1%.
or PlENT.CLASS DRUGC.Pere
Lad HARRY B. ta ARNIM, Illistr,rt seat fer
Hoek imprint. BY•
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Wales. is rich design. Embossed aad Relied
Maw for halls, dwelling.. etc.
511 W. Orson St., near Second St.,
Louisville. Ky.
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.111.1CD OPFK11.
We 111•VP arranged with the tothilrhers of
t Ilear hooka in furnish the whole forty-flve
with one yeare sitteterlption to our paper
and ticket In our drawing for $2.05 for
Weekly. and P.eti for Tel-Weekly 
•. 
or we.
will Pond any five for IN eta., or the whole
forty-fly.- for $1.50. A.Idreas all orders to
•"" NEW EWA " P1'1111.1a111a6
For $4.25 ere will furniah the WeeklyNew Ira lyenr. with tick -
et in our draw the. and the Weekly t tomer-
Journal I sear, •nd a Waterbury W•telli
For $5.25 er will 'tend Trt Weeklyone year. tin-bet an.I Coe-
rier-Journel and Watch. Hopkinsvi II e, Ky.
we will furnish the Week.
ly New Era, • tieket In
drawing. the Weekly New York World. and a , 1.. 1,11 Term nil . ippn ..n Iscoits.tY. .tU.
handsome leather-bound gilt edged History of I OUST 30, M.. An experienced fetidly. thor-
the United stater.. ough
For $3.40 we to ill furniah the Tn- ! ent and terms as heretofore. Peewee,„ sew ze. I year. , Abel:inetruct information call on or address
Weird, N.. York World and I' S. Diatom . J• 11.. MIST,
Sopkia•vine. Sy
No. 315 Upper Fourth St.,
- - 
TH 11411'C4'ltri5 SHE
HARDMAN PIANO
ici I 1 *1..5 ./..L1•1 I
-To Be Seen Is But To Be Admired,"
But When Heard Is Sure To Be Desired.
while its •nsarvelous tote, lovely
Leading and Standard Piano of America,
and it terapidly taking front rank in Lunge. TINY have recently intniduned the wonderful
harp Mop attachment and metal iron frame lei belt  two of the most valuable Improvements
of the age. We have aloen a full line of other males .•f tetanus and (organ.,
LOW WON CASH, or ow Easy SIONTHLS OK cat AlITESILS Pe
Send for Catalogues. Term.. El'
JESSE FRENCH,
Wholesales =listri....a.1.1=ee ep=t for the Sertatb.,
N&S X II V ITMLL,N.
4
ManliScantlin 133(-24D3c87813La11-17131'11.113'52°M"1:11Et.iialem aer451)2E5,
Clothing, Carols alld Boots and ShoosMstitificturers ot every t eriety
used It PIIIIANKILISI *TWEET. 11.:1.4KIKalVi1.1.E. TO %II.
Our spring purehawm emhrain• immense stork.. in all department P. and we potted an mope.p . ...„ atic 1.  ors 111,11 of "lir porde and prices whet' sou ;Ian 'lie ells We s..10,1 cell especial enceinte to oar
Which eontains ronoplete line. ay .1 harm deeigne in ft-stv Bnisitel., Tapeetries..3 Ply. Extra
uper and Ingrain t arpete, till t lotion NI dims.. Rug.. Etn`. We will • heerfelly duplicate Lou-
o• i I le pru•••• Wholre•le• he, Cr, is ,11 and enr.loblone Department al stay A a eil *Locked with
reasonable ory..1.. and at low.,1 reagtel price.. Write for lithli 11,1.0•. tint. slur Department is
Evansville, Ind. an inunenee loufoneou of &4WD We sell the lismi good.. 10 tile 1.1.5 manufacturer.- and al remarks
Me el; re price. iteepectfully NI 110('1111 NIKO%
•
our gm& 'in he bought of any wholesale
groeer in Evansville at factory prier., and asj 'reek as if ordure-I direct front as.
; Whet ordering goods ..t Wholesale Growers
Ipleeee say -.tend Mardi A erantlin's Crack-
I 'en.," otherwise troferio good. may henna
•
OLD PAPERS,
FOR SALE
At This Office.
lEB/a7r7311.../
For $2.40
WORKING CLASSES Attention!We are now
prepared tin furnish ail chime. with employ-
niwnt sit home. the "OM.- of the time. or tor
their epee.. moment.. 1100brie new, light and !
pree eetel• Persons • frillier set 'mete NW, eerTio.i• delighted wilt the tasteful me
11'4" 5" ....Id" l" SIN per •v"Ins"111, and a Pit" beautiful aeleettens mote by Mn., Lamar. whip
r
.nt...ate deooting all their time to th baa e net,, railed te please her customers. New
and 'girls's'," Denzil' an  much Shrine earenlarjnet issued. Mad fort'. A admit
ma men. That all • b., eye this wiay wind their' • -
adder's. awl test the beelines , we make thus of- I $$35. SLILS11 LAMAS.
for .; euch as are not well oiled's,' tie will
seed one dollar to pay foe the trouble of wrItamel.„.._ 
Pull particulars and outfit free. A ddrees I
Mrt•mls A t t.. Portland, Maine.
emale College
PATEN rS
Obtained fir new .r.tentions, or for improve-
Inente on old ones, fur medt.••1 or °titer me-
pomade trade-mark• and labels. Caveats, As-
eignmente, Interferences, Appeals, dulls for In-
friagemests, end nitrates erten seder Patent
Lame promptly &Deeded to. Investioes that
balm bees REJECTED my the Palest ollier. may
•1111, in most room, he protested Dyne, Being np- ;
mete the P. S. retest lOre DePartnitent, tied
boom engaged in Ike Patent business ear !ulnae-
ty. we an make Hoerr twarehee mei secure Pat-
ents more promptly, mid with broader elates,
than those who argeremote from Washington.
INVENTORS...end is a motel or sketek of
Tone device. We make examinatioes anti ad-
vine as to patentability. free ef Charge. Allem.
eespeneensi strictly eonlidential. Prices low..
lied no charge union'e., patent is retired.
Wender in_Weelhington tin Hon. Posit-Mastsw
Deseret N. Key, Rev, I. D. Power, The
German - A Noreen National Bask, to onelals Is
the V. rodeo& oiler., and to aesators sad
iteprassatatives In I:morrows, an.Imperially
our clients is every State In the C111011 and
Canoes.
C. A. SNOW &CO.,
Opp. Patent Oilko. Washington, D. C
Barber Shop!
--
I have reopened my Barber shop, on Rimmed).
ville street. betwees Mr. treed. Mehmdt and
Caldwell A !iouthworth, where I will Inc glad
to OPP All my old ruateimer• awl the public. N•vespopie• Adometianne Bureau,
gluomng, Hair-Cutting. Shampooing arid Soot- to flpruo• at Pewee York.
Blackleg dose la the hest as 
Jamas asantainAvna.
O w York Sllogillg.
SPOT CASH.
Having done a credit hum Dealt tar years 111•4
feeling its ditiadvantages, we propose, on July
let, One, to commence an exclusive nab Kure-
mew We notify yon as to our Ibleattons that
there cannot he t; y hard feeling tow•rd us is
case your order should not he Blies' if nnt ar•
comi.snled be the cash Please notify your fain-
Il• aceordiagly ass we do not Want the 
elleaaisle duty of refusing to delleer coal on 1C..r 
order. nr return wagons emet-. This rule is
I POSITIVE: NO ENCEPTI01.. On not •••
for reedit, for you will be refused. sunlit will be
enitsarreasier both for you and ourselves,
Penaftw000 A Mats,
1,01-L110 Ana
J W Y Allege.
Illeanoll A D•VISSOn
Bargains For Al
svmsvisons .5101 I D s.49.41,:oTet:01:Earbe.-:74 
itiI NT
OF Wil I a •D %%INTIM
JOHN moAyoN TE FARmERs FR/ENDH
1
-CONSISTING OF-
Dry Goods, Notions,
Clothing, Hats, Boots Shoes, &ie.
All of the Latest styles at the Lowest Priceb,
JOHN MOAYON
Cor. Ninth and Virginia titi9ao,
I AM
Just receiving a full line sif Fall and Whiter G00114 consisting of
remieel=l=S9 IDITareMBS 0-00=S
-In all the various styles and patterns,-
Hosiery, Gloves Corsets,
Handkerchiefs and Embroidery.
And a splendid assortment of ladle.' an I gents' Hand-made and uatrem tnade
Bought of the very beet manufacturers, and eepevially ellitml to the Southern trade.
Ps
tit
ADVERTISERS
can learn the exact cost
of any proposed line of
advertising American
papers by addressing
Geo. P. Rowell & Co.,
Bend 10e4te fee 100-Peg. Pamphlet.
Gents' Clothin.g,
MY STOCK OF CLOTHING!
AND
Get' Furnishing Goods
I. immen• mot 1 dety competition in pmcem •nd feel assures
Met I can male it I,, the Inure...I of the trete In call mod
EXAMINE MY STOCK
Before making purehasee elsewhere
aas.d. 7.7•Tira.tor
Pleaoslo•th my atiesties shall be flIrlietioleatleely to the siony• Hoe of plods, and my steak
IBM always OP fouled to wands fell sad hawisoate line. at the ver) lowest price..
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Mapped Out His Trip.
• GM Captain recently peeved a
 cabb
in this fashion in New York: T
he 'swipe-
ions tar, upon starting, took a si
n...
complies and a note-book from 
li -
pocket and carefully made a chart e
the road traveled. which, upon li
en..
landed very near the starting piint,
 h•
tendered in full payment of his fare. -
The Argonaut.
Black Letter Treaeures.
It is said that the large number 
ie
hitherto unknown black letter volum
es.
which were lately found rotting awe,
In a cellar at Seville. formed part 
of •
library brought together by Ferd
inand°
Columbus, son of the great Conan-eater
.
M. Ilarrisse. tho French bibliophile
, is
compiling a bibliography of these trees
-
ures.-Chicago Herald.
• Temallar Casten..
A peculiar custom of the Californi
a
Indians is the annual 'burning." The
Indians surround the graves of the dead
with clothing and then net fire to
thinking that in this way it goes to 
the
departed spirita-t:hicago Times.
Naturalists at Berlin.
The United States and Caned& Dent
forty-two representativee to the recent
congress of naturalists in Berlin. out o
f
a total of 4/ foreign delegates. Eng-
land sent seventeen. Japan sixteen, Ital
y
fifteen, and South America twelve.
_
Biggest "Sig Osia."
The biggest "big gun" in the world is
• 11S-ton bellower, with which H
uns
bert, of Italy, expects to salute the firs
t
king who assaults him. -Chicago I
ler-
4..
The Lewes of Mose Ilona&
Wiser* do all the raw horses go tot
This question is often asked by th
ose
who go to rhea courser. Each ye
ar
thorn Lho thoroughbreds make their
((shut on the race course. About lu or
15 per cent of them young sepiranta for
:Ida honors are successful and the other
.15 per cont, are lost sight of. Perh
aps
Iwo or three, on account of the royal
blood that runs through their veins, 
are
dant to the stock farms, and others
 that
aro shapely and show nice action 
are
used as saddle horses. Some are se
t to
drew- boggle' and carriages, but most
of them drop to the level of an ordinary
hack or cart horse, and after a few years
of hard and thankless work serve a
s
food for cati and dogs, if perchanc
e
there is enotayli flesh on their bones for a
purveyor of dog meat to trouble him-
self.
Thoroughbred horses, if unsuccessful
on the race-course, are of little use else'
where, In drawing a wagon they fret
and worry and want to run at the speed
that is must named to them, and rarely
live long whi-n put to hard work. A
rens horse that can not win a raise is the
poorest property in Om world. But
what becomes of those that run anal win
raper, The average term of horses on
the turf is live years. They commence
racing ss 2-year-Olds, and very few re
-
main on the course able to can races
after they have reachi•d the age of 6
years. After that time those who have
been very successful in wianing rich
stakes and prizes for their owners art
'
sent to stock forms and cared for dur-
ing the remainder of deo' r lives. Some
of them are taken cars of by ,he men
who have grown rich el the earnings of
their four-footed friend, and one in par-
ticular that is thus honored is old bold-
faced Monitor. For years he success-
fully carried the popular orange and
blue to the front, defeatiag the fait...4
racers that could be. brought against
him, and now that he is getting old and
has lost hit speed, Mrs. lorilard Rays
lie shit I have a home as long am he lives.
-New York Mail and Retiree&
aim of th• •• sem,.
France has already eger arniy than
Germany, and the I ;Primo'. :Moot tha
t
the Fuesich hove 73,000  re men in
their army th In they have. The French
hav• I guns than the Germans,
but the German cavalry is superior to
that of the "'tench. The French ar
my
on a peace footing amounts to abou
t
MI0,000 men, but on a war footing it can
call together over 2.000,000 of soldier
s
who have been fully trained. 100,000
more who have been partially trained
,
and over 500,000 who are untrain
ed.
Its army on • war footing would nu
m-
ber over 4,000,00e, or fully 20 per cent
.
of the male population of France.-New
York Tribune,
It Is wise to provide against emergen-
cies which are liable to arise In ever
y
family. In ridden attacks of eold, croup,
asthma, etc., • bottle of Ayer's Cherry
Pectoral will prove a never failing reme-
dy.
40.
The French Chamber of Deputies
palmed the Madagascar credits by a vole
of 209 to 100
rise 41.-----
Foe iamohaelt, etch or chew, woo Shi-
loh's Enrols Plaster. Prieto $S awns. J.
It. Armistead sells theme.
CURE -FOB 4•11.1K14,
Piles are frequently preceded by a
sense of weight in the back, loins and
lower part of the abiltimen, causing the
patient to suppose he has some affection
of the kidneys or neighboring organs.
AL times, eymptoms of iniligeetion are
prement, flatulency, miesialiieee of the
stomach, etc:. -A MotifiTte like -perspir-
ation, producing a very disagreeable
Itching, after getting warm, In a com-
mon attendant. BlInd, Bleeding and
Willing Piles yield at once to the appli-
eation of Dr. liosianko'is Pile Remedy,
which acts directly upon the parts af-
fected, mbeorbing the Tumors, allaying
the Interne Itching, and affecting a per-
manent cure. Price 50 cents. Ailuress
The Dr. litmasiko Medicine Co., Piqua.
0. For Pale by G. E. Gaither.
N. Waddington, Freneli Eenhamovior,
elgii Secretary, for a definite reply to
France's interrogator,- respecting the
Suez canil.
 
--ere -es -es-
After a thOrOtigh test 1 most positive-
ly inert that Aviter'e -English Remedy
I. the beet medicine for Animal., Croup
,
cough*. Whooping Cough. slid nih Lung
Troublee that esti be totinil. Ask him
shout it, for he fully guarantees It. For
sale hit- hi. II Garner
riehlaCordial
t I. .
DYSPEPSIA, INDIGESTION,
WEAKNESS, CHILLS AND FEVE
RS,
MALARIA, LIVER COMPLAINT,
KIDNEY TROUBLES,
NEURALGIA AND RHEUMATISM.
TT is Inelgoilit-
. in/ and De-
lightful to take.
sad of great value
as • Medicine for
weak and Ailing
Women and Chil-
dless.
ONTAINS
no hurtful
Minerals, is cree,
posse et csicfly
Selected Veg•t•
hie bil•dlcines,
combined skill-
fully, sesemg a
Safe and Pleasant
Remedy.
/1. gives NEW
LIFE to the
whole SYSTEM
titrues`:!::',`Vr4
log the NERVES,
and completelyDt.
gosling the Ins&
A Book. 'Vol tea,'
bele•ding
physiclaes, telling
how to treat dis-
eases at hOtille.
together
with• wet of hand-
some cards by new
Helleitype
en receipt of met.
ip..,•olo to, &II TOrsogl•ts awl Orwora. 5i4 Oedema.? now
gas_mis soap 'nun1 tORPIAL, rem I 51.55, rad • NJ
/ Woe
WOW ra bo mot,
Donna Drug and Chemical Cowp
ony,
tiatri•oas, o.
vegetable
HALL'S HsiAIR
RENEWER.
The great popularity of this preparation.
after its test of many years, should be an
wisurance, ten to the most skeptical, that
It is really meritorious. Those who have
tts.1 II II t W Eft know 'bat
it dor. all that is dein),
It elution new grouth of hair on bald
bead.- provided the hair follicles are not
ib•atl. which is seldom the cow; melon**
mound color to gray or 1'2,6,1 hair; lire-
or-r‘141 the wale healthful Niel clenr of
thstidrutT; pee ems the hair falling ett or
changliNg eolor; keeps it oift, pliant, lie-
troll., and clones it to grow long and
thick.
11‘1.1.'S Hain htexz xii prodnce. Ile
rffeete by the healthful halm nee of in
vegetable ingredients.. whieh Inv lerinire
sod enate. It I. not it dye, mol
ti delightful article for toilet use. f 'on-
tnining no aleohol. it them not et op-
erate quiekly and .11- natural oil.
inc the h.iir liscsh mum') brittle, as do
other pnrparations.
Buckingham's Dye
Ton Tnit
WHISKERS
4.Ohire theni brown or black. as slesir
and Is (hi' best c. bermes. it Is
/mothers a 1“11111a11,Ill nuiti,r,il colttf
hieing it single preparation, i. more roil
%cairn, tit applicetion then Hey other,
R. P. HALL tIL C0.. Nashua, N. H.
Sold by all Dealers In Melicinee.
LOANS
AKIO
POWDER
Absolutely Pure.
This powder never vane. A marvel of pert-
ly, firelight aol w holeeoner new. More scostem-
Mal than the orb n•ry kinds, an.teasted be sold
In eompetition with the multitude of low Met,
siert weight alum or p Asia
Haiiui.i1741,7i
...4 110 KO• • L Co
NS all Street. N. 1.
Oft rotontanosav NOTES
.
W ANTIC/I-Notes of well rated business
 sees
bir oar Month to twelve inrn
ths. Antennas
51.1011 to stove& strictly ro
ellianital sad
Safe. Ronda gives, settlenterns mad
e. Correa-
poenlence waste' W. FORTIC
R, Hanker,
se Itroadwity. I T
MIS live 1131 hear, and make 
mews
Malmay 1111 work for us than 
at say-
thing elm In the world l•tutal so
t
seeded; you are Waried free; both
Meer, all area. Antony ran do
 the week.
earslaist sure frogs 11114 .tart Co
stly °still
sail teens free, Better net delay 
testa yogi
sesame to alliA us your artrimes and
 Red eel; it
you are wise you will do so Moses 
H. Hat,
Imre • CO.. TertIsed. Melee
YOU
lay sitalldelattal !secretaries
J•lats I. is • •Id t el • ,
Jobs Hay.
Thu. great work, begun • itt, the sanction of
President hiliontsi and contirmed under thu
nuithi.rity ot Meson, the lion. Itoliert T Lirroln
Is the only full and authomative record of the
Ili., of Abraham 1-ii.eoin Itn authors were
trawls of Labrada before his preeittency , they
wore moat intimately emomated volt, hini as
private...erste:ie. throughout his term f one.
and to them were traneferreel tux.. Lincoln's
death an his imitate papers. Here will be told
 
the Insets huttorv of the meii war and of
Preeident Linetille'sadmintetratiou -important
details of wipett nave hitherto rentaintell mire-
1 1 10n1P:On Elli rtaertsbte.tietorri y. Ply reason of the publicatioyise
aled, that they might Ann appear le this an -
Andrew Hall,
Stunk 1)
GRINIT1
Nhi
btAB-BLE
Momuti
Tri-Weekly
NEW ERA
A sell &tread, (eight colass paper, sea.
alums
Foreign,
National and
Home News.
1.. h. Isei et,
Taesday, Tharsday and Uintay
of sub week. A staunch:Democratic organ.
Seat inducement. •ver (Bared to advertisers
THE WEEKL1 NEW ERA
WifIl be lathed every Friday as nasal.
Every man and Loy 
wearing a
Summer Suit will report at once to
Headquarters at
JOHN T. WRIGHTS'
And have them excha
nged for a
nice, new Fall Suit and Overcoat.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES .1!kin.ala pgc).
The tonewiaa are the subsertittiaa rates et
es ICSWIFECEY Div Rae. payable meetly sate
t &drums:
Trs-Weekls.
for one year
for 6 months
fort months
/or one year
For montes
ter S =oath.
Weekly.
Club Rates.
hi-Weekly in clubs oft
Tri-Weeklv ta clubs of 15 .
Weekly la clubs of 11
Meekly to clubs of 10
II 0
1R
Persona sow tattle' the Weekly New Ira whir
desire to rbange to the Fri Meekly, eaa doss
and seal vs • credit for all nese pired Ii.. dee
them ran the Weekly.
THE CENTURY
For 1886-87.
TIER f IIIITI-RT is an Illustrated ninthly nag.
art... hailer a regular circulation of about t so
hundred Jimmied roper, idler rearhtitat and
o pietisms eimeding two hundred and twenty -
five thousand. tale( *mono its many attne•tioun
for Oa emoting year is as serial which has been
in active prrparatioe for sixteen years. It is a
history of our own country le its most critical
Y me, a. set forth an
Workmanship .11nsarpased The Life of Lincoln,
ANI, IHI
LOWEST PRICES.
Comer VIrgisla sea aerie. iltesehh,
Hopkinsville. - - Ky.
--DEALER-a IN-
Hardware,
Cutlery and-
Queensware,
French,
Gune,
China and
le all of the latest styles.
The War Series,9 Ilia been f.11 ,wed with uullagving aster.I eat by a great audience. will °crony Wee space
dunes the commit year. Oettysburg, will he
.1encril.ed on c,,,, flue( (Chief of the I Mon A r-
idler! Longstreet. eon Z. U. Law, and
others; t hiekamau a, h Gen. tk, H. Hill;
sheer-nano'. are
Howard and Mecum Generals (4. thilmoie
Wm smith, John Gibbon, Horace Porter.
and John e Moab, windrowed*. epeeist bait-es
end incident.. Stoner of naval engagementa,
prison life, etc., Me., will appear
NOVELS AND STORIES
"The Hundrenth Man," a novel by Frank R.
stockton author ot "The Lady, or the Tige
etc , belittle in NoYember. Two novelette, by
recite. Itemn.," Julian Hawt orn, td•
so ard Eggleston, and other prominent Americas
authors will be printed during the year.
Special Features
Kennett, author of ••Tent Life in Siberia." who 
otto---- Wright rongs Pio One.
•,ri affair. in Wee.* too, /wheel& bv George
with ilinetratiiiiiv include s aerie.. of •rucles M y m 
ffikvirco.
Old men, young men a
nd boys
wearing a straw hat or light color-
ed Bummer hat, please come at once
and have them exchanged for new
Fall shaped Hats and Caps
C-6.2..=..J 7.71-1.ree..
To those who still wear their
Summer Underwear and Summer
Ties, come in a rush and s :cip.e a
new supply of our nice F U and
Winter Furnishing Goods.
To every man and boy in this
and adjoining counties, come at
once and have your old Boo .:a and
Shoes exchanged for new onos.
Do not order you a Suit Made to
Order until you see Lly line of jam-
pies. I will save you monoy. Re-
member
basfitat returned from • most to ept.ful Twit to -
siberian ',mono; papers 00th.. Food tjueetion,
with reterenee to its bearing on the Lator Prob.
I Icyn; English t•thestrals; Dr. Eggleston'.. Be-
Glassware lo,1 Nome's of (guess •nse'n tient& by Mr*. Oh-' gione Life halt.- Amerm
an Cokinies; Men and
',bent; lairsoy awe. Spautualiani. Aatrology.
etc thy Key. J. U. Burkley. Ii. D., editor
Wall Papers , of the bristian A it,.
 or ate ; saltrosomical paper.:
•rticles throwing light... Bible history. rte.
and Prices. A Free Co
py
titilocrtlitIlin price, if 00 a rear, 'it cents •
number Dealers. Postunate'rs. awl the pule-
Ceiling • Decorations
listheiro, take nuherriptionn. Send for our te au•
ilh d 16eitrate-page catalogue f trot I, eogs
I mantas prospertua, etc , including •special
offer by ei Inch new readers can get hack sum-
tiers to beaming of the War Serie* at a very low
price. A Alimonies' copy ;bark number; will be
senior request. Meteriut. Title 
Thom') sou & Ellis. C""1"" t;:. 64e' Fe; \171‘"I RI (f.17NNew oTrt.'k.
No.43,13.._ Main St.
After Tear yeses'
etoraiseer is the
preparation of worn
than use Riitiavid
'rhotoand afirlIcaU.wi• f-it wools is
tt,• CnItod Si•tca and Fermin rens.
1.•••• th• pub miler. of th• Irc.•eltio
A swrSsiii oontina• Inset m ealletiore
f.tr polonLin,c••••ta. trade-mark. cote-
nicht.., sin., for the United Stat.. 5.4
•.bta.it patont• in Canada. lit.eleed,
Oww•cr. and ad Other coontrito floor 01por
l-
•••-• wo ...equaled sod tbeir tainlitnee oro WOO-
Prowlers ant wes-ifleatinna rponorool and Lad
in te• Palest (Moe on •hort Terme very
reavonablit. No ,-tooss f•n ••••rilnatiOli of awdels
Or Lrarrealra Ait•ire by mail free
Patanteohtainotinrong.1111nnnaCivareeetios4
EMT' Fit: BMW If „ vti,ch miss
t ,•*rest Of,nlotl-, • r1-1 r • ill.* tenet isf
lo•nt $•1
n000popor of is p.a....bed us it. work'
Ti,. stir...ewes et eel, • polies Goer, pollOalSO
on.lorst•nd•
,•,11e sad op!oodtdly illootootod soo
ropabor
I. pulqlohod WICEKIS at SI nO • year moil a
itaniiited la be the beet pop" &greed to ee.e..e.
..
mechanics. laweet,one ••o.000nnit o",k• •nd
othor depart onto of Iltd.Irte pre.11,11
11
holed to •ny conntry. It ovietain• the num« of
art patootovo end tab. of fro•OY .noont.•• Pot•nt.t
ilach weak 1'ts It tour obostb• for 0•• douse.
Soid by all immedealwe
If Inis h.,  aft nrontlaft to patent write is
Munn 5 Co_ publahrir• of Soleaulte Amerces&
ai Bon•thou, Vsii.
Handbook *boot patoot• mailed boo.
BAER
C. P. NOLAN & CO.,
sEVICsT11 ST , IT,
-Keep a full stock of-
Chase McKee & Co.
-wlIil.E,11,E AND RETAIL I,EALER
.P. IN- -
STAPLE AND FANCY
lEt. Co C Mit MSES
- 
FULL LINE OF_
Fancy Pickles, Canned Goods, Rolled White Oath,
EST BRIthlealia lir TOBACCO.
Flour, Meal, Lard, Bacon Salt, Etc,
for young iss,pie ...., hat III.. paper. call se
 Highest Pr1COS PalQ fortantry Produce."The Ideal Magazine" ,  
-,- - _,
_i_ -
!V IC/Int.A A Ilt, you know about it.-how good 
e
louety. f
are any boy. or girls an your house will you not 
far- We keep the heat brands of Kohertioti and 
Unrolls olito-,see, Whiskies. Ale
it II*, how clean and pure and helpful, If there
try • number, or try a for a year, and sec if it 
Monarch Bread, Nelson and Anderson l 
ounty . bointurly. Whiskies, so,; Domestic
 Was...
Isn't y est the element you need in the household.
The Londoe Time, has &Aid, "We have nothing
like it on this mile '' H. re are leene leading
features of
MAIN STREET, 
HOPKINSWLLE, KY. 
.
ST. NICHOLAS J. R. GREEN & CO.,
for 1886-87.
DEALERS IN
Stories by Lou** N. Alcoa awl Trask It.
rhanniss -Little Loris Vasistierov" has been a
A short aena story by Mrs Bureett. wh
ose Agricultural 
impi()m tsStocktoe.-erveral by each author.
great Bottum in the past searot ST. NicSom,ss
.
War Mora, for Horn and Girls. ties Bodeen,
chief -*faded. biographer, awl coaddential
friend oil. I G. apt, and one of the ablest
and most popular of living military writer.
,
will contribute • numberof papers describing
In deer and el, dvir it sonic if the leading bat
-
tles of the Civil war. They win be I...Roesle
r
dewriptiona of 'tingle conteete or nbort cant-
paigno. presenting sort of literary prture-gal
-
Wry of the greed anti heroic contwas is whic
h
the pamphlet many a boy and girl of to da
y
teen part.
The serial Stories leclude "Juan arid Juee
l-
la." an admirably written story of Meares lif
e,
by Frances ourtenay Baylor, author of
 "Ifs
Roth Shift.," also, "Jenny'. Boarding• Homey.-
by James Otis, a story of life is a great en 7
.
short Articles. inetructi.e•nd entertainieg,
will abound. Among these are: -How • t1
reat
Paeorania as Marie," by Theodore it. Davie,
 with
profit.* Illuetratione; "le inning • Comminalon
"
(NeY•1 Academy). nod "Inecolleetions of the
Nair•I Academy," "Poring for Oil" an
d
"Among the GNP- wellk" with • number of s
trik-
iag picture.; -Child •Aketehaw from George Li
-
sec' Julia Magruder; "Victor Plugo'aT
alee
tin hi. GrandchiWven," reo.mated by Brawle
r
alSithert•; tithe." by It b Brook*
Ale., interesting eontributions from Nora Pe
rry,
Harriet Prescott spollord, Joaquin Miller, hi
H. lioyeese. WashingtonGla,biets, Alice 
Wel-
'Maths Rollin*. J. T Trowle idge. Lieet
enant
3redenek Schwatka. Noah brooks. I; race Deal°
Litchfield. Row Haw-there, lathdrop, Mr
s. s
M. B. Platt, Mary Mapes Dodge, and 
many
others. etc., etc
The athorriptios price of Sr. N Wein •I
II in $3
• year; 116 mote a number. Snbec
riptions are
received by bookeellern and newsdealers ev
ery-
where, or by the publisher.. New volume
 be-
etlen with the November number Send fo
rma
beautifully illuatrated catalogue thee) contain-
ing full proapectus. etc., etc. THE TI 
• K
CO New-York.
STAPLE &FANCY GROCERIES, Jan GI. 31E-Icsirci,
WINES, LIQUORS,
Fresh Beer, Etc.
Our sleek of lirocertern le full aad romplote,
and our Weer as low as the lowest Call be-
fore purehastag and we guarantee to save yes
stoney
4:011:71EL 35114110ES,
Is auppled Oh the heel liquor% that cam be
foetid anywhere. Iiire um a rail
Neatly art promptl• OTOfoltabll at
Thisiss CIPIM.4:3os
IX
Staple and Fancy
GROCERIES.
A full Ilse of Goods at same prima. 
Cos•try
modem takes as a:carnage tor geode
The out, home is tows that keeps
Mon.rda sand D'exi.co Poets
.
Call and see me at my amid ea Vt
rytela
beeves. tth and elk.
And Sole Agents for the Followin
g Line o ..ecri :
Vic C or mi ck Binders,
Reapers and Mowers,
Oliver C3:1.1.11edi. 731 -vr,
troll Duke Harrows, Studebaka liagolls.
AVERY'S CAST AN
D STEEL PLOWS.
Blount's True Blue Steel Plows,
LONE STAR STEEL PLOWS,
Iron Beam Double Shovels,
Brown's Walking and
 Riding
CM Ti 71LI NT AIL °Xi CO XL 23
Wheel-Barrows and Road-Scrape
rs. Frick & Engines, Separator
s and Saw.
Mills, Springfield Knell** a
nd Separators, k.'le !Dirties, Separ
ators and Straw-
Markers, Ross & Co's Straw,
 Oats and Has t •I•tters, and lois, En
sillage Cutters
for steam power, Bell City Fee
d and Enaillegi Cutters, a/1 &Wee bot
h hand and
power; Thomas' Hay 
Raker., Hotel Power, sod Hsy
 Forks, Cory
Sheller*, Pump.% for cisterns and 
deep well.; Mast, Foos & Co's Turblin Engine.
Wind Mille and Pumps for Ma
e,
Iowa Bart Wire and Wire Snitchers.
Our line of Anoint is full 
and complete, with latest styles and 
at prices to suit
every one. We call special
 attention to the "1101S81 SHOE
 BISAND"
FERTILIZER!
For Tobacco and Corn. 
Every leg bow • goorentood soalys
ts yeinMd thereon
and this guarantee Is good 
morally and legally. Give us a m
heyIiig.
Respectfully,
J. R. CREEN & CO.,
206 & SOS MMN
 ST. NOPKINSviima, KY
LOVE THE LIVING. 'Ogg;
-
The saartaty that is about tlus dead.
To make us lows them sums than lista
whim bore
I. ki well to flat Ms lit lug dear,
W it tote lily like ltd., ere thsv have Belt
it.. tender thieiehlea. nirturvi for • 101111
if tooth, , friend. or ••,1: it COCO
ft, wood this glory on the .aniesd oyes,
TN.. longing heart, that feeds lie.% meted,
t roma
thy. alai merry to Ow kyle. liana
Whoa. twin strung sells will quiver at
toil, touch,
I he titenuit 'oversee* m hoe ton nitich
Pao era that weep although the hp. ISA?
eimer
How Hawthorne Lathrop,
A WEALTHY INDIAN TRIBE.
--
- -
Their itielow Dee I. a esecesethe et Fa-
Virsosemt 
LC the wealthiest tribe of
Indians le the United States. This is
dee wit so in ii. to their personal abil-
ity is financier* as to a suenession of fas
vocable circumstances and to the good
guardi.inyliip of the (Tided States goys
n t The Mares long Yawn ago
...cu1w..1 the country about St. Louis.
They were removed from there to a
reservation at Westport, Mo., near Kan-
sas. City, then to the valley of the Nem
oho, then to a reservation in soothers
Ksnsaa, and finally to their present
home in Indian territory. The ()mica
were • powerful tribe and I. get theM
off of emeeted lands Uncle Sam seeing
to have been grilling to pay them more
liberally that the other wards of the 1111.
us. In $h nay the Omegas come into
their present poesessions, which include
a tract of land in Indian territory fifty
miles square, or about 1.500,000 acres,
and an annuity of 5350,000. This is the
interest on United States bonds given
them in exchange for their former lands
In Kansas and Miesouri and held in trust
by the government. which pays the an-
nuity in semiannual payments.
There are about 400 families, average
ing about four to a fainily-a total of
about 1.600 people. Out of this interest
fund the Indians draw $165 • year for
each engin, woniee and child--so that
the larger his family the more the
of a family is enabled to draw. This
systems would apparently foster a rapid
increase of population. but, strange t
o
Ray, the full-blood Indians are decrees-
mg in numbers. The full-blood families
are small and the tribe is doomed to ex-
tinction. This is probably due to two
causes-the changed physical condition
of their life and the loss of all ambitioa
as a race. TINS wild Indian was a tine
specimen of robust physical develop-
ment. with great enduring power.. He
isinlil face any storm, brave the moat
vigorous weather, endure the toils and
privations of the march and camp. Na-
ture, somehow, took care of him, healed
hi* wounds, and warded off disease.
But now, taken from his "native heath."
cut off from much that was part of his
physical existence, his territory circum-
scribed. compelled by euperior force to
keep the peace with neighboring tribes,
coaxed to adopt the habits, food, the
customs, and the dress of the white
man, compelled to send his children to
sohool, and too often tempted to adopt
whita_maseit_eiceawith alL_
changed conditions he is a changed be-
ing.
As he has deserted nature, nature now
deserts him, Ile in more suiceptible to
disease. The wild Indian could be care-
less in diem and indifferent to exposure,
but on the reservation it is different. If
tie gets hie feet wet or sleeps on the
ground, he is liable to •catch cold" like
his white brother. They are subject to
lung troubles. Some &tr. consumptive.
This and the am:ill-pi,' and other dis-
eases are decimating their ranks. Ten
years ago there were 3,000 °rages; to-
day only a little over half that number.
The mothers die prematurely. You find
comparatively few old squaws. The
tribe being rich as a community very
few of the men will work. They live in
idleness, and that is fatal to • longevity
bsaed upon active outdoor life.-Coe.
Burlington Hawkeye.
THE CHURCHU OF MOSCOW.
A City ef Desam. sad Illierwees-n.
Iteaders ef the Ilinsestis
I tun inforin,1 that thee a are In Mos-
cow about I(PIi Greek churches. They
are is taiiiiis wit i.f Cetholii-, Mohatu-
mediin. ald I iriental •reltitecture, slid
probably the most Iseautiful enurches in
(lie Wibrld. %%lien the ornate and won.
derfol M. lipid cliurro was completud
the on buret was ask,' I by his resew,
Ivaii tile Terrible if that effort wee liii
very best, if, under any circuinstatiom
'ii hit any With any
.imount of money, lie could construct •
inure beautiful e lithe, The reply was
'hat he could nut -to 'oak si • more
twatitiful structure would ill impossible.
Thereupon the aichttect's eyes were put
out that even he &soukl not copy this
sublimely beautiful creation.
I think that not one of those thousand
i•hureliest has less then three minarets
old domes. Most of them have five,
some have twenty•five-hlwava an odd
'lumber-for a grand iseitreil effect-mid
some have in the neighborhood of tily
to 100. They are colored white, green
,
red, or blue. -Sr are colored with sever
and gold. Moe of them have chime" of
bees, and I presume that there are in tier
iv of Mildlente, 14,1100 belle. It ass but
recently that I wirer on the eminent.,
*heat six mile* west of the city-where
Napoleon stood that eventful day when
Ii.' ant beheld those 3.000 inittareta.
epires, and domes, and the Kremlin's
goiden roots glistening in the sun, and
whence he surveyed dm treasurers
which he thought would soon be at his
disposal. I traversed the mum road
which he took alien lie marvlied his
300.000 men to an expected victory tha
t
proved to he the mint melanchoiy de-
feat recorded oii the pages oif history
.
The Omura's*" tieentres of the Imes/man
in the Krenilin had been removed and
the sullen Muscovites applied the tomb
to their own devoted homes. The enisal
is well known Moscow has beam fe.
built and its treasures and relics have
been returned, supplentented by the
emperor's CAUDOIM and flags and twiner
-
ous trophies taken from the fleeing in-
vaileni.
To enumerate the wonders of those
Kremlin museunis is impuesible. Ti
.
describe any of„ them he to select iine
jeweled crown out of many. on.
diamond out of millions. Saltier
and gold, rmalachit., leeisleeell. 1 WW1%
rubies, diamonds, and sapphires are not
only worked into crowns, throneo, and
vestmente in almost endless profusion.
but they are even formed into furniture
and make fireplaces, walla and ceilings.
Just there is the tocsin bell which
sounded the signallfor plying the torch to
the city. Here are the red stain upon
which Napoleon ascended the throne of
the Romeloff king.. There is the sword
with which the Terrible Ivan beheaded
his own sons. Here the furs that once
enveloped the form of Catherine the
Noble. And here again, are the tools
with which Peter the Cheat worked
when he built ships and empires-for it
was his knowledge of the wants of his
people that gave them the mighty -Ins-
pulse which yet jsrs the two continents.
Then we were shown through the
great throne-room, the silver rooms, th
e
gold rooms, the pink room*, the white
room., the blue rooms, the jeeper rooms,
and the crystal rooms, and then w
e
wound up intricate staircases to the se-
cret trial room--still higher, to the dun-
geon and execution rooms, where voice
s
were stifled without remorse and where
cries could not be heard by sympathiz
-
ing friends.
The far-famed -bett----mrceeded --
my-
school.day expectation as to size, an
d
not to mislead in speaking of it I t
ried
my ineaeuring tape around it. It it 
first
hung-if it ever waa hung-on a 
low
wooden frame within the Kremlin walls
.
The frame was accidentally bunted, an
d
when the bell fell to the ground a p
iece
seven foe in !tight was broken from it
s
disk. I was not there when the even
t
occurred, but I venture the assertio
n
that that bell, with • downward ori
fice
of twenty-six feet diameter, was 
not
iniried in the ground. as Itiotorians 
rec-
ord was the cane. The bell measure
s
seventy-eight feet in circumference an
d
is, I think, about twenty fret high. 
I
am aware that cyclopedists give the meas
-
urement as sixty feet in diameter and
nineteen feet three inches as the hi
ed.
Against this 1 simply-set- own
-meas-
urement, The iron clapper is about n
ine
feet long, and is said to weigh f
orty
poods. or 1,600 pounds. I did lot lif
t it
The statement is, I think, quite corr
ect.
-Denim Hamm in Brooklyn Eagle,
isilwaes and teems
British segos have been considering
the science of falling in love. At the
mossit BrWik-asiiidatkeit -Insetinse-klie
George Campbell suggested that a want
race improvement would be brough
t
about by pairing individuals according
to physiological fitness instead of yield-
ing to foolish ideas about love. ThIS has
led Mr. Grant Allen to show that the In-
stinct of love is usually excited by Maial-
plementary natures and the biologically
excellent traits of • math. beauty, health
and strength. TI a condition is most
favorable le itnpri yement, and justifies
the old theme of the novelist and the
poet. 11 in ins tinge on some other
basis-for money, rank or other practical
resents-that moults in detenoration.-
Arkansiter Traveler.
_
A Wreath of Autumn Leaves.
How hard it is to keep apace and
abreast of all the new agonies. It is
now quite the proper idea for a youag
lady to entwine a wreath of autumn
leaves of beautiful colons, and attaching
a Mg bow of flame-colored ribbon
thereto, to bare it transported to he
r
best young man, per district messenger
boy, if the boy ever gets there. The
double-dyed 'significance of this mark
of friendship is, "The years are peeping.
Young man, what do you intend to do
about. Jo- It the afcreaaid young man
is at all bright, he labels on of this
golden leaves $50.004 and pins it .ip on
the wall as his high mark of ambition
.
When he reaches that figure lie hires •
clergyman.-Hartford Post
• New Coneemptles Cara
A new cure for consumption has bee
n
originated lay a German doctor. Il
e
makes his patients pass the night in 
the
open air of the Thuringian fores
t, well
wrapped up, and sleeping in light h
am-
mocks so as to avoid all damp from 
the
ground. A watchman keeps off an
y in-
truders who might disturb the nig
ht's
red, and the experiment has 
proved
wonderfully suceeedial. - New York
Sun.
"(Viet IN The Bark,"
Stitch in the side and all soch afflictions
enrol by Pomeroy's Purposed Plasters
Sold by Iliuggists anti H B. Garner,
HopkinsvIlle, Ky.
Barn Zeckendorff, a professor in the
College of Agriculture at Vienna, 4.6m-
M/tit. allele& Moods" by (hooting bins-
aptf In the Mouth with a revolver.
Renews Her Irmith.
Mrs. Photo Chesley, Peterson, Clay
Iowa, tells the following remarkable
story, the truth of which Is voisubed for
by the residents of the town : "I am 7:
1
years old, have been troubled with kid-
ney complalet end lameness for ninny
years; could lint three myself without
help. Now I am free from all pain and
soreness, and ism able to do an my own
sework. I owe my thanks to Kiri--
tete Bitters tor havitig renewed m
y
yolith, sod removed eompletely all die-
este Mot pain."
rt, a 'kettle, only fie eenft at Harty
IL Berner's Drat Start.
Osetweassa-alleris Theatres.
These old women-most of them
 have
grown gray In the service. althoug
h •
few are still middle-aged and acti
ve-
fly upon the theatregoer. pester 
him to
yield up his hat or hie lady's 
wraps.
shove a wretched wooden f
ootstool
under his companion's feet, and 
liter-
ally whine until be puts his hand
 in
pocket and rewards their zeal. If 
they
realise that no fee is forthcoming. 
they
leave the stranger to grope for 
his Seat
and all but Siam the door in h
is fee
when he wanders forth during 
the
waits.
When the audieace is seated the 
ouv-
reuses lock it in, and, forming a row
 in
the lobby like so many ancient birds
 on
a branch, keep up • tire of small 
talk
that ones prevents people on the
 rear
rows of the parquet and bekvony fro
m
bearing the actors on the stage -Cdr,
New York Times.
MUST FIGHT WITHOUT COLORS.
-
The Order lamed to British Seldterre-
The Fertile of the Coker Geoid.
Perhaps I may an well state here •
fact, which I think is not generally
known outside of military circles. On
our landing in Egypt for the Soudan ex-
pedition all colors of regiments were lef
t
int board the fleet, No that British sol
-
diers for the first time in history went .
into anima . unaccompanied by "old I
41jory,-;- forgone silken folds had bees
wont-for oreturies ti Map aniong the
bayonets and sabers of Its defesitlers-in
some rata* polity and gay in the brav
-
ery of new materMI and bullion.
wrought device, in others, simply a
grim, war-battered old emblem, but in
either ems dear as life's pulse to each
and every one in the regiment to which
each color respectively belonged. It
may be recollected that after the battle
of Remand, an Afghanistan. in which
a certain infantry regiment was am-
bushed, but could have escaped were it
wit that the enemy deViiteil all his en-
.•r„ire It, OW Capturp of the colors, the
men stood by them iti defense, and so
were completely annihilated-wiped MT
the army list, as it were. Of course,
the colors were keit This decided the
War SIMI" and the order was issued that
,benceforth British soldiers must tight
without colons.
It is, perhaps. not amorally known
that in the British serviee the co
lors
,two to each regiment) were always
earned by commissioned officers-gen-
erally the juniors se to service. These
colors were escorted by a color guard
consisting of the first or color-sergeants
of each company, who were also the
pay sergeants. Now, in action, in cam
the oolor-bearers were shot down, there
warn always great eouttlaticm on the part
of other officers to seise and bear them
aloft, thus offering themselves an need-
less target. for enterprising sharpshoot-
ere This sort of thing might be re-
peated till all the officer, were planed
hors du combat, when of course, the real
backbone of the regiment (tile none-one
missioned Ken would be expected to
take command; but if the color-bearers
were swept off it would be quite likely
that the color-guard shared their fate.
when the regiment would quickly be-
 
 like a ship without either • rudder
or • pilot. Reasoning thus the mag-
nate, of the wee office decided that the
carrying of colors entailed a needier,
mortality among the moat efficient mem-
bers of • regiment, therefore the prac-
tice must cease. as the army could tight
well enough without them. The strong-
est part of it all is, the rank and tile
now cheerfully coincide with the views
of their superiors. Pardon the digrea
 ▪ , but I think it wan necessary.
The day preceding the battle of Tel-el-
Kebir general orders commanded that
In the coming advance, no bugles were
to be sounded, no drums beaten and no
loud words of command given; whistles
were to be used Matra I.-British Soldier
in Boston Commercial Bulletin.
Baader and Servant is Japan-
The relations of mestere and servants
ate as adnurable as possible. They are
mutual and confidential. While th
e
servant studies the interest of the mos
Mr, the latter makes the welfare of th
servant and his family his duty. rt.
servant is made to feel that lie is a factor
of some importanoe in his employee'
s
busines4by being consulted upon many
matters of importasice. The master he
polite and kind and the servant defer
-
ential and respectful on all occasions
.
TII0 relation of parents and children
show the same refining influences. Ther
e
lime sissmnptiort-of-the- sirillematerr
exaction of blind obedience, iso rulin
g
by fear on the part of the parent.
Obedience is induced by patient teach-
ing day after day. The child is lovingly
taught why he should do certain thinks
.
and why he should not to certain ot
her
things. The bond between parenis and
children is one of reason and regard,
and the moult vs that the child makes
his duty to the parent the foremost ob-
ject of his life, *WI his own interests are
made entirely secondary. A foreigner
might live in that country for years 
nii,i
eee less parental tyranny and violet]
than he would see in most fernilite. 
ii
some other coimtriee in a month, and it
can see more filial devotion there 
its
month than is observable elnewhere 1.
seam. '-Cot. San Francisco Chronicle.
_
Hew Sitebetet Wanted he Die.
Mine. Mani, in her monograph 
e
Gen. Sitobeleff, says that the general ha
a presentiment that he would be trea
e
enmity murdered; and she speaks
strong evidence which has been fie
tnim.hied her to-show that it wee fultille
lie was garroted. One day he sal I 
u. 
-
her, as they were bantering about ilea.
and danger. 'But do you know th
at
taken think of deashr "And I. 1
011,
replied the lady.
But I do not jest," returned Skies
left "I wish for a glorious death. It
far easier to lire grandly than to 
di-
nobly. Most deaths are wretch...
.
What I fear is a stupid, vulgar death
file idea follows me like a shadow.
 I
should not like to be killed among • lo
on a battle-field. Ny dream is to
like the Horst& If I could only ge
t
Bismarck to single me opt, and for both
of us to perish in a duel, how satis
-
fied I should be!"-London Standard.
aagil•h tweitsty Useseip.
Many members of the British aruitoc-
racy do not scruple hi turn an himeet
twnriy in this way. though they take
good c.ue to keep the fact private. Borne
high /mil mighty daunts. earn pin nit iney
by reporting actandols la high life an
was allow-n an the I,onsslhie c:tol. where
hails- Rtrasilhnike was the ciirrespindent
and Edmund Yates got six months i
n
prison for printiiez what wan true.
Yates afterwar,ls t. 'k .1 terra 
ri.
venge on Lord Coleriiiite, who *en-
tence.1 hint, by publiehing to the world
the nobleman's inhuman tn-atinent o
f
his dmagliter. Valets, footnion, butlers,
governess...it. private secrete' tee and
ladies mid le ars suspected of furnish-
ing a good ilchl of petty tattle printed
in the et Kurt,. papers.-Neiv York
Graphic.
Slay It. Important.
4 discovery that may lead to impor
-
teat prank-al reaulte has been mad
e by
Water • fierman experimenter,
In the ss•rvation that the quant
ity of
eleotric..y furnished by a machine in
-
terneen entilliteeillble when the latter
works Iii an atmosphere of ornamented
Mr.-Ars:mime, Traveler.
I ressmated Water.
Arcot I it; t.i to-cent experiments vest.
of 'roam ini density evaporated with
44.s ill it aims plieric pressure (14.1
• ler -loan midi) *cc**, 1,6,44
,i• fi,riner
(1101.TP. WHOOPING COUGH, and
Bronchitle Immediately relieved by 1
4h1.
lobe Cure. Sold by J. R Armta
tead.
--
 
es ses--
The Hungarian delegation at Petah
finally passed all the Items of the impe-
rial budget and tided the session.
Liver Pil)s.
UM. Dr. Gann'a Liver Pille, for 
Sal
low Complexion. Pimples on the 
Face
and 111111011aileas. Never siekens o
r
Ripe, Olity one for • thee. 
friritO. R. Gefther's.
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OUR lir 11- OFFER.
Get us a citittof AIN new sabaeraeers, for
either ream, at $1. 50 or TEl Incest v.
at 113. 50 a year and we will gees you the
WIIIIKLY NEW KRA for OM year with tick-
et in our drawing.
Fur. club of lea rine subscribers we
Will give the rtti-w sratv NEW EEO. Oil.
year. ticket in the drawing and the fort%
five books advertised in our list of "Itr-
dueemente."
For a dab of more than ten we will
give the paper, ticket and books as above
tool a liberal ontandasion, which we
guarantee to be eatiafactory to the club
raiser. Go to work and GET l'S UP A
CIA' B.
1?,.2 PSOtnell
Miari Vaaate Bell Bronaugh is rovvaleoreat
Millett.Owettaborin, we. at the Ply:rata
Thursday.
t: W Mardian( Shelbyville, was in the eat*
Thursday.
Drs. A. I). Rodgers boo return•I front a •istt
to Maitionseille
Mrs James It Jesup has returned from a •is-
st to Owed* tit'adia.
J. Ii Ware leaves for New Tort this morning
to be absent several !reeks.
O W. MrCran , of Trenton. has moved to hie
farm near Roaring Springs.
Jim Cooper. left Wednemla* for Poughkeep-
sie, N. Y., to attend litigants. v lege.
• I.. Rodger., Judge W. P mfrs.. tel U.
it. Abernathy 'peat Ttur,..ia an lIadmonville.
Pliaues Lulu With. as.. if Montgomery. sad
Liss., McCarty .of Cadiz, left Thursday tor Now
Tort with Mr. Melvin Itlakemore. where they
will opend tbe winter.
Mr. K. 3 Withers, ultimo rity has accepted
• position with the tobacco grva of Nermlos.
Hallum•  co., of larturtile. as traveling
agent and solicitor in the counties of Souther.
lientuek). Mr. WWaserva a._ munr.....keased,
genial a. and
eaten., e Influence. The arra made a Lea strike
an securing his serairen.
tir•u941 I.
Silver Spur Tuesday alight.
Pereenne.-liarpei 's Banter Pattern'
at Hopper A Son's.
Our club offer at the head of the local
page le liberal. Got us a olub.
1)r. Witlites lecture on the 17th is
looked lorwilid to with laterest. -
Mr. Haubold has opened • confectioo-
ary next door to New kit office.
Two good firma and city reaideitee for
reut. Apply to W . 11' • as.
The ice ou the ponds was 1 i, invitee
thick yesterday. affording dine •kating.
Fri its, outs, cakes and eaten. a, at
itsubold's, our next duo' sieighbor.
The Pinrenix saloon is "the place" of
the toe n for flue drink.' of all sorts. Coll
around.
The city elect  • ill be held one week
from to-day. A Council, City Attorney
and wards are to be voted for.
A few more t•arrels of that ''good old
a hisky" yet 011 tap at the Pirrenix. Call
eround arid try it and bring your jug
The Muttleittourg Echo with cowmen-
olable energy published our report of the
Fairview dedication with ilitirtrationa.
1,(.100 tursheis of Clover See I wanted.
J Ni'. it, & Co.
l'he (bounty Clerk has received the
Acts of the lest legislature wad the Jo.-
tires can get their books by calling on
him.
• A freight engine aim oirraiied neat
the leek yesterday morning, but the
wrecking erew had it in place in • *hart
We are now offering more and better
-.troaltientiserati" toisubscritwia than any
paper in the state. Read the lilt and
Pee tor yourself.
Dixie Wilson sent up his balloon
Thursday evening. It wee caught by
the North viola and quickly drifted off
in the direction of Casty.
A Correction.
--
Cards are out announcing the marri-
age of Dr. A. 1'. Campbell and Mies
Johnnie Mills, at the Baptist church, at
9:30 o'clock next Tuesday evening.
-South Kentuckian.
There are just two things wrong in
the above  no cards are out and the mar-
riage will take place at 9:30 o'clock
Tuesday morning
Matrituou ial Mixture.
In a neighborhood not a thousand
miles from Owensboro, a certain win-
some young lady with malice afore-
thought engaged herself to three young
men and set the same day to wed each.
Three happy young men made indepen-
dent arrangements for three happy wed-
ding., the preacher was notified anti ev-
erything ready, when the young lady
put tragic ending to the farce by
seeding runners to each swain declar-
ing that she had concluded not to marry
at all. 'Fire Inquirer has good authority
for this singular narrative.-Inquirer.
Arrested and Released. -
-Mr. W. A, Wolt,r-former reehient of_
this county, ram arrested Thursday
night, as he was aMmt to take the train
for Ws home-In Missouri, on • warrant
sworn out by Wheeler & Mills, tobaotto
warehousemen. Wolf wad placed in
jail that night, and Friday want brought
to trial before Judge Anderson. Wolf
was charged with listing obtained $173
from the above gentlemen on 3 Mids. of
tobacco which he represented himself sa
having purchased from or.e English.
This was in 1$79. He then lett the state
and returned here a few days since an a
visit with the above resuits. Bevasow
of the absence of English tine County
Attorney dismissed the ease.
--toe se-e.--
Hyusenial.
Mr. G. E. Gaither was married to
Mies Emma C. Glass, at the residence of
the bride's mother, at 4 o'clock 'noire-
day afternoon, Key. J. W. Venable id
ficiating. Only the family and a few
intimate tripods were present at the
ceremony. Mr. Henry Wallace atten-
ded the groom as his beet wan. After
the cerernOny Mr. Gaither and bride
took the 5 o'clock train for Cincinnati
and other points to be allowing several
days The groom is one of our suedes.-
tut bug iteaa men. He Came to Hopkins-
Yille ebout if years ago anti by industry
and irugality has stemmed a leading po-
stilion in commercial circles. The bride
has long been a social favorite in this
city. She la • young lady of many win-
ning qualities, and the New ERA can
but extend to them the warmest wishes
for • bright and happy life.
Owe Thousand Dollars And ('set.
The Oarth-Arnold slander suit rag
brought to an end, Thursday by We jury
returning a verdict of $1,000 damages
and cost in favor of the plaintiff, Miss
Mollie Garth. The case was one of un-
usual interest and was attended with
intense excitement. Mr. E. ti. Sebree
for the plaintiff and Mr. H. W. Henry
for the defendant both made powerful
speeches for their respective sides. By
the verdict of the jury Mime Garth ia en-
tirely exonerated from the damaging
rumor. that were cirrulated against her
and stands to-day with character miter-
nielied Those who know her speak of
her se • bright and attractive young la-
dy, and It Is to be hoped that the exper-
ience of this trying ordeal will not in
any way disturb the h•ppit,es• or her
future or mar the claims she has upon an
upright and perfect womanhood. At
She a4A0, tivik.ri of the trial the defense
daliked a oiliest kir a sew
Slone Room roa Hine -Corner of
9th and Clay rivets, now avoided by
J. '1'. Iterronn-t Apply to
Juti. K. Gamin it
A propoaiti tttt will be oribmitterl to
the I larkeville City Council to supply
the town with 38 electric lights a $1,300
ywr year.
The late cold snap is getting in its
work on the boys and while they 'driver
they think of a warm toddy and straight-
* at go to the unItutti for the beet
its town.
,As yet no one inui been auiuu,a,unerii for
the ()Mote of City Attorney. Harry Fere
zoom say* he is not anxious tor it atel
is. .a good chancelur some rapiring
young aolott.
ilopkineville has been Isi•ited by •
; great many specialist*, yet none has ev-
er been its popular and oucceesful in his
treatment of chronic diereses as Dr. H.
M. Sherman.
The "Atlanta jug trade" has astsumed
large proportions, and the same boom
has struck ilopkinsville. For a nice jug
of pure old Christmas liquor go to the
Monne saloon.
i CadieTelephone; Xi.. Crone one of homing Bark.
the well-known and popular members 
of the firm of ilanna & Crum. 18.1i oilers Dr. II. M. :stiertilaii, die noted lqw-
at Hopkin.ville. has been mussed, tor etkis,,s, %hp 6. now at t lotus/0nm, is
the last week, Iii putting in new nlie tueeting with remarkable soccer-6. Scores
clattery in Wilford & Street's XIII. of the afflicted from all parts of Daviess
The, subject of the evening serum at county arid also from, Spruscland Du-
the Ninth Street Preabyterian church boils colnities, Ind., are daily visiting
tor to-morrow is, "The Gospel of Mat- him, peeking the benefit of his medical
thew, a True Record, or the 1:-•  skill owl navies.. l'inswe who vieireni
mese of tine New 'testament Scriptures." him when lie was here ill O. tober speak
Seats free amid the public is coolieui in- us the biglarat terms of him oval their
Tiled. rapid itueruirt Doom for the 'hurt time
I am et ill in tic coal ini-indos and ex- (bur) have 'weir minter his to Ile
pot to continue so long its I can get II ill return to Hookinoville Deceintwr
good coal. I beg you all to give rue a 15th, at the Burbridge Holier. Those
trial. My supply is limited Hee, but w itto oliol not have an topyoortintity to see
• after January, will be aide to ticike con_ him on his last visit should not fait to do
tracts for any a t, and of strywrior so on hie retorts. We predict for Wm a
large • itl increasing prectire on kill re-
turo.
The attraction at I be Opera
Tuesday night is loir of the beet,
that will he offered here this isamen.
Alias Mettle Hickman temirrea an ele-
gant party Ill her friends it her home,
Thittolay night. The t ebilig miss most
delightful annul with the round id soviet
pleasure a magisill tent supper was serv-
ed. 'Ike yonswg Whoa preprint • were
Misses Olivia Thompson, Mamie Camp-
l'on. The geptiemen
were Dr. Derwin Bell, Janke. MaaatIllit,
Henry Stites, Belem Hopper arid W. T.
Tandy. '
Mr. Jame Bartee, was arrested last
week by • Federal itfficer and earrie I to
Nsishville charged with buy log tobacco
without a license. Farm-mare liable to
make this mistake very often, ti gir we
do not mean to say that Mr. Barbee is
-guilty. We know nothing about Iris
care, but often renter's vs hit smell crops,
a few hundred pound* probates, apply to
a 144'0'110r to boy their i•ribi.e. that they
may get it off. and be ready on move,
and the crop is bought more to accounts.
date the seller than otherwise. This is
againat t1111 law and the purchaser is li-
able to as heavy a penalty as if Ise bought
largely. Irsreuers tau, isorever, buy
the crops of their own tenant' or share
workers.-Clarimville Ihnnocrat.
"It le all linter' sting play. that E. F.
Benton's "Silver Spur" rionstninatiou
gave at Woodbury Opera House last
night. lie- vise- of the rainy eveumg
there was • large sudiettue. one of the
beet of the %inter. The play has a 11101-
National element in it, aithout any of
the uncles., suggrations cliii h Usti-
ally characterize the modern drama.
I anti throttles it all Imola a vein of
rollicking humor. Elsie, doting the
play, introduces several stoiig••atiti dim
err, *hick she does isoltuirably. blush
Shirt J tom are very amusing. atith•
rove last eight was in thorough sympa-
thy, ard ebeered every song and Mom-
ti  heartily. "Silver Spur" %Ill tie
repeated to-night."-;11arsballttovii clu-
es • Tonle*. lire I. 1583.
Mere Bettis's.
Mr. Sylvester a. (whey anti Milne Arkley
B. Lea-la, of Crofton, were married
hureday afteenoon.
Mr.- Berry and Miss M ie Rob-
Immo, of this coinnty. eloped to Clsrka-
title anol were married one day this
week.
DR. H. I. SlIt.RMAN.
The Noted Speciallet, on at the
Daniels House, Corner Fifth
and Frederica.
1 -- The-preeetteroin- sidese4sy-of 4-4-41÷411-;Sherman. the eocces•Iiii specialist in all
vitriolic diseitars, has had the effect to
attract to him scores of the entitled from
all parts of the county. N unseroue cameo
have been aubtuitteti to him with matte-
factory results, hie oMee being trona oraly
visited by patients. Dr. Sherman comes
with the best of testimonials to evidence
his standing socially and profesmionallv
and deserves the success won by Iris un-
! questioned skill.-0 wensburo Inquirer.
Juvenile Tramp*.
Molosoan r.an•.
TOO sallall boys, on. o aunt or in As-
tound, the watehmaker, tise •otot
Ellirtber Particelers of Bailey's Blimp-
patio-awn- The Niter to be Direg•
ged
of Mei ,r Botta' built hellift 116 4" "inr 111101111 la fa It vow riming tine tuysteri..
years 01 age, wrist away s I 111ileillilli I. a tansa ataappealmaice of Mr. ('..t. Bailey.
few days ego, and were gone tern or clot( loon etise 4,uirkuifl has had both
three days. They traveled oil the C. at ahlaie of the reel trom 4,slerheviile to
Oslo McHenry uilines,erturiolog to Nor- bliajtmeum,r,autbly „c„ecy,,d. sims. 1,6„
t00,111114 aind 3,401‘ from lacre to II 'P-, keit trim, the train as believed, he was
knisvilte, nut Watling a inv.! or •teeping
in a bum s storing their %moat rings.
They got ould moot abogusteal stoat made
their way beck Iniine, frilly eattsfleal that
there is ''ire plat-.- like Ii0110.."
DEPARTING GLORY.
-
bripitiaa Fourth es the List of I.-
bates Prodeelag Comelier,
The Auolitor's report made from the
assesstots returns* on Ow totecoo crop in-
dicer* dust Chrtatian no longs t teeth as
a tobacco growing comity.
Orsees county head, she list, D.'s 'ess
• lielltleyeun third, l'irrasthou
fourth, Marron ilfth, iVebster sixth, sod
Holmium' sirtenth 
The follow/lug are tile estitrated crops
of three cowgirl' frw 11484 and Pots:
eels • use
Graves 
 10.1196,30n 12 5ste,203
Day ire. 
  5,7.53 *130 13,258.480
Iteisnis-rerre . %UV/ IbJ 11.702 900
Uhl riwtian-  11,130.300 II Ssa 4to0
Maims _,....-..  7.371,7W 7.950.700
Webster., 
 
6.309 415 7 758 415
Hopkins 
 7,5;9,100 7,369 900
It will be "wen that w there Is an
reparrot esittrmous inerrasne in Daviese
Ilksitity, it Is due to ass imperie8-t return
for Mgt.', and not from any such 'sellout
totertusee in the crop. Chrietsan sod
llopkios arr Ham cooly counties Meat show_ .
a tailing off no Sir number of pounds
rattiest, ha he moth* Stele the
til 11485 over 1583 was 95,655,196 pounds.
- --Ate
"Crick is The Reek,"
Stitt+ lot the stile and all smelt afflictions
eured by Pomeroy 's Poroured Fleet. re
Sold by 111 ug.gieta and. II B. Gamer,
liopkinsville, By
-----
A NEWST LETTER FROM KELLY'S.
Baltimore Journal oftoroineree
There is no better way of judging a
city or lora than by its uewepa-
pers. They are the exponents of the
business, social and lllll ral interests of
their locality. Especially le this notice-
ble in the brinsivese interests of any place,
and a stranger. though Ise nsay 'Beyer
have seen the city or town, can easily
decide as tar the enterprise roini push of
the merchant* and manufacturers of ally
locality simply by examining its local
papers. If they are fresh and vigorotip,
tilled a Oh local svivertiseinents, lie
knows of a eertainty titat It is a live and
Inspiring place. The paper is but a re-
flex of the ea tttttt unity , mot if tire latter
lacks enterprise. It will tie pure to be
made plain to outsiders, by the local pa-
pers.
Iscribers. We do it because it pays and
is legitimate. You eery for the paper
Ilse regular prioe, no more soil 110 leas,
and we throw In the chance at the pre-
miums. Somebody will get every Of-
tick on the ilst. It matters not who, to
us. We put lip the whole $1,000 worth
and our subscribers take them in. Sup-
pose your take our paper and a (quince!
A Henderson correspondent says:
Corn is selling here from the wagon at
331-, cents per bushel, pork at flee cents
per pOl11101 and bogs on foot 314 cents.
The tobacco market Is opening up. In
the lam two weeks many wagon. loaded
wilt. the weed hays been emptied here.
Th.. price runs all the way brim, Vi rents
to $11 per hlindrpal . A Nike ars seine/
here at :hi cent. per peck It they bad
ruo up to styli figures sometime lig i
Adam woult1 have los I a different story
to transmit to his prig •ao v. He rondo'
hardly I an.. afforded the luxury of a
horsefall when he I. ' tea 'OP the mark atfor lye ilmtil.
tory of the United States are almost
given away in our combitiation offers
on subscription. Look under the head
of "Inducements."
We would rise to remark that we are
still selling coal at 9 Celli', a buitkal by
ate load, delivered. Orders left at Gal-
timer's drug store will be promptly filled.
Usmotw000
Orders for our paper end the fie ty-fire
books for 5a; cents are pouring in trom all
points. Its the biggest little offer ever
made in this country. Read the list of
books and take advantage of the oppor-
tunity.
Chat", t rutchtlelol. iIeg Tag," was
tried before dodge Brasher, Thurolay,
for robbing Geo. Martin of $10 mot a
pint of whiskey. Ile was held over un-
der a bond of $200, in default  of wirich
he went to jail.
quality.
A. Pumice SMITH.
• sims--.
A farmer sent a tIollar for a lightning They Go Gunning For Men.potato-bug killer, which he saw adver-t
, deed In a paper, ami received by return Last Friday an unfortunate shooting
mail two hloeka of wood, with directiona
printed on them as follows: "Take this 
anair necurred in We soutlierMportion of
the eininty between Bob Carnal analblock, No. I. in the right heed; place Fed Latham, iii %Welt both nien were
! the bug on No. 3 anal press them to
soot. It 'seem+ that a hunting party had
gether. Remove the bug and proceed been plaiiiird, and a point on (linty
as before.-Ex. 
about two miles' south of Rosewood hat
Madisonville 'limes: Not a pound al been agreed on ea the trlace of Itieetiog,
tobacco has -been bought -by our toeka rilere the partlek stainemblea, and it ap-
dealers. A great many farmers will pears that a goodly supply of liquor had
prise anal chip their crops.. tlesler been provided for the twearrion. Carnelil
says it will pay farmers to handle and and Latham along whit the party were
tart their crops carefully, tying in small drinking freely. A dirpute arose he-
hands. He says the frosted tobacco will green Carnesh and a 1.11111 of Latham who
not pay shipping charges, and should was a member of the party, mid they
not be mixed wltti good tobacco, soon came to blows. Al doh juncture
Our drawing is no "lottery scheme," Latham seized his shotgun anti fired at
but a fair and square oft to our sub- Carneal the charge taking effect in ids
-.In • - 
face and right shoulder. Central then
snatched a gun from a Mr. Weibull),
who was smiling near, and lire] at
Lathan), tar shot taking effect in his left
side just above the groin, then leveling
Ws epsilon young Latham be fired a sec-
ond shot at him the charge fortunately
missing 111111. /le then clubbed his gun
and struck young Latham a murderous
lick over the bead, break lung off the stock
of 'begun by the force of the blow,
Carneal's rowel& are but slight and not
considered dangeroup, !Athens's wounds
will probably prove fatal and the young
man ramped without serious Injury.-
Gres tivil le Echo.
es
A Luxury aid Neeemilty
law rich anti poor W110 wish to enjoy
good health. and who do not wish to re-
sort to hitter natmeotim, liver medicines
mei ell hsrties. I. the concentrated Call- ;
•rilia liquid fruit remedy, Syrup of t
Figs. Sample bottles free, and 50c. and
$1 botties for sale by H. B. Garner.
KELLY. KY , ike 1, ISM,
Editor New Era:
It Is a noticable feet Gest there Is
I. as whisky drunk WW1 more women
buyieg_calico iir this county than ever
Tido. about a nuisance, hilt If tire
country "cad" who 'twigs around sunlit
deld selesol to talic•Ilsearov female, from
the freckle Need Mimi of ramie smiuminwrs,
oho la opt otit of short dresses, on up
to the mime' girl of eighteen years,
discoof all A "hob-taileit"
mire dila side or a pest bowie (or a
bench-leg dor (list will tmtrk roil won't
blip,. lion 1 ill admit Hitt_ _l__k_o_ew
noshing about • hat it fakes to constitute
a regular all %SOUL bras:A-plated bore.
to le  MI Fuller died on the 18th
day of November, of general
tie was very. out, having lived nearly
four. score years.
So another good man ham gone from
the walks of inesi-enother rough, un-
even battle has ended-one more little
ini.tory has beers merged into
inyatery- Ile was a Mau, funned
ter the good old plan of better days; a
matt who could count iris Mende front
among the hest men ot this county, e
apart trom tire tellies and foibles
all sonil unspotted a ith the leprosy
of tire aorld'e .in. Everybody knew
"Untie Tom," as lie was called, and brit
few twople disliked him. Ever humble
to hi. Gori arid modeat in his interoouree
with meti, he Mut gone to meet his re-
ward lip yonder In the eternal sunlight
of heaven. Peace be unto his ashes.
MANKIND-On the 2.1th day of Novem-
lwr, at 3 u'clock p. nm , at the redi-
d...we tit time bride's father. Mr I. N.
Hamby , Miss Illonby to Mr. Geo.
Smith. The brute is a highly- esteemed,
lovely young lady , of the Stoking Fork,
young titan (of Got seine neighborhood,
Tlie groom inn a worthy, rising
Ray they live long and happily, Is no
earnest whit',
it a 081181 seem that  • time a first.
class niecorupoop is found to be too Isis.
and 'it'. 5u55 petent for other purposes. lie
is ma le stisuin sort ol "mud slitiger his-
▪ i`Oitipsity store. a 1111 a one-hrtror post
Allee to witt811 aller and a half-peony
telegrospli office to Manage and • cheese
box and elirtnno thrown in. Rata!
They may preach tat 'Tiro( the heenipm
11( the "het whir, stood on the burning
(leek." ad the bravery of my friend,
Jito Barney Willinitts, lin voted Or
fleiiiii.7yntti• ticket at ilte poiot a bay-
onet, but I ted you, John, if I was ever
us much opposed to what a woman
wanted, and was going to vote that way,
by the time one female bad eeeured a
etrong grip in inv collar and two more
had an arm, A 411 a fourth to • bring
up the rear with all ocessimmi push I
wovild be road; and willing to go to the
polity still VOW for !warts allythitog
stator, 81 tile All 1 1.1111• say Is that tine
man who can vote rgaienst them is a
braver man than I gni. 1 ban e bed a
ter herrn^ esy•apra 111 my life
-have
beets in some e:Ose plat* I litme 1 ale
nut sifraki Iowan tuv rights or iner t
danger in all ordinary hirin, brit tell
you when a • lllll Ali looks at me kb a
peculiar glitter in her eye, and any, for
me to till 11101 vote, I'll vote mei
vide (prick at that.
Oar the 25 day id November. about 1111e
hundred stool twenty live iiivited guests
met. at the hoepitable home of Esquire
Mime*, ot poeinct, it.
give dislike to Gael ('in lila intuit Ides,
Inge and pareke of iris conitorts, prom-
inent g which, ass the fat cant-as--
ca of three or four Winterise turkey gob
biro; The services% were enialtiete.1 6).
Rev. .I. W. Mod. in am instructive arid
impressive m•iiiner. 'line
dremi Sere all present, so the roce.ision
we. one of family reurrion, as well as of
thaiikagivItig. When dinuer W as aii-
Houneed those preartot were pealed at a
table which erle•I mot. ash were. tinder
Its mighty tool of good tie the
refrealasueot of man. It W the hap
pleat day your eorreeperulent has exyw-
rieneed tor matt) years. Our friend
William Cotton told more joktost and
laughed louder at other • j•titem than ev-
er before, but when "Inisinee," home
arrived, arid he sat down to his turkey,
It was notictsi that he tweeted animosity
silent anti earnest. lie didn't !MOP
time to answer • civil question. A boot
4 o'clock or tine attenuant tine crowd din-
perseti, each 'wart hearing • bleeping for
Empire Barnes mid las kind flintily.
The gerwral verdict of the voted znas "a
good (limier giveti by a good mot on a
good slay in as good a country OA Meson
ever shined 011."
PREFERRED LOCALS
L Overcoats OvercoatsCLARIIIIV111... Titan., Dee. 1
carried scene distance from the road.
The Gut-tory that lig 111111 Ilthell foully
abed! w iii gain. •treirgth aid there la
a nuns elm lit en foot so have the river
drama' ti, apprehensive that be has hero
unordered aural thrown lido the water.
It Is *trinket !list lie did not skip liar the
sake ef Ow money he 14 I twenties. had
aid het ir llie tnhsj. it Ise might have vol.
levied tuore here and a coosIderabie
amount at Russell. ilk, Ky., where he
started to make entitlements for the Stall-
third Oil Couiptuy. flail lie been crazy
alrusik trying to recap... hie %here-
about« %mild have been detected ere
this. lie entered Mark Partin', paloon
late 1111 the evening lie heft , Nov. 150
Willie biking is drink he lowered to he
shatioa cal lo) a stranger at the dour, PO
aline Mr Pai lin. Mr. Barksdale aired-
ted him when getting on the train and
regarillog hi hiru ton drunk is. travel bv
histeself tried to perose le him mu to go
1 he ateronti **Mon id freight train
Na - IS Ho the clews-land auti Pittehurg
milord ran into die drat Plar11013 of the
sallow train near Summit( ville, 0., at II
otelock last night, a reeking sixteen
care anti both loetomotIves, The tiebris
lire I  tiately g101 was entirely
con-umeil. No person ass linjureni.
The is. ot ss $25 Ono
PiiEFER 14.1 1 1.0 I S
••W••••••••.4444,4•4444•4l•44l4,*
DR HARCAN
Au a great reduction
tI Slr- ONLY ONE MONTH
Kings of Winter Gootit!; To ylose Out-
gold cheap ',toted-lion. it e * 2(*) (30 woRTH
B. Rosenbaum
Cold 7/avi, OF CLOTHING
at greatly reduced priest lost received et Hats3ll F illi Goo 11.Fratikel'a.Also another largeito of Ladles', Missesmei I eloaks anti Short Wraps
10,000 No. 5 Enve-
lopes for sale at a bar-
gain. Apply at this of-
fice.
Elegant line of /Attlee' and Gents'
Silk ilatiolkerehlefa, anti Worsted and
511k MliM0rs at Frankel's.
-
Parties desiring nice-
fitting Suits made to
order would do well to
call on N. Tobin Co.,
morchant Tailors, cor
9th and Main at.
We will reveire tints week an elegant
line of Silk ruibrellas with Gold, Sil-
ver and Ivory Introlles.
Fmt!tItIL & Soles.
In Carpets!
As the season is nearing
the end, we propose I./Ming
such prices on our stock as
will empty our shelves in a
hurry.
Dress Goods
in endless variety and at
prices that will astonish any
one. - The largest and cheap-
est-line (of LAmEs' anti CH11.-
Dars's CLOAKS ever
lorought to Hopkinsville.
OUR LADIES' $2.50 SHOE
heats am thing ever seen in
THE GREATIATARRH KING. this market. Ask for them.tettrivirrts- Arni pry
A 1101 ir graduate of tw o Si •1101.1s; 18 on (71othing and Furnishing
Goods. Blankets and Jeans
were never sold as low here
before. The CHEAPEST line
of TOWELS, NAPKINS and
Table Linens to be found in
the eity.
Our Notion Department
Everything new in
Gents' Neckwear The, pe cum!
hobbiest line of Stiff
and Soft Hats in the
city can be found at'TUESDAY Dec 7.
The Comedy Drama
SILVER SPUR
44411 4 i- I I. a ...iiper:or Prato/Ito
A POWERFUL PLAY
soailiwitly. Pathos and Comedy,
with
shisiga, Demure., and Bal.J•tletea,
Illactudieg tl. t i.rent
The Mikado Band.
Tr,. a, Va. cent-
'MONEY
• IWe have bought a new 
-
and larger one and
ave raO use for this.
USINESS!
To save trouble of
moving and. in order tol
' 1 g firearms Lanes, Toilet. „et.,close out my entire , ',in 11001ta Poets, doyenne sodI al.rellooro IP Rooks, 11e., r. Sees_p Hooke,stock of Cloaks, Hats , Photo tool olograph Allmon., etc They bats
' Jihd received A st eh of superiorLadies' Underwear,I
11.•111 learii.i.g 11.1.1., Woe aI r ite At, .'
o ay oo sl
Shears and Scissors,
r•• lia‘aar
Dress Goods, and in fact
everything in my store I ` -""g"114'i"terns in flew , they h•ve A
at No 103 Main St., now I knetiltionn*ie comfortable hoe
superintended by Mrs your carpets with
Carrie Hart, I will sell Heavy Paper Twill,
everything at and be- keen out the eold and gave your riavefalow cost, for the next 30 v.„„, ito well to examine. Their stork ofThey have a laige stork of Stationery. youdays. Mrs Hart and
Mr. Waller will be DrnEs, Medicines, Oils, Paints &c.pleased to wait on all.
This is no joke. Come
and see for yourself, Pictures, Picture Frames
and be convinced. I am
Now Prohibition ban earliest determined to close -IND-
establi•linnent of a peraim  beer a) these goods out, as the 
MO LDI NG!
comity, the twit enterpriee will Inc the
dicate. It will be hard on the 'poisoners. Store has been rented.Roy.
- spe too-- - Goods entirely new and Tooth Brushes,
:imp et rigs. of latest styles. Bought
Manufactured wily by the California M. LIPSTINE.Fig STTUD CO.. San Vralltiiico. 41., is
Nature's Own Trite 1.axative. This
pleasant Cedifor,pia liquid fruit remedy
may be had of Mr. II. B. Garner% Si1111-
pie bottle, free and large bottle* at fifty
cents and one dollar. It is the most
plentsant, prompt, anti effective remedy
ktorn to cleanee the system; act on
the Liver. Kidney ani Bowels Nyently,
at lowest prices
F. T. Goma:, tic Tailor
Ham opeue,1 its his stand, No. 19, ith
street. Ills stock is eonnplete. He would
like his &triode and them/bit, Ill general wore •ttention Is gives to thews domorationeto call and examine his stock before put'- than ever before Call awl wee n• red a, VIM
dinning elect% here. with pleasure show Tee our res.'.
Respeetrany,
I
Hair Brushes, °combs. Todel Sagps
▪ •%.•11thirie s sell ,.r 'seed drug etiirg.
I andniin, 0,i A of
WsEsall PEajp4?,I•
yet tnoroughly; 'limpet Ilearlachee, Frankel's are offering speelel bargainsColds, and Fevers; to cure Constipation, in Clothing mid Overcoats for Men, Boys
Ludimastiou and kindred Ws. and Children.
Ceiling Decorations,
years experienee in treatment of chronic
cast s All cases undertaken po.tively
cured. As a guaranty 01 this, we eol-
lect no charges fur services until the pa-
tirot is revorrerl to health. If you are
afflicted call soli consult, the Doctor, as
delay in diseases of ally kind danger-
owl Will be at the Burbridge House,
Illookisaville, Ky.. il Dec. lith 1886.
Blank Notes for sale
at this office, cheaper
than can be bought in
. is conip.t.c.. Remeintier we
lead tin' list for L ( W
R ('
Tf you want a suit of Clothes, Underwear, Neck-
wear, Shirts, Hats, Gloves,
or anything in our line, don't fail to call at mice, for we are
almost giving these goods away. We are making great re-
ductions ill
0-tax Custona.-Matio
We also represent the CUSTOM I )EPARTMENTS soine
of the leading NEWYORK AND PHILADELPHIA trades.
JAMES PYE COa)
No. 3 Main St. ifopkinsville, K.
1813;04ewsilase,1 XACO(oes.les.
Excelsior Wagons
ii
Are a arranted to excel In Workman
ship and Material. Durability 1111111101.
structloo sod Deane's., of Draft. Om
w110(0101 are all made at home, and every
  warranted to give entire satissae.
don. No trouble or delay lis gettlog
them repaired. All immaterial thorough-
ly inepected before using. We intend
tau uisintain the reputation of the I de.
brated Exerlaior Vfagons. Large amuck
on hand of all sires.
LUMBER! LUMBER!
Sish, TloOri. Mad, SlilingTet;TAlhe
Boards, Mouldings, Bracketa, Baluster,
Newels. Hand Rail and a Irma stock of r
Rough Lumber on hand.
Celebrated Erin Lime,
Cement, Plaster Hair, Eire Briek,
Grates and Mantels, all sizes and kinds
at rock bottom ticures
1Pc:›islicoesc
BARBED WIRE,
%,heat Drills, Far
arise swam Wens.
Fine Carrieges, Buggies, Jaeger.,
I'lisetone and Spritig axons by the car
load, at mom reasonable prices-. Lichjob warranted to give satisfaction.
•
1-1.A.RINT=SS.
Wt. keep a titre stock of Buggy liar-
twee of all kimis at reammable prices.
We have a great many other goods
which are too Homeroom to mention.
We hope to see you when le used of
anything in our line.
Moot respectfully,
C. W. Marc LEK, Prim•t
Cot ill I Jones & CO. 111:Wery t
WRIGHT'S, the Main
Street Clothier.
Toboggan Cape all styles at Free kers.
FOR SALE!
A V ALI AIM. RitillinNun On NOrtli
Main street. Improvi meta* consist of
frame cothige with 7 motile. guild *coal
hon.... hen ' se, out kitehesi with good
cellar, staid,. for two borer* entirowe
each. good cistern and young orekaril
110 Um acre lot. Apply to
Atka Camentos..
l'iodere ear Frankere for Mai. La-
dies tool cbit'rett.
-- • 
--
-TO-
Nows a or
We have for sale,
CHEAP a "Mustang
Mailer," good as new
to be made t at nits oat and
return to us, mid we w send
toe tree, erimething of great
iglu, sod iinpnetaace to you,
that will start )iiti 1.11011e1141 which will tiringyou In more mosey light away than an) i long
c sem tne wood. Any one eau di the work
anti lite at home. Either Pea. all ages, s ttttt e-
thics' new. Hist Just coins 'none, frail work-
er.. we win .t..rt )ini; capital sot wooled
'This is our .4 the genuine, important chances
of a life•time Those who are ambitions awlleaterprwing di not delay. Grand canal free
Addrusa Tai r An Augusta, Data*
Caet Ilead This tIC
NN NI • Vice Pres'. a II, te,See'y *Trims,
gM111111111011filliEomou,
General Founders and Machinists,
-Mametasturers of-
41111illialdEllM3chinery.
Palley altaftlea, Hanger,
Anil Make a Spre.altv of Repairing En-
gine), sad Mill Machinery.
De hare -vrently . d L14.. a factor* a
General Repair Ibpartment,
whore we ere...rite r.1
WAGONS, PLOWS,
sHOEING
and such like. Mr smiths and ,wo,.
nerainen are
'111•( baron., of spert•nr.-
uisern op
isthe most en, venient thlrahle and flies
est top Maonfaet il. We mantifartur.
OUR PUMPS
a" "*"""'e
 
of mc.".1" Very Truly'
IC 1111111131;1111111g El/111011e
3 ilDF=CI.A.T...TI=E:
Od
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l 
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Wrought Iron Fencing
in .11 .1.4nous,
WROUGHT IRON TOBAGCO SCREWS
Ratchet Screws.
Weary- maimraellers of the Asmorteitla
Combination Fence
r 1 T.1.1 and Trigg roman's.
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POSTELL B1,11( 6TH ST.. HOPKINS VILLE,
- Ilas just ..pened with full, new Tall Stork of ----
DRY GOODS, CLOTHING,
Boots, Shoes, Hats, Caps, Trunks and Notions,
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MAX MENDEL.
ottom Dropped Out.
FOR ONE WEEK
Cash Customers Cap Get Special Bargains!
Decorated Chamber Sets, - - - $2.50
Decorated Dinnor Sets 112 Pieces, $10
Decorated Tea Seta, 56 Piece, - - - $4
Other Goods in proportion.
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